Local students make Honor Roll at Oregon State University

By Oregon State University News, 541-737-4611, Oregonstateuniversitynews@oregonstate.edu


CORVALLIS, Ore. – Names of students who have made the Scholastic Honor Roll Fall 2021 have been announced by Oregon State University.

A total of 8,043 students earned a B-plus (3.5) or better to make the listing. To be on the Honor Roll, students must carry at least 12 graded hours of course work.

Students on the Honor Roll included:

BAKER

Baker City

Anthony J. Cowan, Sophomore, Nuclear Engineering; Taylor V. Folkman, Junior, Forestry; Reno R. Hammond, Junior, Public Health; Cayn J. Osborn, Senior, Civil Engineering; Erik L. Ruby, Senior, Art.

Jacob H. Wright, Freshman, Business Administration.

Halfway

Joseph W. Aguilar, Senior, Animal Sciences.

BENTON

Adair Village

Kimberly J. Gardner, Senior, English; Melanie J. Shaw, Senior, Biology.

Alsea

Daniel Heidemeyer, Post Baccalaureate, Mechanical Engineering; Ashley K. Martinez, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.
Maysam M. Abugrain, Senior, Civil Engineering; Aldair A. Acosta Juarez, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Courtney Adams, Senior, Psychology; Ella N. Adams, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Fuad Alemad, Junior, Accountancy.

Denna N. Alnasser, Sophomore, Public Health; Saeed T. Alshamsi, Freshman, Physics; Naif Alsharif, Freshman, Kinesiology; Lana H. Ari, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Bilal Asal, Junior, Biochemistry and Biophysics.

Savannah T. Ashcraft, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Aaron K. Au, Junior, Computer Science; Carolina Barajas, Senior, Horticulture; Mira Batti, Sophomore, Creative Writing; Sadie Beam, Sophomore, Psychology.

Lindsay Beaman, Sophomore, Psychology; Hannah G. Beck, Junior, Animal Sciences; Quentin W. Beers, Junior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Elizabeth Benson, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Raghav Bhatt, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Hayes B. Blackman, Sophomore, Environmental Econ and Policy; Spencer H. Boock, Senior, Environmental Engineering; Emily S. Bourne, Freshman, Kinesiology; Porter J. Bovee, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Gabriel X. Braukman, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.

Anna N. Bretl, Sophomore, Zoology; Isabelle A. Bretl, Senior, Computer Science; Ella R. Briggs, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Hannah L. Briggs, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Maximillian A. Brune, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology.

Aaron C. Bruntlett, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Joshua A. Burlock, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Lane A. Byer, Sophomore, Construction Engineering Mgt; Collette J. Byrne, Junior, Arts, Media, and Technology; Anthony R. Cardinali, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Ian Carlisle, Junior, Creative Writing; Mint Carroll, Senior, Political Science; Victoria Chang, Senior, Chemical Engineering; James E. Chaplen, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Jessica L. Chaplen, Senior, Ecological Engineering.

Susanna G. Charlton, Sophomore, Natural Resources; Alicia A. Cheng, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Britannia E. Choi, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Hannah J. Christison, Freshman, Psychology; Emma M. Ciechanowski, Sophomore, Biology.

Connor T. Clancey-Burns, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Alexander J. Clapp, Junior, Accountancy; Liam Clark, Sophomore, Computer Science; Dylan A. Cox, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Jonah M. Craig, Freshman, Animal Sciences.

Micah Craig, Senior, Kinesiology; Sarah J. Curtis, Freshman, Psychology; Mark B. Dameron, Junior, Natural Resources; Jaden R. Dart, Freshman, General Engineering; Kathleen R. Davis, Sophomore, Psychology.

Trevin S. Davis, Senior, Civil Engineering; Daniel A. Davison, Senior, Psychology; Josilyn L. Dewey, Junior, History; Kirsten N. Dixon, Junior, Business Administration; Emaleah G. Downer, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.
Carter X. Doyle, Junior, Bioengineering; Lauren E. Dye, Sophomore, Natural Resources; Jacob H. Eckroth, Senior, Computer Science; Samuel A. Elliott, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Alyssa K. Erwin, Post Baccalaureate, Kinesiology.

Jose G. Esparza, Senior, Public Health; Pamela M. Esterhuizen, Post Baccalaureate, Kinesiology; Reya B. Fairbanks, Junior, Animal Sciences; Brenda Fasse, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Madison M. Flanders, Freshman, General Engineering.

Danielle O. Fleming-Craig, Senior, Business Administration; Katie Folgate, Freshman, Kinesiology; Duncan M. Freeman, Senior, Computer Science; Aaron M. Frost, Junior, Computer Science; Olivia P. Fryer-Merlet, Sophomore, Biology.

Nicholai C. Gallegos, Senior, Computer Science; Mahayla J. Gamble, Junior, Kinesiology; Claudia Garcia, Freshman, Psychology; Frances F. Garrison, Senior, Horticulture; Amelia I. Garza, Senior, Industrial Engineering.

William R. Gilmore, Freshman, Biology; Gabriel Giordono, Freshman, Environmental Sciences; Danielle M. Gonzales, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Lilly Gordon, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Jacob R. Gradwohl, Senior, Architectural Engineering.

Matthew R. Gradwohl, Senior, Mathematics; Allie E. Greenwood, Freshman, General Engineering; Lucas S. Greer, Freshman, General Engineering; Luca J. Greeven, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Julian F. Guerena, Junior, Finance.

Tyler A. Gustafson, Junior, Finance; Owen W. Haggerty, Senior, Computer Science; Caleb R. Hall, Freshman, Finance; Jessica M. Halsey, Freshman, General Engineering; Sean A. Hamer, Post Baccalaureate, Nutrition.

Benjamin R. Hanson, Senior, Physics; Joseph R. Hanson, Senior, Computer Science; Lisa M. Hargest, Junior, Microbiology; Sinaiah S. Harrington, Senior, Zoology; Elena G. Hart, Senior, Biology.

Raven M. Hartley, Senior, Horticulture; Amani M. Hawash, Senior, Kinesiology; Matthew R. Hawkins, Senior, Computer Science; Lily J. He, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Renate Heath, Freshman, Public Health.

Kambria O. Heede, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Jordan J. Henke, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Brendan T. Herb, Junior, Business Administration; Valeria Heredia, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Isaac J. Heredia-Cortes, Sophomore, Political Science.

Jazmine Herrera-Ruiz, Junior, English; Elizabeth Hesano, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Alexandra M. Hicks, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Annalee R. Hiebert, Freshman, Music Studies; Daniel M. Honnies, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Travis A. Hudson, Junior, Computer Science; Thomas G. Humphrey, Junior, Horticulture; Kye E. Hunter, Junior, Chemistry; Brett C. Hutchinson, Freshman, General Engineering; Lei C. Jacob, Junior, BioHealth Sciences.

Cade M. Janssen, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Clare M. Jayawickrama, Senior, Bioengineering; Luke W. Jensen, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Evan Jin, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Cheyenne B. Johnson, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences.
Jaide Johnson, Freshman, Public Health; Malia A. Johnson, Junior, Business Administration; Caden J. Jolma, Freshman, General Engineering; Samuel P. Jordan, Junior, Biology; Laura Jost, Sophomore, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Alexandra A. Kaiser, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Aidan J. Kane, Post Baccalaureate, Mechanical Engineering; Kenneth L. Kang, Senior, Computer Science; Tory M. Kapple, Junior, Graphic Design; Maya M. Keist, Sophomore, Design & Innovation Management.

Nicole E. Kelley, Senior, Nutrition; Kruthik N. Kesari, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Kiernan Kilkenny, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Kyle L. Killen, Junior, Management; Hanyoung Kim, Freshman, General Engineering.

Sunwoo Q. Kim, Sophomore, Computer Science; Brenna R. King, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Damia H. Kirsch, Sophomore, Biology; Ariana J. Knight, Junior, Graphic Design; Jared F. Knowlton, Junior, Biology.

Grace E. Knutsen, Senior, History; Evan W. Kooyman, Junior, Economics; Andrew J. Krejec, Senior, Environmental Econ and Policy; Saha B. Kumar, Freshman, Elect & Computer Engineering; Minho M. Kwak, Senior, Biology.

Kaylee M. Laam, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science; Corbin G. Lancaster, Freshman, General Engineering; Bradly Landucci, Sophomore, Computer Science; Andrew LeClaire, Sophomore, Sociology; Jordan B. Learmonth, Junior, Horticulture.

Jenny Lee, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science; Grayson C. Lewis, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Joel Y. Lim, Freshman, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Lucy Lin, Senior, Computer Science; Alayna L. Linderman, Junior, Pre-Communication.

Benedek T. Liszkai, Freshman, Kinesiology; Nathan S. Liu, Senior, Computer Science; Ezraelle C. Lochner, Senior, Design & Innovation Management; Linnea C. Lochner, Sophomore, Music Studies; Jonathan D. Lopez, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Alexis M. Louie, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Luke A. Lutnesky, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Rachael J. Macdonald, Senior, Bioengineering; William J. Macy, Senior, Art; Rita Maia Pestana Ramos B, Sophomore, Pre-Interiors.

Indigo L. Martin-Llinas, Junior, Business Administration; Georgia M. Mason, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Madeline J. Massey, Senior, Psychology; Coleson May, Freshman, Kinesiology; Ruth M. McCullough, Senior, Natural Resources.

Isaac J. McEvoy, Senior, Biology; Jenna A. McFadden, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Spencer D. McMaster, Sophomore, Natural Resources; Lloyd J. McNemar, Junior, Horticulture; Madison J. Megy, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Kirstie K. Melott, Senior, Anthropology; Zoe X. Moulton, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Fatima A. Moussaoui, Junior, Computer Science; Jannah R. Moussaoui, Junior, Psychology; Jackson Myers, Freshman, General Engineering.

Paris G. Myers, Senior, Art; Erika R. Nagamoto, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; Remy B. Noble, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Faris M. Nohad, Senior, Management; Hanna C. O'Leary, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering.
Kelvyn Olivas, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Neal J. Ornes, Freshman, Computer Science; Kelton J. Orth, Senior, Computer Science; Sarah G. Osman, Senior, Botany; Haley R. Pacheco, Senior, Biology.

Anya M. Panose, Junior, Chemical Engineering; John I. Parks, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Brigit A. Paterson, Sophomore, Interior Design; Gabrielle E. Paul, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Sarabeth T. Pearce-Smith, Senior, Natural Resources.

Jackson D. Pinion, Junior, Management; Jesse C. Pittman, Senior, Architectural Engineering; Quincy M. Pittman, Senior, Horticulture; Mathew R. Popowski, Senior, Computer Science; Olivia N. Queisser, Sophomore, Botany.

Maisy A. Rappe, Junior, Natural Resources; Draken S. Reeves, Sophomore, Graphic Design; Bianca Reinalda, Senior, Kinesiology; Anna N. Reistad, Freshman, Biology; Addison D. Reukauf, Senior, History.

Noah M. Ritschard, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Andrea J. Ryker, Sophomore, Accountancy; Garrett H. Sather, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Isabella J. Schrader, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Joseph S. Serewis, Senior, Psychology.

Sahana S. Shah, Junior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Kanar N. Shaiban, Senior, Public Health; Hadi M. Shan, Senior, Public Health; Emily G. Shinn, Sophomore, Psychology; Lewis H. Shotton, Senior, Bioengineering.

Eli B. Smart, Junior, Bioengineering; Brayden Smith, Freshman, Business Administration; Devin Smith, Post Baccalaureate, Environmental Engineering; Maddie M. Smith, Senior, Political Science; Lindsey N. Soule, Senior, Kinesiology.

Ian D. Spehar, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Olivia M. Spreadbury, Sophomore, Human Development and Family Science; Viola M. Stark, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Jack R. Stevenson, Junior, Computer Science; Crystal M. Still, Junior, Biology.

Josalyn M. Strickler, Post Baccalaureate, Psychology; Bridgette B. Suing, Senior, Botany; Alexandra G. Sweet, Senior, Design & Innovation Management; Austin B. Taylor, Senior, Finance; Nebiy Temesgen, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences.


Srikar D. Valluri, Senior, Computer Science; Alexander Vartanov, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; Anusha Vasudevan, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Evan E. Vedder, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Nathan R. Vega, Junior, Renewable Materials.

Kyle Vickstrom, Freshman, General Engineering; Frida Villicana, Freshman, General Engineering; Andrey V. Voinov, Junior, General Engineering; Tomislav Vuckovic, Junior, Computer Science; Jack Walter, Post Baccalaureate, Business Administration.

Matthew J. Ward, Junior, Nuclear Engineering; Anders J. Warrick, Sophomore, Marine Studies; Henry D. Waterhous, Senior, Psychology; Hannah M. Wayman, Senior, Art; Robin Weis, Senior, Art.
Abigail G. Wenger, Senior, Kinesiology; Mikkos A. Willard Argyres, Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Payton B. Wright, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Ricardo A. Yanez, Post Baccalaureate, Elect & Computer Engineering; Julia Yang, Freshman, General Engineering.

Wanyu Zhu, Junior, Digital Communication Arts.

Monroe

Brady D. Goracke, Junior, Psychology; Kimberly M. Martinez, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Tyler D. Mills, Junior, Accountancy; Dylan S. Oldham, Sophomore, General Engineering; Edgardo R. Perez, Freshman, Agricultural Sciences.

Philomath

Ruby A. Ackermann, Sophomore, Public Health; Brooke F. Aduviri, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Lucas S. Ainsworth, Freshman, Sociology; Bryan P. Caples, Freshman, General Engineering; Madeline M. Coe, Freshman, Chemistry.

Breeana C. Couture, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Sawyer G. Culbertson, Junior, Women, Gender, and Sexuality; Sean W. Cummings, Freshman, General Engineering; Jensen S. Davis, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Justin M. Enghauser, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Kyle R. Escamilla, Senior, Energy Systems Engineering; Elliot S. Foley, Sophomore, Computer Science; Elise L. Graham, Junior, Psychology; Bailey J. Gurski, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Rylee Henderer, Junior, Design & Innovation Management.

Jordan S. Indrawan, Freshman, General Engineering; Shaden C. Jensen, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Holly T. Kampfer, Sophomore, Business Administration; Hunter J. Kaufmanns, Freshman, General Engineering; Crystal M. Kelso, Senior, Horticulture.

Emily M. King, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Alexandra R. Koetje, Junior, Graphic Design; Connor J. Kutzler, Junior, Psychology; Casey R. McDaniel, Freshman, General Engineering; Alexandria M. Miller, Post Baccalaureate, Biology.

Rosalina N. Page, Senior, English; Corin B. Rodger, Senior, Computer Science; Ella M. Ryan, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Seth P. Staten, Junior, Earth Sciences; Desmond Virasak-Holmes, Sophomore, Computer Science.

Ashlynn M. Wulk, Sophomore, Psychology.
CLACKAMAS

Beavercreek

Maxwell T. Kavanagh, Junior, University Exploratory Studies; Anna M. Keylock, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Amanda P. Wendell, Junior, Animal Sciences.

Boring

Jacob T. Atkins, Senior, Forest Engineering; Shane H. Atkins, Junior, Business Analytics; Axel L. Clear, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Emma L. Faris, Junior, Merchandising Management; Cara R. Farnes, Senior, Business Administration.


Chase L. Park, Junior, Public Policy; Georgiy A. Rog, Sophomore, Rangeland Sciences; Carter J. Schlosser, Junior, Outdoor Products; Lauren E. Twist, Sophomore, Computer Science.

Canby

Andrew M. Adams, Senior, Finance; Jessica R. Beaver, Sophomore, Music Studies; Ainsley G. Beck, Freshman, Nutrition; Ember R. Billingslea, Senior, Liberal Studies; Garrett M. Botz, Sophomore, Agricultural Sciences.

Dakota J. Bryant, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Parker L. Calkins, Freshman, Political Science; Zachary J. Carson, Freshman, Biology; Analiska B. Domínguez, Freshman, Psychology; Rachelle Domínguez, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science.

Havlyn R. Ehrich, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Kristen N. Epperson, Freshman, Business Administration; Grant O. Everson, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Ryan W. Frentress, Sophomore, Business Administration; Ossian R. Grier, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt.

Kobe M. Gustafson, Junior, Business Administration; Rachel J. Hansen, Senior, Mathematics; Jacob D. Huggins, Senior, Civil Engineering; Hannah L. Hughes, Junior, Pre-Graphic Design; Renee B. Jensen, Sophomore, Graphic Design.

Cade M. Johnson, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Riley E. Jones, Senior, Kinesiology; Chaz T. Kayser, Sophomore, Biology; Samuel H. Krauss, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Nathaniel D. McNichols, Senior, Nuclear Engineering.
Haley J. Mickelsen, Junior, Agricultural Sciences; Derek T. Nelson, Sophomore, Elect & Computer Engineering; Matteo D. Paola, Senior, Political Science; Isabella J. Parker, Senior, Public Health; Makenna N. Reierson, Junior, Bioengineering.

Connor J. Saltmarsh, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Lucas A. Scott, Senior, Accountancy; Alexander G. Solomon, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Sophia L. Strangfield, Sophomore, Management; Alexander V. Villemyer, Senior, Civil Engineering.

Logan G. Wilson, Senior, Political Science.

Clackamas

Aleem A. Bhopal, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Sean B. Booth, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Talia Caldwell, Junior, Art; David A. Chan, Freshman, Kinesiology; Hao Jun Chen, Freshman, General Engineering.

Conor S. Coles, Sophomore, Geography & Geospatial Science; Chase P. Copeland, Freshman, General Engineering; Jessica N. Findlay, Junior, Sociology; Chloe E. Finn, Senior, Biology; Nicole G. Gelow, Junior, Marketing.

Emily A. Georges, Sophomore, Biology; Ellanie E. Gernand, Freshman, Business Administration; Kaitlyn J. Hempel, Senior, Design & Innovation Management; Junwen Huang, Freshman, Finance; Joshua S. Huff, Senior, Natural Resources.

Nicole E. Kahl, Senior, Nutrition; Basell A. Khogali, Freshman, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Hailie E. Lambert, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Flora Y. Li, Freshman, Public Health; Qingyang Li, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Vyna U. Luong, Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Brian C. Ma, Senior, Psychology; Kevin C. Ma, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Jonathan Mach, Senior, Computer Science; Alysha Merkel, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Anna E. Messing, Senior, Environmental Engineering; Jacob P. Newton, Sophomore, Business Administration; Joshua R. Newton, Sophomore, Business Administration; Emily L. Nguyen, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Nathan A. Nguyen, Freshman, General Engineering.

Khai T. Phan, Senior, Computer Science; Joshua A. Ring, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Kristin A. Rusch, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Christopher Souriyamath, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Kenny L. Thai, Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo.

Michelle P. Tran, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Anthony T. Vo, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Lynette T. Vo, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Zachary D. Wagner, Sophomore, Finance; Kendellyn P. Wong, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Colton
Tyler J. Bobbett, Senior, Civil Engineering; Gabriel L. Oedell, Sophomore, Microbiology.

Damascus

Jonathan S. Bacon, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Karly M. Cosgriffe, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Mackenzie A. Cummings, Senior, Marketing; Alexa M. Hayes, Senior, Animal Sciences; Aisha M. Hill, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.

Scott Huang, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Megan R. Huber, Sophomore, History; Jaren A. Hunter, Sophomore, Finance; Miya C. Klein, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Conner W. MacGibbon, Junior, Mechanical Engineering.

Jade A. Minzlaff, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Micah V. Nguy, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Olivia F. O'Halloran, Freshman, General Engineering; Macy Z. Rabourn, Senior, Kinesiology; Natalie M. Schumacher, Sophomore, Psychology.

Trinity T. Teyema, Senior, Pre-Communication; Jessica R. Toy, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Caitlin A. Vanderberg, Sophomore, Pre-Apparel.

Eagle Creek

Noah G. Jossi, Junior, Mathematics.

Estacada

Zachary R. Backwell, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Ryan S. Closner, Senior, Philosophy; Jacob J. Colton, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Isabelle R. Hagel, Junior, Accountancy; Laura R. Recklies, Junior, Anthropology.

Cody Roberts, Senior, Management; Michael P. Schwimmer, Senior, Political Science; Benjamin Strobel, Freshman, History; Caitlin M. Wind, Senior, Forestry.

Gladstone

Kyle A. Anderson, Senior, Civil Engineering; Jack O. Arts, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Grace M. Chappell, Senior, English; Andrew J. Gehrke, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Jacob D. Gehrke, Sophomore, Computer Science.
Kasey L. Hogan, Senior, Public Health; Derek J. Lee, Senior, Kinesiology; Ryan Lee, Freshman, Digital Communication Arts; Jay Martinez, Sophomore, General Engineering; Evelyn S. Mathis, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Lenora P. Mathis, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Aila R. Mickels, Junior, Supply Chain & Logistics Mgmt; Julia R. Piller, Junior, Pre-Apparel; Jadon D. Smith, Senior, Civil Engineering; Cloe J. Storer, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.


Happy Valley

Ethan R. Akers, Senior, Kinesiology; Kellan V. Akers, Freshman, Finance; Jayda M. Anderson, Sophomore, Psychology; Alyssa B. Banford, Sophomore, Biology; Mason N. Barnes, Freshman, General Engineering.

Noah S. Bean, Senior, Mathematics; Olivia L. Bergeson, Senior, Finance; Benjamin K. Boivin, Freshman, General Engineering; Ann M. Bottita, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; Madeleine N. Bouchard, Sophomore, Chemistry.

Devin N. Bright, Junior, Computer Science; Kevin T. Chan, Sophomore, Computer Science; Marcus T. Chan, Junior, Business Information Systems; Megan H. Chan, Freshman, Microbiology; Ethan C. Chen, Freshman, Accountancy.

Madison Cooley, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Eric A. Crawford, Junior, Manufacturing Engineering; Josh L. Deng, Freshman, Biology; Derek M. DiGregorio, Sophomore, Business Administration; Madeleine M. Dieringer, Freshman, General Engineering.

Hanna M. Do, Senior, Bioengineering; Kevin H. Do, Sophomore, General Engineering; Alexandra M. Egan, Sophomore, Biology; Justin G. Fernbaugh, Sophomore, Computer Science; Aiden Freeman, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Jack E. Hanline, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Megan M. Herrington, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Nicolas Hey, Junior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Patrick R. Iacob, Junior, General Engineering; David M. Jackson II, Senior, Nuclear Engineering.


Makenna L. Kirsch, Sophomore, Agricultural & Food Bus Mgmt; Rylee M. Kwiecinski, Senior, Spanish; Dominic J. Lamey, Freshman, Outdoor Products; Paige E. Larson, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Katie K. Le, Junior, Art.

Nicota T. Liesy, Senior, Civil Engineering; Michelle Lin, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Conner K. Mancuso, Freshman, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Lucy A. Martin, Junior, Environmental Sciences; Justin A. Mazun, Freshman, General Engineering.
Travis S. McKinnon, Freshman, Business Administration; Zachary Melchior, Junior, Business Analytics; Nicholas F. Montalbo, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Priscilla F. Mounemack, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Anthony D. Nguyen, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering.

Kassidy T. Nguyen, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Shae L. Nguyen, Junior, Graphic Design; Taylor M. Norbury, Senior, Graphic Design; Noah O. Noyes, Junior, Graphic Design; Christian J. Papineau, Senior, Environmental Engineering.

Brinley M. Patton, Sophomore, Accountancy; Michael T. Perez, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Jacqueline E. Perkins, Senior, Manufacturing Engineering; Quentin E. Peterson, Junior, Graphic Design; Oscar Pham, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Ethan J. Pyon, Freshman, Business Administration; Gretel N. Rajamoney, Senior, Computer Science; Melissa N. Richards, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Mihai Rusnac, Senior, Design & Innovation Management; Kylie M. Schmidt, Sophomore, Marketing.

Amanda M. Sinha, Junior, Computer Science; Victor Su, Sophomore, Psychology; Maxwell B. Tackett, Junior, Teaching; Samarah S. Tanveer, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Alexandra L. Tassinari, Sophomore, Business Administration.

Maxwell L. Tobiassen, Sophomore, Political Science; Sophia C. Vahsholtz, Senior, Biology; Phi-Hung P. Vo, Freshman, General Engineering; Alexander P. Vogt, Freshman, Outdoor Products; Justin A. West, Sophomore, Finance.

Benny Z. Xu, Sophomore, Computer Science; Jian J. Xu, Senior, Computer Science; Tommy Xu, Junior, Psychology; Morgo Yon, Senior, Biology; Dachan Yu, Sophomore, Elect & Computer Engineering.

Adam M. Zahn, Freshman, Finance; Christine Zhan, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Happyvalley

Megan A. Schuermyer, Freshman, General Engineering.

Lake Oswego

Stuart Allen, Senior, Computer Science; Alyssa G. Almer, Sophomore, Bioengineering; Jack R. Anderson, Freshman, General Engineering; Caleb A. Andin, Freshman, General Engineering; Christopher L. Anissian, Sophomore, Economics.

Isabelle K. Ansberry, Freshman, Natural Resources; Bradley M. Ansen, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Becki Bachleda, Freshman, Biology; Dasan S. Bankston, Senior, Graphic Design; Ksenia D. Bannova, Freshman, General Engineering.
Nicholas M. Bowermaster, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Bryson G. Breeze, Junior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Sean P. Bullis, Post Baccalaureate, Elect & Computer Engineering; Thomas P. Burg, Junior, Bioengineering; Zach A. Burrell, Junior, Accountancy.

Grace J. Choi, Sophomore, Psychology; Natalie J. Choi, Senior, Microbiology; Gena Choo, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Max Y. Chu, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Raphael D. Clark, Senior, Accountancy.

Hunter Clarke, Freshman, General Engineering; Rory J. Corrigan, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Kyra L. Crawford, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science; Tabitha R. Daniels, Freshman, Art; Grace Davies, Sophomore, Graphic Design.

Abigail M. Debrine, Junior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Cole T. Dennett, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Katherine G. Dirksen, Sophomore, Civil Engineering; Alp E. Dogan, Freshman, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Ryan L. Earl, Junior, Computer Science.

Grace A. Engel, Freshman, Psychology; Brooke Fedora, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Melyssa Fenton, Freshman, Environmental Sciences; Aidan R. Fichter, Junior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Joshua C. Findlay, Senior, Business Administration.

Kayleigh I. Franca, Junior, Psychology; Madelon L. Francis, Freshman, Marketing; Eleanor G. Frech, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Ethan M. Fullman, Freshman, Energy Systems Engineering; Kevin D. Gao, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering.

Emma K. Gintz, Freshman, Merchandising Management; Andrew Goldenberg, Senior, Computer Science; Isabel T. Griffin, Senior, Bioengineering; Tylen G. Gustaff, Freshman, General Engineering; Sophia K. Hanna-Choquette, Freshman, Business Administration.

Sophia R. Harman, Junior, Interior Design; Elias M. Herman, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Samuel B. Herron, Junior, Economics; Kendra G. Hunt, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Aden G. Hurdstrom, Sophomore, Merchandising Management.

Lauren A. Jacobs, Senior, Kinesiology; Andy M. James, Senior, Computer Science; Carter K. James, Junior, Bioengineering; Emily M. Johnson, Sophomore, Physics; Cameron Johnston, Freshman, Business Administration.

Claire M. Johnston, Senior, Civil Engineering; Taylor J. Jones, Sophomore, Animal Sciences; Mohnish T. Judge, Sophomore, Economics; Hayden Kavanaugh, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Heather J. Kelly, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.

Joseph J. Khawaja, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Elliot T. Kopinski, Freshman, Speech Communication; Anika R. Kraus, Junior, Animal Sciences; Grace M. Kuhn, Freshman, Biology; Theodore P. Kuhn, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt.

William B. La Fond, Sophomore, Political Science; Natalie E. Laizure, Senior, Business Administration; Mikaela K. Lee, Sophomore, Animal Sciences; Shaun K. Leib, Junior, Computer Science; Benjamin R. Leonard, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering.

Ian T. Lewis, Sophomore, Business Information Systems; Sarah R. Mason, Senior, Accountancy; Hayden P. Matthews, Freshman, General Engineering; Matthew J. McComish, Senior, Kinesiology; Casey R. McConnell, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science.
Marley J. McWilliams, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Madeleine A. McIntyre, Sophomore, Biology; Andres J. Mendoza, Senior, Geography & Geospatial Science; Isabella Merino, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Anna C. Michie, Freshman, Earth Sciences.

Amber N. Mills, Junior, Pre-Apparel; Lucas Y. Morimoto, Senior, Biology; Sonia Nair, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Joshua V. Negreanu, Freshman, General Engineering; Rowan O. Nelson, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology.

Taylor A. Nelson, Freshman, Digital Communication Arts; Niamh A. Nolan, Sophomore, Animal Sciences; Natalie Nordholm, Junior, Psychology; Lauren E. O'Toole, Freshman, Marketing; Payton J. Olson, Junior, Computer Science.

Dylan K. Oster, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Min Seo Park, Senior, Business Analytics; Rodolfo M. Peralta, Junior, Computer Science; Guinnevere M. Phelps, Freshman, Psychology; Ines Pitari, Junior, Civil Engineering.

Katherine A. Potter, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Hannah L. Proffitt, Senior, Forestry; Philip E. Provost, Junior, Energy Systems Engineering; Nicholas J. Puccini, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Jessica E. Rance, Post Baccalaureate, Pre-Apparel.

Olivia L. Reed, Sophomore, Kinesiology; David P. Regan, Junior, Civil Engineering; Augustus G. Rich, Junior, Public Health; Connor J. Riedl, Senior, Apparel Design; Benjamin C. Roux, Freshman, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology.

Kai T. Saito, Freshman, Kinesiology; Mason G. Schuster, Sophomore, General Engineering; Alyssa Seibt, Sophomore, Environmental Econ and Policy; Cole W. Shanks, Junior, Computer Science; Sara E. Shelton, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences.

Qiyue Shi, Sophomore, General Engineering; Yoonseong Shin, Freshman, General Engineering; Ivan M. Sinkus, Senior, Civil Engineering; Reece A. Smith, Junior, Biology; Grace C. Southworth, Senior, Kinesiology.


Alec M. Van Pevenage, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Terran B. Walker, Senior, Food Science and Technology; Bryce A. Wall, Junior, Physics; Camden P. Warme, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Samarra J. Watson, Senior, English.

Myles D. Willis, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Nicholas J. Wooldridge, Freshman, General Engineering; Samuel F. Wurtz, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Eric D. York, Sophomore, Computer Science; Logan C. York, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering.

Alina A. Yurk, Junior, Merchandising Management; David E. Zager, Sophomore, Computer Science.
Milwaukie

Tyler S. Ashby, Junior, Psychology; Douglas Bender, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Kristen Branning, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Skylar R. Canty, Freshman, Zoology; Lara N. DeFrieze, Junior, Political Science.

Alev M. Ersan, Senior, Civil Engineering; Casey B. Gardner, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Jacob J. Hungerford, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Molly A. Jenne, Sophomore, General Engineering; Gina M. Kay, Senior, Ecological Engineering.

Bailey R. Knudson, Sophomore, Animal Sciences; Brendan B. Lefranc, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Luis P. Luna, Sophomore, Computer Science; Maria F. McClish, Senior, Music Studies; Lewis J. Muehe Wynter, Senior, Political Science.

Irene M. Pablo-Lora, Sophomore, Sociology; Brandon L. Pomeroy, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Kaitlin M. Sauer, Junior, Management; Mikayla L. Schweinsberg, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Nathan J. Tinat, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Erik M. Tornquist, Freshman, General Engineering; Corey L. Vickroy Jr, Junior, Computer Science; Brennan S. Walker, Junior, Business Administration.

Molalla

Madison E. Brinkman, Sophomore, Pre-Graphic Design; Tasha L. Bundy, Junior, Art; Ariana Cortes Giron, Freshman, Pre-Interiors; Hunter C. Enz, Senior, Civil Engineering; Madeline Q. Lewandowski, Junior, Civil Engineering.

Mattie L. Myers, Junior, Kinesiology; Corinne D. Oster, Junior, Agricultural Sciences; Andrew S. Prom, Senior, Forest Engineering; Cody A. Ray, Senior, Computer Science; River L. Sorensen, Sophomore, Computer Science.

Crystal S. Wheeler, Senior, Biology.

Mulino

Esther J. Anstine-Spangler, Senior, Microbiology; Summer K. Stapleton, Senior, Anthropology.
Clarissa D. Adams, Junior, Accountancy; Maggie J. Anderson, Junior, Psychology; Garrett M. Berliner, Sophomore, Computer Science; James P. Bryant, Freshman, Management; Reece A. Caldwell, Freshman, Earth Sciences.


Brendan C. Dexter, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Rachael M. Durr, Junior, Earth Sciences; Shawn J. Eilersen, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Michael T. Espe, Senior, Psychology; Julia Fry, Freshman, Biology.

Madison L. Gjovik, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Lonna S. Hall, Junior, Mathematics; Trevor D. Haunschild, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Ryan H. Henkel, Freshman, Business Administration; Fischer R. Hill, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Abigail R. Huggett, Junior, Kinesiology; Carter D. Hvam, Junior, Earth Sciences; Bryan J. Isherwood, Senior, Bioengineering; Rachael M. Johnston, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Keslie J. Keller, Senior, Public Health.

Chase Kozol, Senior, Computer Science; Gavin A. LaBrie, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Caeleb M. Lacey, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Sophia M. Lancaster, Junior, Biology; Nicholas Lasko, Sophomore, Finance.

Charley Lotspeich, Freshman, General Engineering; Lucas A. Lundy, Senior, Bioengineering; Rachel P. Mahler, Sophomore, Animal Sciences; Isaac A. Moran, Junior, Mathematics; Mindy L. Moran, Freshman, Environmental Sciences.

Anna C. Nelson, Senior, Civil Engineering; Thanh D. Nguyen, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Kianna M. Pak, Senior, Public Health; Charles D. Paulsen, Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Cole D. Pearson, Freshman, Music Studies.

Gunnar T. Pedersen, Junior, Accountancy; Silas J. Petersen, Sophomore, Business Administration; Emma S. Ramsey, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Madison L. Ramsey, Junior, Psychology; Breanna M. Repp, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Amanda R. Rosborough, Senior, Biology; Bryce M. Sattenspiel, Sophomore, Ecological Engineering; Paxton J. Schipper, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Reed P. Schrosk, Sophomore, Natural Resources; Ciara L. Smith, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Curtis A. Smith, Senior, Business Administration; Sage F. Tafoya, Sophomore, Computer Science; Andrew J. Talley, Senior, Accountancy; Sarah E. Talley, Junior, Pre-Communication; Dakota M. Thyken Christoph, Sophomore, Business Administration.

Joel M. Villamor, Sophomore, Computer Science; Josie J. Warren, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Jordan S. Weijland, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Caitlynn M. Young, Senior, Kinesiology.

Portland
Cassie Badger, Freshman, Biology; Nazrawit F. Berhe, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Molly R. Branstetter, Sophomore, History; Isabelle H. Dawson, Freshman, Zoology; Emily M. Erving, Sophomore, Political Science.

Zachary J. Flowers, Freshman, General Engineering; Margaret R. Gabrish, Sophomore, Finance; Nicholas B. Geertz, Freshman, Ecological Engineering; Ryan H. Hogan, Junior, Finance; Nathaniel B. James, Sophomore, Elect & Computer Engineering.

Owen D. Jenkins, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Elle Kwiatkowski, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Roman G. Quick, Freshman, General Engineering; Anika J. Roth, Junior, Chemistry; Nicholas M. Slugg, Sophomore, Mathematics.

Isabella M. Sprando, Sophomore, Psychology; Haley E. Stark, Sophomore, Business Administration; Zaydn R. Starratt, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Brook A. Wycoff, Sophomore, Design & Innovation Management.

Rhododendron

Emma Mcabery, Junior, Biology.

Sandy

Harrison R. Bartels, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Chloe J. Bowman, Junior, Civil Engineering; Ashton B. Burrell, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; John J. Calder, Senior, Kinesiology; Liam E. Christman, Senior, Ecological Engineering.

Ava C. Corcoran, Sophomore, Marketing; Semele T. Groce, Freshman, Pre-Forestry; Elijah S. Guse, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Camry A. Hendrickson, Junior, Human Development and Family Science; Trent M. Hoyle, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

Johannes A. Huurman, Sophomore, General Engineering; Grayson Kansala, Senior, Computer Science; Duane S. Knapp, Sophomore, Ecological Engineering; Grace E. Mcglothin, Freshman, Music Studies; Nicholas A. Morgan, Senior, Civil Engineering.

Jarod P. Pankratz, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Chase W. Sager, Sophomore, Psychology; Colby Sager, Freshman, Business Administration; Sydney R. Stratton, Junior, Kinesiology; Drew C. Turner, Senior, Computer Science.

Addison L. Warner, Senior, Agricultural Sciences.

Welches

Hunter L. Grove, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.
Athena C. Abrahamsen, Sophomore, Earth Sciences; Nikolas C. Achatz, Senior, Computer Science; Carter D. Anderson, Freshman, General Engineering; Kiley S. Baker, Freshman, Pre-Teaching; Brett C. Bell, Junior, Finance.

Hamza A. Benaggoun, Sophomore, General Engineering; Logan H. Bianchi, Junior, Design & Innovation Management; Thomas L. Boe, Senior, Public Health; Luke R. Bray, Junior, Computer Science; Julian M. Brinkley, Sophomore, Computer Science.

Dakota Canzano, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science; Madeline G. Capps, Junior, University Exploratory Studies; Parker E. Carlson, Senior, Computer Science; Andre H. Chenevert, Senior, Computer Science; Brigitte E. Chenevert, Sophomore, Marketing.

Elijah R. Cirioli, Junior, Computer Science; George B. Clark, Senior, Public Health; Emma S. Coke, Sophomore, Marine Studies; Alexandra R. Collins, Freshman, History; Kaenan P. Combs, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

Jakob C. Conner, Sophomore, General Engineering; Joshua A. Corbin, Junior, Computer Science; Frank B. Craft, Senior, Natural Resources; Lauren E. Craven, Senior, Accountancy; Nathaniel A. Davidson, Junior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo.

Noah C. Davidson, Sophomore, Mathematics; Katalla De Ville, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Ava C. Dillingham, Freshman, Business Administration; Elijah N. Dodd, Senior, English; Isaac J. Dodd, Junior, General Engineering.

Lauren G. Ellett, Freshman, General Engineering; Amanda M. Elliott, Senior, English; Bryce W. Enoch-Wysham, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Sarah J. Esqueda, Freshman, Psychology; Olivia G. Ferrario, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Joseph F. Ferroggiaro, Freshman, Mechanical Engineering; Ashley F. Finke, Sophomore, Sociology; Carson Q. Flagg, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Konner L. Frederick, Sophomore, Elect & Computer Engineering; Christina M. Godzyk, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.

Hannah D. Goodman, Freshman, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Danmar T. Green, Senior, Computer Science; Rachel A. Gross, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Gabrielle R. Gundersen, Junior, Psychology; Braden A. Gusdorf, Freshman, General Engineering.

Sebastian S. Hardin, Senior, Computer Science; Isabelle J. Harries, Senior, Animal Sciences; Emily K. Henning, Senior, Kinesiology; Lauren E. Henning, Senior, Kinesiology; Hailey E. Holmes, Senior, Accountancy.

Zachary J. Holmes, Freshman, Business Administration; Alexander R. Houlette, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Isabel G. Howard, Junior, Chemical Engineering; Courtney Hunt, Junior, Philosophy; Jacob D. Huttula, Freshman, General Engineering.

Cailee C. Ito, Senior, Architectural Engineering; Matthew M. Ito, Freshman, General Engineering; Casey Jacklyn, Freshman, General Engineering; Neel Jain, Freshman, General Engineering; Jessica M. James, Senior, Management.
Ella K. Johansen, Sophomore, English; Hannah A. Kapoor, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Colin L. Kasowski, Senior, Computer Science; Jonathan S. Keller, Senior, Computer Science; Chloe R. Kuhlmann, Senior, Animal Sciences.

Audrey Kunde, Freshman, General Engineering; Kaianaaahuul P. Kwock, Sophomore, General Engineering; Bryce R. Lambert, Freshman, General Engineering; Dylan Larsen, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Benjamin M. Lee, Junior, Marketing.

Tyler M. Lee, Freshman, Business Administration; Taylor M. Lindsay, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science; Erik M. Lo, Junior, Mathematics; Dawson C. Loehner, Senior, Zoology; Lauren M. Lucas, Senior, Accountancy.

Nicholas A. May-Varas, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Gregory S. McCoy, Freshman, General Engineering; Daniel A. McNeil, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Connor E. McWilliams, Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Averie D. Mccurry, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science.

Lauren J. Melvin, Sophomore, General Engineering; Mckenzie D. Meyer, Freshman, Psychology; Barbara W. Miller, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Maya E. Miller, Senior, Bioengineering; Joshua Morford, Freshman, Business Administration.

Trevor R. Murphy, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Ashwin R. Nathan, Freshman, General Engineering; Anna C. Nielsen, Junior, Biology; Sophia L. Nielsen, Junior, Biology; Kirsten J. Nordstrom, Freshman, Business Administration.

Nicholas R. Olson, Senior, Computer Science; Elizabeth M. Paschal, Senior, Public Health; Trevor K. Pool, Junior, Business Information Systems; Eliza P. Porter, Freshman, Environmental Sciences; Nicole K. Potekev, Junior, Architectural Engineering.

Kensan Putra, Sophomore, General Engineering; Noah P. Radcliffe, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Nathaniel C. Rice, Senior, Economics; Madeline E. Ritter, Post Baccalaureate, Nutrition; Sydney M. Robertson, Sophomore, Psychology.

Isaiah C. Rodriguez, Junior, Graphic Design; Alyssa J. Rowe, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Logan K. Rower, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Lindsey P. Royse, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Nathan S. Rumsey, Sophomore, General Engineering.

Aubree L. Schrandt, Senior, Marketing; Carly A. Shanklin, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Steven C. Shelofsky, Junior, Biology; Ashley N. Sheron, Senior, Microbiology; Isaac Z. Shih, Senior, Computer Science.

Aidan C. Showalter, Junior, Finance; Lyla Shukur, Freshman, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Samuel P. Smith, Senior, Geography & Geospatial Science; Alec D. Snyder, Freshman, General Engineering; Nathan M. Sostrin, Junior, University Exploratory Studies.

Adam G. Steinhilber, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Jonathan L. Stewart, Freshman, General Engineering; Mitchell D. Stewart, Senior, Computer Science; Zachary A. Stotz, Senior, Finance; Jessica I. Stults, Junior, Psychology.

Sydney E. Stupp, Freshman, General Engineering; Kendall E. Taylor, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Sarah E. Tenison, Freshman, Music Studies; Aidan I. Tucker-Calkins, Sophomore, General Engineering; Matias A. Tupper, Freshman, General Engineering.
Lauren C. Ulwelling, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Derek B. Valentine, Freshman, General Engineering; Samantha M. Van Horn, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Hunter G. Wagner, Senior, Nuclear Engineering; Evan J. Watson, Junior, Mathematics.

Brandon T. Wied, Freshman, General Engineering; Maggie J. Willard, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Logan G. Winder, Freshman, Physics; Harry C. Winsper, Junior, Political Science; Sophie A. Wojcik, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

Derek C. Wong, Senior, Chemistry; Portia A. Woods, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Eleisah L. Wright, Sophomore, Pre-Apparel.

Wilsonville

Jorge J. Aguilera Lopez, Sophomore, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead; William F. Alexy, Freshman, General Engineering; Rebecca L. Anderson, Junior, Business Administration; Katherine C. Banning, Senior, Kinesiology; Sierra A. Bishop, Senior, Management.

Mackenzie K. Bodyfelt, Senior, Zoology; Isaac W. Bridgeman, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Sarah A. Briggler, Senior, Biology; Kevin D. Burke, Junior, Sociology; Haleigh A. Burkeen, Freshman, Art.

Abigail S. Cross, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Michael L. Culp, Freshman, General Engineering; Samantha M. Edwards, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Russell A. Fitch, Junior, Biochemistry & Molecular Bio; Melody Garcia Gonzalez, Junior, Business Administration.

Madison L. Giese, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Peyton A. Guenther, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Jack C. Haldeman, Freshman, History; Lindsey K. Hartford, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Abigail Y. Hasler, Senior, Bioengineering.

Mohammad R. Hassan, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Noah W. Heidelberger, Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Bio; Stephen A. Jennings, Sophomore, Bioengineering; Jack R. Jensen, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Samuel D. Knox, Junior, Computer Science.

George R. Krecklow, Sophomore, General Engineering; Melanie J. Labs, Freshman, General Engineering; Christopher M. Lester, Sophomore, Business Administration; Daniel W. Lounsbury, Freshman, Computer Science; Tristan M. McCabe, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Marri L. McCallum, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Ryan P. McGuire, Senior, Geography & Geospatial Science; Cayden S. Nelson, Senior, Anthropology; Tatum E. Newkirk, Freshman, Psychology; Timothy D. O'Larey, Post Baccalaureate, Chemical Engineering.

Corrinne M. Pagella, Junior, Kinesiology; Aldrix T. Povey, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Giana R. Pritchett, Junior, Psychology; Zachary P. Rivers, Sophomore, Pre-Communication; Zachary Roldan Mendenhall, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Alexandra J. Saccente, Senior, Architectural Engineering; Mischa Seibel, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Jessa M. Sequeira, Senior, Energy Systems Engineering; Sophia A. Spisak, Sophomore, Civil Engineering; Lior S. Subotnick, Sophomore, General Engineering.

Adzel R. Villanueva, Junior, Sociology; Kylie M. Watton, Senior, Sociology.
CLATSOP

Arch Cape

Brendan D. Deur, Senior, Natural Resources.

Astoria

Jeffrey Benthin, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Emma I. Biederman, Freshman, Kinesiology; Jacob R. Edwards, Junior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Kevin H. Ero, Junior, Civil Engineering; Shirlee M. Field, Freshman, Pre-Interiors.

Abigail I. Leader, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Jacob A. Olson, Senior, Finance; Dylan M. Ploghoft, Junior, Marketing; Allyson R. Pritchard, Freshman, General Engineering; Nicole R. Ramsdell, Junior, Bioengineering.

Shrey Sharma, Junior, University Exploratory Studies; Elizabeth G. Whitsett, Sophomore, Psychology.

Cannon Beach

Chance M. Giguiere, Junior, Computer Science; Connor N. Kealey, Junior, Graphic Design.

Gearhart

Bradley Mccabe, Senior, Business Administration; Hunter L. Thompson, Senior, Forest Engineering.

Hammond

Mara H. Dowaliby, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Michael Heath, Junior, Art; Amy S. Rens, Junior, Horticulture.

Seaside
Jacob J. Brien, Junior, Music Studies; Parker R. Conrad, Junior, Computer Science; Aaron W. Cote, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Darren E. Garnett, Sophomore, Computer Science; Andrea B. Harris, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Gage E. Mergel, Sophomore, Music Studies; Axel M. Pedraza, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Payton Westerholm, Sophomore, Finance.

Warrenton

Dylan M. Altheide-Nielson, Junior, Accountancy; Kora B. Carelock, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Skadi M. Freyr, Senior, Sociology; Samuel Irwin, Sophomore, Biology; Stormy J. Johnson, Junior, Chemistry.

Caleb N. Sprengeler, Freshman, General Engineering; Catherine D. Tapales, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.
COLUMBIA

Clatskanie

    Martha L. Coe, Junior, Psychology; Joshua J. Ray, Freshman, General Engineering.

Rainier

    Kelsea M. Kees, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Lena G. Lentini, Senior, Graphic Design; Jacob B. Sorensen, Freshman, General Engineering; Triniti A. Wareham, Junior, Biology.

Saint Helens

    Jacob J. Boyle, Sophomore, Marketing; Amanda M. Click, Senior, Management; Sophia M. Estep, Junior, Biology; Cameron J. Lein, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Abigail E. Marx, Junior, Ecological Engineering.

Scappoose

    Griffin E. Barron, Freshman, General Engineering; Cora L. Beaudry, Junior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Ashton J. Bisner, Sophomore, Graphic Design; Rebekah K. Boren, Freshman, Business Administration; Jaxon J. Bundy, Freshman, Accountancy.

    Owen P. Caleen, Junior, Chemistry; Jada L. Dickerson, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Gage A. Ekstrom, Freshman, General Engineering; William E. Harley, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Kyrah A. Harrison, Sophomore, Pre-Interiors.

    Tristan S. Hook, Freshman, Computer Science; Samantha E. Howarth, Freshman, Creative Writing; Thomas P. Karter, Freshman, English; Emily L. Padrow, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Kate E. Patrick, Freshman, Earth Sciences.

    Shaylan A. Smith, Junior, Nutrition; Aurora J. Stanley, Junior, Kinesiology; Robert A. Vincent, Sophomore, Computer Science; Robert C. Walsh, Senior, Kinesiology; McKenzie J. Worthington, Junior, Political Science.

Warren
Charlotte A. Feige, Junior, Kinesiology; Emelia M. Reardon, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Brandon K. Walther, Senior, Economics.
COOS

Bandon

Layne A. Converse, Junior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Rose E. Garrett, Senior, Bioengineering; Allison K. Hennick, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Hailey N. Iverson, Senior, Architectural Engineering; Olivia M. Schmidt, Junior, Horticulture.

Hannah F. Washabaugh, Senior, Digital Communication Arts.

Broadbent

John H. Isenhart, Senior, Agricultural Business Management.

Coos Bay

Madelyn R. Arzie, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Austin L. Goergen, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Natalie Goering, Sophomore, Biology; Morgan I. Haymaker, Senior, Biology; Phillip A. Hernandez, Senior, Bioengineering.

Gannon L. Holland, Senior, Civil Engineering; Riley K. Jones, Senior, Zoology; Sabrina McNeely, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Jasmine K. Meline, Senior, Kinesiology; Jan K. Murray, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Kylie D. Rocha, Junior, Biology; Titus S. Simon, Sophomore, Marine Studies; Cory M. Stover, Sophomore, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead.

Coquille

Ellie M. Ekelund, Freshman, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Ashli A. Feddersen, Freshman, Biology; Carlee M. GeDeros, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Kayleana G. Green, Junior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Xiyao He, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

Myrtle Point

North Bend

Jared K. Bower Solomon, Freshman, Music Studies; Natalie G. Cheal, Sophomore, Biology; Maya E. Cole, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Madeline S. Finnigan, Senior, Biology; Eli M. Ghattas, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Nicole E. Halzel, Senior, Psychology; Hira Hammad, Senior, Natural Resources; Grace O. Mahr, Senior, English; Makoa K. Matthews, Junior, Kinesiology; Haydenn A. Matzner, Freshman, General Engineering.

Lucas K. Parvin, Senior, Zoology; Ashley D. Rodriguez, Senior, Political Science; Timothy J. Shupe, Freshman, Marketing; Hope E. Stephens, Sophomore, Graphic Design; Geneva M. Varga, Senior, Environmental Engineering.

Robyn D. Wales, Senior, Biology.

Powers

Kathrynn A. Pedrick, Senior, Kinesiology.
CROOK

Powell Butte

Wyatt Holliday, Sophomore, General Engineering.

Prineville

Hannah D. Dozhier, Junior, Kinesiology; Kaiya Eller, Freshman, Psychology; Daisy M. Forseth, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Isaac Z. Hathaway, Senior, Computer Science; Caleb D. Knight, Junior, Computer Science.

Jenae C. Mapes, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Christopher M. Osborne, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Jenna B. Porter, Junior, Microbiology; Harrison G. Sarafian, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Matney L. Searcy, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt.

Brian W. Smith, Senior, Social Science; Jaylyn A. Smith, Junior, Pre-Teaching; Joseph D. Stenbeck, Senior, Computer Science; Megan N. Tucker, Junior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.
CURRY

Brookings

Sarah A. Bennett, Senior, Art; Samuel H. Broberg, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Zachary E. Carlson, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Seamus M. Fitzgerald, Sophomore, Chemistry; Aurora M. Harrington, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Danika M. Leaver, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Summer Olmos, Freshman, Psychology; Ashleigh J. Strain, Freshman, Psychology.

Port Orford

Sienna R. Stephan, Senior, Natural Resources.
Lucas C. Brown, Senior, Computer Science.

Bend

Raelee E. Abbott, Freshman, Psychology; Brandon A. Abernathy, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Madison J. Abramson, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Cannon M. Adams, Junior, Business Administration; Chelsea Ainsworth, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Caroline S. Allers, Junior, Marketing; Magnus Alvarado, Sophomore, Sociology; Kristen F. Alvstad, Senior, Biology; Alexandria N. Andreu, Junior, Biology; Pryanshu K. Ansal, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Cazandra Aporbo, Senior, Biology; Drake J. Arnold, Junior, Economics; Arrielle K. Arrayan, Junior, Natural Resources; Galina Asher, Freshman, Biology; Marvyn R. Bailly, Senior, Mathematics.

Nicholas A. Baning, Senior, Kinesiology; Ethan E. Barker, Junior, Computer Science; Makayla L. Barkhurst, Sophomore, Biology; Ian P. Barnard-Davidson, Junior, Outdoor Products; Josephine D. Barnes, Junior, Botany.

Trinity K. Bartel, Junior, Biology; Madeline M. Beck, Freshman, Biology; Michael Bednarski, Junior, Business Administration; Sam J. Bednorz, Freshman, Chemistry; Padraic J. Bergin, Sophomore, Computer Science.

Liliana J. Bernabe Hernandez, Senior, Liberal Studies; Kira C. Biboux, Sophomore, Psychology; Zachary T. Bochanski, Senior, Computer Science; Carl K. Bohme, Senior, Computer Science; Liliane E. Bouchard, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.

Trey Bracelin, Junior, Arts, Media, and Technology; Isaac Brickner, Junior, Computer Science; Alyssa J. Broaddus, Senior, Forestry; Jeremy D. Brown, Senior, Natural Resources; Jonah K. Broyer, Senior, Computer Science.

Evan Bryans, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Connor A. Bryson, Junior, Marketing; Sarah R. Buchanan, Junior, Natural Resources; Karlie E. Bunting, Senior, Apparel Design; Lauren A. Burke, Junior, Business Administration.

Ethan M. Burton, Sophomore, Elect & Computer Engineering; Mitchell D. Burton, Senior, Kinesiology; Ian M. Busby, Junior, Physics; Jennah S. Campbell, Sophomore, Psychology; Aaron J. Capozella, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Daniel P. Capozzola, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Trevor F. Chance, Freshman, Natural Resources; Aaron Chopra, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Eshan Chopra, Junior, Architectural Engineering; Ella Close, Sophomore, Psychology.
Seth D. Conde, Senior, Psychology; Callan Connors, Senior, Business Administration; Kimberly A. Corey, Post Baccalaureate, Arts, Media, and Technology; Kevin Courtney, Senior, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead; Caden R. Couture, Freshman, Psychology.

Patrick K. Covlin, Junior, Civil Engineering; Reid W. Cramer, Freshman, Marketing; Emma E. Crum, Senior, Liberal Studies; Brooke N. Cummings, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Lucia E. Dapranco, Sophomore, Pre-Interiors.

Ashley M. Davidson, Senior, Teaching; Evan D. Davis, Junior, Sociology; Brendon R. Dearing, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Nolan S. Delgado, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Abigail Dhone, Freshman, Agricultural Sciences.

Cole R. Dion, Junior, Pre-Teaching; Andrew J. Dona, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Anne S. Donahoe, Post Baccalaureate, Biology; Liv G. Downing, Junior, Political Science; Angelina R. Dubay, Freshman, Psychology.

Colter R. Edde, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Felix M. Elias, Freshman, Economics; Hunter B. Elliott, Sophomore, Architectural Engineering; Kellan R. Elliott, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Mohamed Abdussa M. Elwefati, Senior, Kinesiology.

Taha Abd Al M. Elwefati, Junior, Social Science; Jake K. Enos, Freshman, General Engineering; Grant C. Epple, Freshman, Pre-Communication; William C. Farrens, Junior, Biology; Harrison M. Feist, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.

Luke M. Fernandez, Sophomore, Computer Science; Tyler Finch, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Sophie H. Fischer, Junior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Kayla A. Flood, Senior, Biology; Nicholas H. Ford, Freshman, Biology.

Rowan Z. Fortier, Freshman, Computer Science; Sierra M. Freihoefer, Senior, Computer Science; Sophia A. Fuentes, Junior, Psychology; Marie Gabriel, Junior, Biology; Dayne G. Galash, Junior, Natural Resources.

Ansen D. Garvin, Senior, Computer Science; Lora K. Geary, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Hannah K. Gedde, Junior, Chemical Engineering; Adrianna Gilmore, Senior, Computer Science; Emma M. Gilmore, Junior, BioHealth Sciences.

Lauryn M. Gomey, Senior, Psychology; Brendon L. Graham, Senior, Energy Systems Engineering; Holden B. Greenfield, Sophomore, Arts, Media, and Technology; Olivia N. Groshong, Sophomore, Business Administration; Gavin T. Gutowsky, Senior, Computer Science.

Morgan R. Hagfors, Senior, Kinesiology; Elsa L. Hall, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Hunter Hansen, Senior, Accountancy; Lauren E. Hatch, Freshman, Psychology; Taylor E. Hawn, Senior, Religious Studies.

Evan Heimuller, Senior, Kinesiology; Casey E. Heiskell, Sophomore, Energy Systems Engineering; Trent D. Henderson, Senior, Nutrition; Kjell Hendricks, Senior, Outdoor Products; Adam J. Henry, Freshman, Energy Systems Engineering.

Lucas A. Henry, Freshman, Business Analytics; Amber R. Herman, Senior, Natural Resources; Rya J. Hickey, Senior, Liberal Studies; Mikayla L. Howard, Junior, Marketing; Noah L. Howard, Junior, Architectural Engineering.
Jose J. Hurtado, Senior, Business Administration; Jessica Intlekofer, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Cain Jaffe, Junior, University Exploratory Studies; Amanda Jenkins, Junior, Psychology; Finn Jensen, Senior, Civil Engineering.

Lewis P. Jensen, Junior, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead; Micayla D. Johnson, Junior, Biology; Savanna G. Johnson, Junior, Marketing; Thomas S. Johnston, Junior, Hospitality Management; Abagail M. Jones, Freshman, Pre-Teaching.

Orion J. Junkins, Junior, Computer Science; Jakob S. Kappus, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; McElle D. Kelley, Senior, Liberal Studies; London P. Kennedy, Sophomore, Pre-Interiors; Mckenzie K. Klecker, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.

Calvin L. Kolar, Sophomore, Finance; David L. Korotky, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Kira K. Kronberg, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Peter F. Kroon, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Fnu Kunal, Sophomore, Computer Science.

Magnus J. L'Argent, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Brittany Lampe, Junior, Pre-Teaching; Emma R. Landon, Junior, Psychology; Kali Lane, Senior, Biology; Anthony O. Lanuza, Senior, Biology.

Brooks M. Larraneta, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Catherine Larrouy, Senior, Nutrition; Logan M. Lasala, Freshman, General Engineering; Grace A. Lemmon, Junior, Biology; Mary K. Leppert, Senior, Social Science.

Azriella N. Lewis-Lopez, Senior, Psychology; Christina Li, Senior, Microbiology; Koen W. Light, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Doug Lloyd, Senior, Computer Science; Danielle Logan, Senior, Pre-Teaching.

Kacie L. Luelling, Senior, Psychology; Jackson S. Malace, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Michaela L. Marker, Freshman, Business Administration; Kimberly D. Markley, Sophomore, Computer Science; Elizabeth L. McKnight, Junior, American Studies.

Jennifer L. Mccabe, Senior, Biology; Kealy T. Mccormack, Sophomore, Business Administration; Ashton T. Mccracken, Freshman, History; Brooke A. Megrath, Junior, Kinesiology; Kimberly A. Medlock, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Amanda N. Mellor, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Kailee M. Menlow, Senior, Natural Resources; Jackson J. Mitchell, Sophomore, General Engineering; Max R. Mitchell, Senior, Computer Science; Haley J. Mohr, Junior, Natural Resources.

Samuel P. Monger, Freshman, General Engineering; Heidi L. Moore, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Zoe R. Morrison, Senior, Civil Engineering; Sophia L. Morton, Junior, Nuclear Engineering; Hudson L. Murdoch, Junior, Economics.

Brooke A. Murphy, Junior, Kinesiology; Daniel H. Murphy, Junior, Music Studies; Heather M. Murphy, Senior, Rangeland Sciences; Kensington R. Myers, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Sydney R. Navas, Junior, Political Science.

Triston N. Nelson, Sophomore, Natural Resources; Jessica R. Newton, Senior, Elementary Education; Lena Nguyen, Freshman, Biology; Kelsey N. Norby, Senior, Business Administration; Riley G. O'Brien, Junior, Outdoor Products.
Erin R. O'Connell, Senior, Computer Science; Caroline E. Offenhauser, Senior, Psychology; Erika Ogren, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Hannah L. Oliver, Sophomore, Social Science; Sydney P. Olson, Sophomore, Biology.

Ashley E. Omlid, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Bianca F. Onesti, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Silas Osborne, Freshman, Natural Resources; Gabrielle M. Packer, Freshman, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead; Andrew C. Parker, Junior, Natural Resources.

Salma G. Parnell, Senior, Biology; Erica L. Parra, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Ryan B. Parsons, Senior, Civil Engineering; Annalee Y. Pelayo Ortega, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Trisha D. Perry, Senior, Business Administration.

Alyssa D. Peterson, Senior, Elementary Education; Athena M. Peterson, Sophomore, Microbiology; Dylan M. Petrescu, Freshman, Sociology; Kevin R. Pfeil, Junior, Computer Science; Brenna W. Popham, Junior, Mechanical Engineering.


Samuel D. Price, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Keera B. Puett, Junior, Biology; Jessica M. Rajnus, Senior, Elementary Education; Malia A. Ramos, Junior, Anthropology; Malina C. Ray, Senior, Liberal Studies.

Kyle L. Reed, Junior, Civil Engineering; Ella G. Reese, Senior, Biology; Callie G. Reynolds, Junior, Botany; Leah D. Richards, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Rachel L. Richards, Senior, Energy Systems Engineering.

Joseph L. Richmond, Senior, Psychology; Lauren E. Rose, Junior, Psychology; Marcus J. Rosette, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Conor L. Rowe, Senior, American Studies; Anya G. Rozek, Sophomore, Pre-Elementary Education.

Nathaniel I. Rubenstein, Freshman, General Engineering; Javier A. Ruiz, Freshman, Accountancy; Simone I. Sandahl, Sophomore, Pre-Graphic Design; Shelby A. Sauer, Junior, Business Administration; Ty W. Schiffman, Freshman, Finance.

Haley N. Schmidt, Freshman, Psychology; Ryan I. Schwartz, Senior, Biology; Madeleine B. Seifert, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Kaitlyn A. Sellers, Junior, Natural Resources; Kenneth K. Shaffery, Senior, Civil Engineering.

Rami M. Shehadeh, Senior, Kinesiology; Violet G. Shirley, Sophomore, Biology; Fiona S. Silver, Sophomore, Political Science; Kathryn M. Slough, Senior, Bioengineering; Elena L. Smith, Sophomore, Nutrition.

Taylor R. Smith-Bedsworth, Junior, History; Liam G. Smyth, Freshman, Creative Writing; Priscilla R. Sorbello, Senior, Computer Science; Ryan P. Spreier, Sophomore, Computer Science; Isabel R. Sproba, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Chelsea C. Stears, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Sean E. Steffey, Junior, Business Administration; Squirrel Stevens, Senior, Elementary Education; Conner M. Stillwell, Senior, Natural Resources; Kylie M. Storey, Senior, Elementary Education.
Colin M. Suckow, Senior, Computer Science; Riese Sullivan, Sophomore, Sociology; Carly C. Sutherland, Junior, Engineering Science; Barbara L. Sutton, Senior, Kinesiology; Toby Sutton, Sophomore, Public Health.

Melissa Swearingen, Junior, Computer Science; Paxton J. Swygard, Junior, Arts, Media, and Technology; Nicholas T. Talbot, Junior, Natural Resources; Tanner T. Taylor, Freshman, General Engineering; Josephine L. Thomas, Senior, Elementary Education.

Jacob P. Thompson, Senior, Bioengineering; John L. Thompson, Senior, Business Administration; Karli M. Tooley, Senior, Elementary Education; Jacob D. Tornatta, Senior, Energy Systems Engineering; Brendan Touhey, Junior, Psychology.

Kaelan Z. Trowbridge, Junior, Computer Science; Hallie C. Utter, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Jose L. Vasquez-Olalde, Senior, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead; Ashley K. Vaughan, Sophomore, Liberal Studies; Kelley A. Vernon, Senior, Art.

Erika T. Vu, Freshman, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead; Julia K. Wall, Freshman, Psychology; Dylan S. Waring, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Blake A. Warner, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Dylan R. Warren, Sophomore, Supply Chain & Logistics Mgmt.

Aliza Watt, Freshman, Energy Systems Engineering; Ashlyn L. Wavra, Senior, Accountancy; Cameron J. Weaver, Senior, Civil Engineering; Noah Weible, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Benjamin A. Wenndorf, Senior, Psychology.

Christina Weston, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Jeanne D. Whitworth, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Django M. Wiedel, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Gabrielle R. Wielgus, Senior, Natural Resources; Hanna A. Wilkins, Senior, Arts, Media, and Technology.

Krystin R. Williams, Junior, Psychology; Nathan H. Williford, Senior, Arts, Media, and Technology; Leo C. Wolf, Freshman, General Engineering; Iqmal Wolfenden, Senior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Daniel G. Wolnick, Sophomore, Computer Science.

Trevor T. Wysuph, Freshman, Kinesiology; Juliana J. Yenne, Sophomore, Economics; Kaitlyn M. Zink, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

La Pine

Madeline E. Cunningham, Senior, Psychology; Sarah Dickinson, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Jake R. Gauntlett, Senior, Philosophy; Italy E. Gonzalez, Sophomore, Business Administration; Emilio J. Nastri, Freshman, Finance.

Maddison L. Pepper, Junior, Anthropology; Nina M. Reese, Senior, Rangeland Sciences.

Redmond
Skyler R. Abbas, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Connor H. Agnew, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Candace A. Bemrose, Senior, University Exploratory Studies; Jackson W. Bojanowski, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Margaret L. Brundage, Freshman, Merchandising Management.

Augustine F. Brunette, Junior, Business Administration; Jodi M. Buresh, Senior, Elementary Education; Colby C. Carson, Senior, Business Administration; Jaycee R. Chango, Senior, Earth Sciences; Yadhira Chavez, Senior, Elementary Education.

Ruijing Chen, Junior, Business Administration; Yong Y. Chen, Junior, Psychology; Abby M. Chunestudy, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; William R. Colburn, Freshman, Computer Science; Douglas Dennis, Senior, Engineering Science.

Elizabeth A. Fleenor, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Kadie L. Fricke, Junior, Pre-Elementary Education; Michelle E. Gee, Senior, Energy Systems Engineering; April Guffey, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Emmaree R. Hammond, Junior, Psychology.

Ryan Harris, Senior, Computer Science; Averi J. Hartford, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Melissa L. Hernandez, Sophomore, Biology; Tyson A. Hester, Senior, Kinesiology; Lauren G. Hoff, Senior, Natural Resources.

Gabrielle E. Johnson, Senior, Natural Resources; Jediah D. Knorr, Sophomore, Computer Science; Paul M. Koos, Senior, Computer Science; Kyle S. Kowalski, Junior, Computer Science; Parker J. Lighthall, Senior, Kinesiology.

Gregory G. Lundgren, Sophomore, General Engineering; Cecilia D. Murguia Lomeli, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Brandon L. Nelson, Junior, Computer Science; Rebekah R. O'Neill, Sophomore, Engineering Science; Austin B. Osborne, Freshman, General Engineering.

Diane Parish, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Isiah G. Parker, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Sophia J. Pierce, Freshman, Pre-Graphic Design; Clare A. Rodman, Junior, Social Science; Payton J. Rogerson, Freshman, Sociology.

Ashlyn R. Rojas, Senior, Elementary Education; Jordan N. Rote, Senior, Energy Systems Engineering; Katelyn L. Row, Sophomore, Psychology; Ethan J. Sherrell, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Autumn M. Simmons, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Taytum M. Stevens, Senior, History; Quinn Teeece, Senior, Forestry; Loryn T. Trail, Senior, Botany; Kyler S. Willkerson, Senior, Kinesiology; Joshua L. Williams, Senior, Liberal Studies.

Sisters

Spencer J. Bordonaro, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Chaderic T. Ford, Senior, Finance; Hayden A. Johnson, Junior, Computer Science; Brooke C. Knirk, Senior, Speech Communication; Felix I. Leahey, Freshman, General Engineering.

Brendan S. Lewis, Junior, Outdoor Products; David J. Novotny, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences; Emma F. Parkes, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science.
Sunriver

Tyler J. Hein, Senior, Management.
DOUGLAS

Camas Valley

    Shelby D. Grove, Sophomore, Kinesiology.

Days Creek

    Brandon A. Dahlman, Senior, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead; Steven A. Dahlman, Senior, History.

Elkton

    Grace M. Whitley, Junior, History.

Gardiner

    Jacob C. Ferenczi, Junior, Civil Engineering.

Glide

    Neosha E. Hubbs, Senior, Zoology.

Myrtle Creek

    Makayla K. Griffin, Junior, BioHealth Sciences.

Oakland
Andrea N. Bean, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Elizabeth Kenagy, Sophomore, Agricultural & Food Bus Mgmt; Carly H. Sherman, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Maisie X. Sherman, Sophomore, Anthropology; Hayley M. Whightsil, Sophomore, Liberal Studies.

Reedsport

Elsa M. Frakes, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Austin Friedrich, Senior, Computer Science; Judah Hanson, Freshman, Computer Science; Claire D. Havener, Senior, Speech Communication.

Roseburg

Kirk P. Arrant, Junior, Psychology; Grace C. Backen, Senior, Psychology; Kaitlyn N. Barrett, Junior, Music Studies; Brody T. Black, Senior, Business Administration; Emily Blum, Sophomore, Animal Sciences.

Michael H. Bober, Senior, Mathematics; Abigail F. Buckley, Junior, Kinesiology; Miriam Childers, Sophomore, General Engineering; Paris M. Coleman, Junior, Natural Resources; Chante H. Combs, Junior, Psychology.

Jayden S. Dukes, Senior, Art; Jayden W. Fong, Sophomore, Computer Science; Jarrod A. Gayner, Freshman, Business Administration; Liam K. Gombart, Senior, Computer Science; George V. Graham, Senior, Art.

Joel Graham, Senior, Kinesiology; Maddison L. Gwaltney, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Kevin V. Hansberger, Senior, History; Skyler M. Har, Senior, Biological Data Sciences; Isabelle G. Hervey, Junior, University Exploratory Studies.

Bailey B. Hibbert, Senior, Music Studies; Sean B. Higgins, Junior, Computer Science; Eric V. Hoang, Senior, Computer Science; Daniel C. Hunter, Senior, Nuclear Engineering; Tucker S. Jinkins, Senior, Natural Resources.

Colin J. Koyle, Sophomore, Animal Sciences; Nicole Lacey, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Cassandra M. Ladd, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Laurel S. Mendelson, Senior, Biology; Charles A. Mican, Freshman, Sociology.

Alex D. Muck, Senior, Civil Engineering; Moriah D. Nielsen, Junior, Animal Sciences; Chandler J. Norton, Senior, Sociology; Boone D. Olson, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Dominic O. Randall, Senior, Mathematics.

Brighid A. Rickman, Junior, Psychology; Maria E. Robelo, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Isaac A. Salchenberg, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Mikayla R. Sanguins, Freshman, Biology; Rachel A. Way, Senior, Earth Sciences.
Sutherlin

Madison M. Bright, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Brayden J. Burdett, Senior, Kinesiology; Nolan T. Carson, Junior, Environmental Econ and Policy; Reese A. Carson, Junior, Management; Andrew M. Harris, Senior, History.

Hannah Horvath, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Cassidy M. Leatherwood, Senior, Agricultural & Food Bus Mgmt; Grace Matteo, Sophomore, Business Administration; Teressa C. Morris, Junior, Psychology; Junjie Sun, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering.

Raichel M. Wolfe, Senior, Biology.

Tenmile

Angus E. Kjos, Senior, Forestry.

Umpqua

Colby J. Fairbairn, Sophomore, Environmental Econ and Policy; Justin K. Helgren, Senior, Forestry.

Wilbur


Winchester

John T. Dauterman, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Brooklyn N. Remington, Junior, Biology.

Winston

Kenia Bates, Junior, Nutrition; Emily O. Hanson, Freshman, Pre-Graphic Design.

Yoncalla
Spencer D. Falk, Senior, Chemical Engineering.
GILLIAM

Arlington

Samantha N. Barber, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.
HARNEY

Burns

Jenna M. Garner, Sophomore, Biology.

Crane

Mary E. Driskell, Senior, English.

Hines

Jaylin Camacho-Figueroa, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Elina J. Jenks, Senior, Digital Communication Arts.
HOOD RIVER

Cascade Locks

Jessica Bernier, Junior, Botany; Aleyah J. Klapprich, Freshman, English.

Hood River

Annalee M. Anglin, Junior, Kinesiology; Joshua D. Barringer, Senior, Computer Science; Eleanor E. Barton, Junior, Microbiology; Isaac R. Beaman, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Hailey A. Betts, Sophomore, Agricultural Sciences.

Wenceslao Bolanos Sanchez, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Gene Bronson, Freshman, Energy Systems Engineering; Antonio Bustos, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Sophie N. Caldwell, Senior, Agricultural Sciences; Orlando De La Torre, Senior, Psychology.

Lyric A. Emmons, Sophomore, Pre-Apparel; Leah A. Febbraio, Sophomore, Business Administration; Maritza Fernandez Ortega, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Catherine L. Frost, Senior, Kinesiology; Kyla M. Guertin, Senior, Biology.

Rutger G. Haack, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Luke P. Harter, Senior, Finance; Michael K. Hasegawa, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Sierra D. La Cook, Senior, Business Administration; Clayton C. Lee, Sophomore, Elect & Computer Engineering.

Syrus R. Logan, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Julian Magana, Junior, Marketing; Raine W. Melby, Junior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Alexis Montoya, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Alejandro Morales, Sophomore, General Engineering.

Ella C. Mudry, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Jacqueline Oropeza-Castro, Senior, Kinesiology; Brycen G. Polzel, Senior, Marketing; Owen C. Ramsey, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Onika H. Rutherford, Junior, Psychology.

Regina Sanchez, Sophomore, General Engineering; Silva I. Sankari, Sophomore, Psychology; Dylan R. Santee, Freshman, General Engineering; Jack E. Schofield, Sophomore, Computer Science; Allison R. Thompson, Senior, Computer Science.

Avrie W. Van Tilburg, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Kyle G. Wahl, Sophomore, Finance; Casey L. Ward, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Cole C. Yinger, Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Jihan A. Ziada, Sophomore, Business Administration.

Mount Hood Parkdale
Aileen A. Castro-Guzman, Sophomore, Computer Science; Madison C. Mooney, Senior, Natural Resources; Wade T. Pickering, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; RaeAan A. Rhodes, Sophomore, Agricultural Sciences; Kendra M. Yasui, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Mt Hood Prkdl

Omar Escobedo, Freshman, General Engineering.
JACKSON

Ashland

Ruby J. Adams, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science; Samuel O. Austin, Sophomore, Bioengineering; Aidan S. Bagshaw, Sophomore, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Gabriel C. Bendat, Junior, Environmental Econ and Policy; Kailen Bodhi, Sophomore, Mathematics.

Kelsey Britton, Senior, Botany; Evan P. Cochran, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Gabriel S. Dreyer, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; McKane S. Ellis, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Joshua V. Eskenazi, Freshman, Mathematics.

Caed A. Folkestad, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Tristan M. Gavin, Senior, Computer Science; Liv Greer, Junior, Accountancy; Emily E. Heller, Sophomore, Zoology; Avery J. Jones, Freshman, Business Administration.

Leila R. Kenner, Junior, Environmental Engineering; Kaitlyn J. Kim, Sophomore, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Corbin N. Krecklow, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Detlef C. Laughery, Junior, Civil Engineering; Maya J. Livni, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo.

Valerie J. Miller, Senior, Natural Resources; Thomas J. Montgomery IV, Junior, Psychology; McKenzie R. Moore, Senior, Kinesiology; Jacqueline D. Moran, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Isabelle Morin, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Kilian S. Niewald, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Ethan G. Page, Senior, Accountancy; Jocelyn Pickett, Freshman, Agricultural & Food Bus Mgmt; Walter J. Prout, Post Baccalaureate, Anthropology; Bryce G. Rollins, Senior, Business Administration.

Mia I. Rollins, Junior, Animal Sciences; Isabella V. Ruikis, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Gabriela F. Safay, Senior, Political Science; Tate J. Scarpaci, Senior, Marine Studies; Augustine U. Senn, Sophomore, Economics.

Ian A. Shibley-Styer, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Berkeley R. Skuratowicz, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Carsen E. Taulbee, Junior, Environmental Engineering; Hunter A. Tilley, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Annali G. Tobey, Freshman, Psychology.

Nicolaas R. VanDerZwan, Junior, Chemistry; Sam G. Wimmer, Senior, Finance; Galong Yan, Junior, Civil Engineering.

Central Point

Dylan A. Chamberlain, Freshman, Business Administration; Cassie M. Cushman, Senior, Nutrition; Megan A. DeMaria, Senior, Graphic Design; Austin J. Doren, Sophomore, Finance; Joshua B. Dunlap, Sophomore, Pre-Graphic Design.
Claire Ebert, Junior, Natural Resources; Taylur Graves, Sophomore, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead; Hunter J. Hiatt-Tognoni, Sophomore, Geography & Geospatial Science; Dylan P. Kerr, Junior, Environmental Engineering; Andrew Kuptz, Junior, Natural Resources.

Jackson E. Mitchell, Senior, Biology; Travis M. Pennington, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Kaden A. Petersen, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Linsey K. Porter, Junior, Business Information Systems; Julie Rasmussen, Junior, Psychology.

Lila B. Reed, Freshman, Biology; Dylan R. Schillinger, Senior, Music; Falon R. Sonnen, Senior, Kinesiology; Kayla M. Stone, Senior, Animal Sciences; Clayton C. Surgeon, Senior, Computer Science.


Eagle Point

Jared J. Dole, Freshman, General Engineering; Zachary J. Gorman, Senior, Computer Science; Wyatt W. Lewis, Junior, Management; Jacob R. Pacheco, Freshman, General Engineering; Kerala G. Riley, Junior, Mathematics.

Alyson J. Scheffler, Junior, Economics.

Gold Hill

Rosa L. Farney, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Julia C. Hinshaw, Senior, Business Administration.

Jacksonville

Wyatt C. Arnsdorf, Junior, Music; Jacob G. Cook, Junior, Public Policy; Connor D. Dawson, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Marly G. Marcoulier, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science; Evan L. Poitevint, Junior, Mechanical Engineering.

Cody R. Therault, Senior, Natural Resources; Ariana E. Watson, Junior, Biology; Shelby E. Wells, Junior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Medford
Fernando L. Alvarez, Junior, Finance; Isaac W. Armstrong, Freshman, General Engineering; Ryan J. Auzenne, Senior, Biology; David M. Barrera, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Ryan M. Becquer, Junior, Mechanical Engineering.

Tanner D. Blaydon, Junior, Management; Christopher J. Bock, Senior, Bioengineering; Shelby F. Boyersmith, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Harley D. Bruno, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Gabriela C. Castillo, Junior, BioHealth Sciences.

Mackenzie E. Cazier, Junior, Biology; Josiah L. Chan, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences; Sophia J. Childreth, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science; Makayla A. Clawson, Junior, Animal Sciences; Chase M. Costanti, Sophomore, Business Administration.

Ryan B. Davis, Freshman, General Engineering; Trent L. Deboer, Junior, Finance; Halle L. Donnelly, Senior, Kinesiology; Levi T. Ellerbeck, Junior, Business Administration; Fatima Flores, Freshman, Animal Sciences.

Jacob F. Ford, Freshman, General Engineering; Alexander W. Gibson, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Arely Gonzalez, Freshman, Nutrition; Carlos Gonzalez, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Elliana J. Hagloch, Freshman, Pre-Forest Engineering.

Hailee P. Hayes, Senior, Civil Engineering; Elliott D. Hikade, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Hunter J. Holdermann, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Jillian R. Holt, Sophomore, Psychology; Kevin T. Hunt, Sophomore, Economics.

Jacob M. Jones, Freshman, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Jordan A. Jones, Freshman, General Engineering; Maizy L. Kesterson, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Mallory S. Kirms, Junior, Physics; Riley S. Kreul, Sophomore, Accountancy.

Samuel D. Leach, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Alice L. Lulich, Senior, Chemistry; Anna I. McAllister, Senior, Biology; Bethany E. McNichols, Senior, Business Administration; Piper M. Messer, Sophomore, General Engineering.

Shahar G. Miles, Freshman, Business Information Systems; Joshua M. Milhoan, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Emily D. Miller, Senior, Zoology; Ryan P. Noble, Junior, Business Administration; Cody J. Owens, Senior, Civil Engineering.

Saxon E. Pelzel, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Brenden A. Pollard, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Brett A. Rucker, Sophomore, General Engineering; Samuel M. Schaefer, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Hallie M. Shean, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo.

Sean A. Siders, Senior, Computer Science; Hannah R. Smith, Junior, Biology; Nicholas J. Trepanier, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Soraya K. Trujillo, Freshman, French; Kyle N. Wegner, Junior, Chemical Engineering.

Mitchell N. Willhite, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Will C. Winans, Senior, Business Administration; Mekella Wong, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Meg L. Wright, Sophomore, Design & Innovation Management; Morgan R. Zarosinski, Senior, Accountancy.

Quincee R. Zoller, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt.

Phoenix
Zachary Dungey, Freshman, Business Administration; Aiden P. Hosford, Freshman, General Engineering; Hannah Maclennan, Junior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Aaron M. Mendez, Senior, Civil Engineering; Bradley Pogue, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Jackeline Rodriguez, Sophomore, Public Health; Karlie A. Wiese, Senior, Chemistry; Jude R. Williams, Junior, Computer Science.

Rogue River

Grace A. Boisen, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Laura A. Howard, Senior, Agricultural Sciences; Dylan R. Nielsen, Sophomore, Public Health; Makenna S. Peters, Junior, Pre-Teaching.

Shady Cove

Caitlyn A. Castle, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences; Carl Michael L. Sonza, Post Baccalaureate, Bioresource Research.

Talent

Kelsey N. Bakke, Freshman, Pre-Teaching; Thomas W. Close, Senior, Bioengineering; Rory J. Doerksen, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Mateo Estrada Jorge, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Christopher Frownfelter, Junior, Chemistry.

Hailee J. Humphreys, Sophomore, General Engineering; Maria S. Kuriyama, Junior, Women, Gender, and Sexuality; Hailey M. Martin, Junior, Microbiology; Marin I. Monteith, Junior, Biology; Jordan Porter, Senior, Bioengineering.

White City

JEFFERSON

Culver

Emma R. Knepp, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Kobe R. Lamb, Junior, Business Administration; Jorge L. Olivera-Radillo, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt.

Madras

Tristen H. Bateman, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Jesus E. Ceniceros, Senior, Kinesiology; Gatlin J. Cooper, Junior, Computer Science; Myrna Y. Corona, Senior, Elementary Education; Ryan J. Goss, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Allison Gregory, Freshman, Pre-Teaching; Karson A. Hartman, Freshman, General Engineering; Karina Y. Hernandez, Sophomore, Teaching; Chris J. Miraflor, Senior, Computer Science; Sofia A. Rubio, Junior, Political Science.

Sandra V. Ruiz, Junior, Teaching.

Terrebonne

Jordyn Buresh, Senior, Accountancy; Martin B. Hankins, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Rachel E. Hargrove, Senior, Natural Resources; Jacob Parla, Senior, American Studies; Bradley S. Smerek, Freshman, Zoology.

Micah R. Stalberg, Junior, Computer Science; Ashley Stevens, Senior, Business Administration.
Josephine

Cave Junction

Annika R. Swenson, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science.

Grants Pass

Corbin L. Anderson, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Joseph M. Bailey, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Kathleen P. Beck, Junior, Marketing; Leif K. Borngasser, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Piers J. Borngasser, Senior, Computer Science.

Dylan J. Braithwait, Senior, Supply Chain & Logistics Mgmt; Sean C. Bullock, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Isaac J. Burgess, Junior, Kinesiology; Carly R. Cooperider, Junior, University Exploratory Studies; Abbigael J. DeRosier, Junior, Biology.


Adam J. Gross, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Brookelynn M. Horban, Sophomore, Marketing; Jada B. Hurley, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Mikaela J. Iwamizu, Senior, English; Jacob A. Kasiah, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Clementyne J. Layton, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Ellyse N. Lingo, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Andrew E. Medley, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Alexander P. O'Sullivan, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Gavin A. Padgett, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Preston C. Pickering, Senior, Computer Science; Tyler D. Quinones, Junior, Biology; Ashley M. Romero, Sophomore, Psychology; Sarah E. Skokan, Senior, Kinesiology; Ryan J. Smith, Senior, Computer Science.

Jaaden M. Steele, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science; Molly L. Torgerson, Senior, Psychology; Samuel M. Vidlak, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Jenna G. Wiltz, Senior, History; Mallori R. Woodall, Senior, Psychology.

Jenaya C. Wright, Senior, Accountancy.

Selma

Jenelle MacGregor, Senior, Economics.
KLAMATH

Beatty

Crystal F. Demler, Senior, Agricultural Sciences.

Chiloquin


Klamath Falls

Rachel C. Adkisson, Senior, Biology; Blake J. Aho, Senior, Public Health; Colby A. Anderson, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Maximillian L. Balakas, Senior, Political Science; Jennifer L. Braden, Senior, Anthropology.

Lily E. Charlton, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Matthew T. Edwards, Senior, Political Science; Carsen M. French, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Sophia V. Gomez, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Sabine Graetsch, Junior, Animal Sciences.

Samantha A. Hampton, Freshman, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Fawn X. Harris, Junior, Spanish; Alex D. Hayden, Freshman, Kinesiology; Danielle R. Herinckx, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Stormy L. Joy, Senior, Natural Resources.

Logan M. Kappas, Senior, Kinesiology; Zachary W. Kowash, Sophomore, Bioresource Research; Katarina Kyle, Junior, Psychology; Dyrin J. Larson, Senior, Civil Engineering; Daniel J. Levesque, Junior, Business Administration.

Alexandra C. Magana, Sophomore, Business Administration; Sydney K. Marker, Sophomore, Biology; Michael I. Molineaux, Sophomore, Computer Science; Mckenna K. Neubert, Sophomore, Chemistry; Jacob A. Oldham, Junior, Psychology.

Tyler J. Pettigrew, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Daniel Piper, Junior, Computer Science; Verlie R. Sanchez, Sophomore, Business Administration; Daniel P. Slinker, Senior, Psychology; Jacob P. Slinker, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts.

Austin B. Tillery, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Savannah J. Watterberg, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Emma V. Wilkinson, Freshman, Animal Sciences; Elle A. Winn, Senior, Bioengineering.

Merrill
Vanessa A. Ramirez, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Priscila Zendejas Hernan, Freshman, General Engineering.
LAKE

Christmas Vly

   Jonathan D. Roth, Freshman, Agricultural & Food Bus Mgmt.

Lakeview

   Tucker B. Clarke, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Jamie C. Friermood, Junior, Accountancy; Zachary M. Reese, Sophomore, General Engineering; Grant M. Steward, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Melanie A. Theall, Junior, Rangeland Sciences.

   Sarah J. Theall, Sophomore, Agricultural Sciences; Jeanna C. Woolen, Freshman, Accountancy.

Silver Lake

   Jillian A. Rudolf, Sophomore, Rangeland Sciences.
LANE

Blachly


Blue River

Sophia K. Brownlee, Junior, Natural Resources.

Coburg

Olivia N. Dorsing, Junior, Marketing; Audrey G. Kennedy, Senior, Psychology; Kelsy A. Valentine, Senior, Creative Writing; Tristan A. Wagner, Junior, Chemical Engineering.

Cottage Grove

Oden L. Armstrong, Junior, Nuclear Engineering; Mikayla M. Baird, Junior, Biology; Caitlynn J. Dougherty, Senior, Animal Sciences; Amoline Q. Foerstler, Freshman, Business Administration; Trey J. Husko, Senior, Computer Science.

Markus J. Julien, Senior, Sociology; Matteo C. Liserre, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Irene J. Nichols-Ferguson, Senior, Environmental Engineering; Kourtney G. Owens, Freshman, Pre-Graphic Design; Kenzie M. Parsons, Senior, Chemistry.

Areanna M. Walters, Senior, Psychology; Lauren R. Witty, Senior, Kinesiology; Cynthia G. Wright, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Madeleine E. Zeller, Senior, Botany; Riley J. Zolezzi, Freshman, Pre-Forest/Civil Engineering.

Creswell

Natalie R. Campbell, Senior, Finance; Chelsea A. Davis, Sophomore, Marketing; Alexa K. Ellis, Freshman, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Leslie C. Higdon, Senior, Business Administration; Grace L. Perdue, Sophomore, Biology.

Bella L. Swan, Junior, Zoology; Mary A. Sykes, Junior, Natural Resources; Mckenzie R. Traetow, Senior, Civil Engineering; Ashley W. Woodhurst, Freshman, Biology.
Dexter

Erin M. Buhler, Senior, Animal Sciences; Eric M. Gibbs, Senior, Management; Jonah G. Movsky, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Hunter G. Murphy, Senior, Business Administration.

Dorena

Cameron P. Anderson, Sophomore, Horticulture.

Eugene

Julia N. Acree, Junior, Liberal Studies; Benjamin L. Adams, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Mircalla L. Addams, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Malia M. Ade, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Ariel K. Afelin, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Mustafa A. Aljabery, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Hannah J. Allen, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Robert T. Allen, Sophomore, General Engineering; Ryleigh H. Andersen, Sophomore, Sociology; Jessica L. Ariola, Senior, Political Science.

Christian Ashley, Sophomore, Psychology; Grace H. Ault, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Cara M. Baboyan, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Claire E. Baboyan, Senior, Political Science; Caden W. Barczak, Freshman, Business Administration.

Astrid C. Bates, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Lily A. Baughman, Junior, Psychology; Tristin A. Beach, Sophomore, History; Kristin A. Behrends, Senior, Nutrition; Nathaniel M. Benson, Junior, Business Administration.

Darby D. Bergl, Senior, Botany; Alexandria M. Bernard, Senior, Business Information Systems; Jubal B. Bernstein, Junior, Food Science and Technology; Ryan R. Berry, Sophomore, Biology; Donald R. Bertucci, Sophomore, Computer Science.

Ellie L. Bevans, Junior, Accountancy; Tana R. Blodgett-Roush, Senior, Nutrition; Theresa Boak, Senior, Creative Writing; Gustav A. Bock, Sophomore, Psychology; Jacqueline K. Boechler, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Caitlin G. Booth, Sophomore, Mathematics; Brandon J. Boresek, Freshman, Business Administration; Jared C. Brackett, Junior, Public Health; Andrew J. Braud, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Dimitri E. Brown, Freshman, General Engineering.

Joe Brown, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Kaitlin Brunik, Post Baccalaureate, Energy Systems Engineering; Taylor J. Bryant, Freshman, Kinesiology; Mina R. Buchanan, Senior, Bioengineering; Cooper B. Burk, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.
Manisha Buttar, Senior, Psychology; Ellie L. Calvert, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science; Ronan W. Camblin, Junior, Environmental Sciences; Reece A. Canizares, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Chloe Carnagey, Junior, Botany.

Daisy Chen, Senior, Microbiology; Harrison E. Clark, Sophomore, Pre-Forestry; Katherine E. Coleman, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Hailey K. Coll, Sophomore, Nutrition; Luis M. Contreras, Sophomore, Natural Resources.

Robert L. Cornwell-Arquit, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Sydney H. Crabbe, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Elizabeth D. Crandall, Senior, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead; Bellamie J. Curyea, Senior, Radiation Health Physics; Jonathan C. Cutsforth, Junior, Supply Chain & Logistics Mgmt.

Lucienne Y. Dale, Sophomore, Psychology; Leslie Daniels, Non-Degree Undergr, Non-Degree Science; Andrew M. Dassonville, Senior, Computer Science; Thea L. Davidson, Freshman, Psychology; Daelon V. Davis, Senior, Computer Science.

Sofia V. Davis, Junior, Psychology; Brennen T. DeGarmo, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Matthew W. Dickey, Junior, Economics; Aviano K. Dimitri, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Wesley S. Dixon, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Stella E. Doehring, Freshman, General Engineering; Jensen E. Dohman, Senior, Horticulture; Brooke L. Donaty, Junior, Ecological Engineering; Cadance E. Donlon, Freshman, Pre-Teaching; Adrianna G. Dryden, Junior, Business Administration.

Nathan M. Duke, Sophomore, Business Administration; Amelia C. East, Sophomore, Biology; Karlee Eberhart, Senior, Liberal Studies; Olivia A. Eberle, Sophomore, Biology; Riley H. Edgar, Freshman, Horticulture.

Mithrandir A. Eichner, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Oliver K. Elliott, Freshman, General Engineering; Soriah L. Ellison, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Gabrielle M. Ficek, Junior, Accountancy; Rachel E. Finkle, Junior, Business Administration.

Lily T. Fitzharris, Junior, Environmental Sciences; Giancarlo Flynn, Junior, Accountancy; Lauren A. Foster, Sophomore, General Engineering; Jack Foster Jr, Senior, Business Administration; Anika Z. Foy, Junior, General Engineering.

Austin P. Freeman, Senior, Forest Engineering; Lea H. Fremouw, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Jacob C. Frey, Junior, Business Administration; Caden J. Friesen, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Olivia M. Frost, Junior, Biology.

Amanda E. Galbreath, Senior, Bioresource Research; Anna K. Gallego, Freshman, Business Administration; Bree F. George, Senior, Zoology; India S. Gerhardt, Junior, Biology; Rachael E. Gerondale, Senior, History.


Gabriel I. Graves, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Celia A. Guillemin, Freshman, General Engineering; Stanley C. Hale, Sophomore, Computer Science; Audrey W. Hamilton, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Jordyn A. Hamilton, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.
Matthew L. Hammerton, Senior, Business Administration; Nyssa I. Hanan, Senior, Human Development and Family Science; Dylan C. Hansen, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Kaitlyn A. Harper, Freshman, Anthropology; Alexis R. Harris, Junior, Animal Sciences.

Hailey M. Harrison, Sophomore, History; Logan J. Hart, Sophomore, Music Studies; Sarah J. Hash, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Jordan Hasha, Senior, Psychology; Nicholas M. Haskins, Sophomore, Kinesiology.

Matthew A. Hayward, Senior, Philosophy; Brandon R. Healey, Sophomore, General Engineering; Kayla M. Heffernan-Moore, Freshman, Women, Gender, and Sexuality; Abigayle P. Heinrich, Sophomore, Management; Stuart Helikson, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

Aaron J. Henley, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Ashlyn E. Heusch, Sophomore, General Engineering; Marianna L. Hinojosa, Senior, Biology; Hannah M. Hollingshead, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Shane T. Holmes, Senior, Botany.

Amanda G. Hopper-Moore, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Chloë A. Horn, Sophomore, Human Development and Family Science; Kieran M. Hostetter-McEau, Sophomore, Computer Science; Shengmei Hu, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Casey J. Huggins, Senior, Biochemistry and Biophysics.

Olivia R. Hulbert, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Sydney C. Hutson, Junior, Environmental Sciences; Andrew Huynh, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Aysa R. Hyde, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Jonah A. Jackson, Freshman, General Engineering.

Leah Jamerson, Senior, Biology; Ellie K. Jitto, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Madilyn J. Johannsen, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Chloe K. Johnson, Senior, Nutrition; Sophia C. Johnson, Junior, Nutrition.


Kyle A. Kanwischer, Senior, Computer Science; Jordan G. Kasitz, Freshman, General Engineering; Makena E. Kealoha, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Erin N. Keeney, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Solana J. Kennedy, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Logan P. Kerr, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Jini Kim, Junior, Apparel Design; Chloëe Kinkade, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Seiji M. Koenigsberg, Junior, Chemistry; Emilie J. Krecklow, Junior, Environmental Sciences.


Anna M. Laptova, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Olias R. Laughlin, Freshman, Outdoor Products; Nicholas A. Ledbetter, Junior, Computer Science; Auria M. Lee, Sophomore, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Blake M. Lee, Junior, Biology.

Chan Seung Lee, Senior, Computer Science; Dalton J. Lee, Senior, Psychology; Jane Lewis, Sophomore, General Engineering; Lexa Lewis, Junior, Biology; Logan C. Lipkin, Junior, Mechanical Engineering.
Lanie M. Liu, Freshman, Pre-Communication; Luke Lodwig, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Kerry E. Madden, Freshman, Chemistry; Molly K. Maguire, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Cassidy C. Malick, Junior, English.

Jake Martines, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Lauren M. Martines, Senior, Kinesiology; Owen T. Mau, Sophomore, Physics; Quinlin H. Maxwell, Sophomore, Psychology; Kendyl M. McDonough, Senior, Nutrition.

Douglas S. McGirr, Post Baccalaureate, Biology; Jessamine G. Mccann, Freshman, Public Health; Michele E. Mccann, Sophomore, Animal Sciences; Morgan G. Miller, Freshman, Environmental Sciences; Sebastian E. Miller, Sophomore, Earth Sciences.

Cameron C. Mirabile, Freshman, General Engineering; Tyler A. Moffatt, Sophomore, Political Science; Galen G. Moll, Freshman, Food Science and Technology; Trinity Moon, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Ken J. Mooney, Junior, Liberal Studies.

Katelyn M. Morgan, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Ryan S. Moritz, Senior, Civil Engineering; Shanti R. Morrell, Junior, Computer Science; Brooke L. Moser, Junior, Chemistry; Conner M. Mowery, Junior, University Exploratory Studies.

Connor Moyce, Sophomore, General Engineering; Arielle J. Mummert, Freshman, General Engineering; Sidney D. Munoz, Junior, Psychology; Tiffany Murphy, Senior, Psychology; Kellen J. Murran, Senior, Public Health.

April X. Murray, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Casey B. Nagai, Junior, Mathematics; Rene D. Nagy, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Vivian P. Ngo, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Trevor Nyce, Sophomore, Agricultural & Food Bus Mgmt.


Camille E. Ottoman, Senior, Natural Resources; Aimee Passadore, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Forrest J. Peck, Junior, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead; Roberto Peregrino Perez, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Grace E. Petrina, Senior, Biochemistry and Biophysics.

Kyle R. Phillips, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Zachary Pilson, Freshman, General Engineering; Grace J. Proudfoot, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Baird A. Quinn, Junior, General Engineering; Catherine L. Raffin, Senior, Biology.

Catrina M. Reed, Senior, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead; Jacob M. Reger, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Jessica Reid, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Emily E. Rice, Senior, Earth Sciences; Iain O. Richey, Junior, Computer Science.

Elizabeth J. Rifkin, Senior, Psychology; Carter A. Robbins, Freshman, General Engineering; Rhett T. Roberts, Junior, Chemical Engineering; Michael A. Rochon, Sophomore, Accountancy; Daniel A. Rogers, Junior, Outdoor Products.

Atom C. Rousseau, Freshman, General Engineering; Juan A. Ruiz Hernandez, Senior, Civil Engineering; Dale C. Ruzicka, Junior, Botany; Evan A. Saddler-Ortega, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Katie Salle, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.
Jessica E. Sargent, Junior, Marketing; Morgan C. Saunders, Sophomore, Psychology; Drake L. Scrafford, Junior, Biology; Bodin P. Sherlock, Freshman, Psychology; Matthew J. Siddel, Senior, Biology.

Hayden L. Skelton, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Michael J. Skinner-Neher, Junior, Business Administration; Samuel J. Slater, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Brianna S. Solomon, Junior, Zoology; Britney S. Solomon, Sophomore, Finance.

Christopher D. Somnitz, Junior, Computer Science; Connor W. Speers, Senior, Finance; Kaelin M. Stein, Senior, Public Health; Kyle C. Strange, Senior, Pre-Communication; Colleen M. Swafford, Senior, Ecological Engineering.

Haile A. Tanner, Senior, Natural Resources; Will C. Taylor, Junior, Kinesiology; Ben E. Thoennes, Sophomore, General Engineering; Morgan A. Thomas, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Peter B. Thompson, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering.

Azara B. Tilt, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Pamela K. Torkelson, Freshman, Agricultural Sciences; Rylee H. Valentine, Junior, Chemical Engineering; Kiara M. Varga, Senior, Animal Sciences; Truong G. Vo, Freshman, Biochemistry and Biophysics.

Madeleine T. Vreim, Senior, Music Studies; Shyanna S. Waid, Senior, Psychology; Adyson K. Walker, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Forrest Walker, Post Baccalaureate, Botany; Nathan D. Ward, Sophomore, Physics.


Ian S. Whiter, Junior, Pre-Forestry; Aaron M. Williams, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Emilee S. Williams, Senior, Nutrition; Makenzie G. Williamson, Junior, Chemistry; Thomas C. Wingard, Freshman, Pre-Graphic Design.

Joshua L. Wright, Sophomore, Pre-Apparel; Nathan H. Yeh, Sophomore, History; Mason D. Young, Junior, Finance; Hui F. Yu, Junior, Biology; Maximilian C. Zadlo, Senior, Chemistry.

Kai R. Zwink, Freshman, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo.

Fall Creek

Sebastian I. Garcin, Senior, Political Science.

Florence

Margot F. Fleming, Sophomore, Natural Resources; Lainey N. Goss, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Kaylee A. Graham, Senior, Pre-Communication; Tiffany S. Hine, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Rebecca Klump, Sophomore, General Engineering.
Hayleigh A. Middleton, Senior, Biology; Jared A. Northrop, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Jordan M. Northrop, Senior, Nuclear Engineering; Hannah M. Rannow, Sophomore, Biology; Kayla Tidmore, Senior, Natural Resources.

Junction City

Bella G. Avakian, Sophomore, Chemical Engineering; Gabriel P. Bagley, Junior, Bioengineering; Jasmine K. Basi, Freshman, Psychology; Logan R. Bierly, Freshman, General Engineering; Dustina M. Hansen, Junior, History.

Natali R. Hayes, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Preston T. Lewis, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Elle M. Oakes, Senior, Bioengineering; Caitlyn E. Olsen, Freshman, Political Science; Griffin T. Puls, Senior, Forest Engineering.

Courtney M. Silbernagel, Freshman, Business Administration; Levi R. Silbernagel, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Samuel W. Speir, Sophomore, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Benjamin A. Swancutt, Senior, Botany; Katarina H. Thompson, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Lowell

Myla L. Garlitz, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Marcola

Cody Wilson, Junior, Computer Science.

Mckenzie Bridge

Galen O. Fox, Junior, Renewable Materials.

Noti

Ryan M. Olson, Junior, Civil Engineering.

Pleasant Hill
Sarah Carricaburu, Sophomore, Computer Science; Brenna A. Cody, Junior, Ecological Engineering; Elias A. Cuyler, Senior, Apparel Design; Megan R. Hoellrich, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Victoria J. Lewis, Junior, Marketing.

Cameron L. Olson, Freshman, General Engineering; Julia S. Pavlosek, Junior, Biology; Callan D. Stowell, Senior, Biology; Henry R. Stowell, Sophomore, Biology.

Springfield

Timothy C. Ames, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Gabrielle M. Baker, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Lydia M. Braiker, Sophomore, Animal Sciences; Taylor C. Brennan, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Alex J. Brown, Senior, Industrial Engineering.

Brock M. Crolly, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Paige E. Crolly, Junior, Interior Design; Morgan E. Dally, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Nicholas Darling, Post Baccalaureate, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Sahalie L. Ellickson, Senior, Environmental Sciences.


Tyler J. Garner, Junior, Finance; Erik Grassauer, Freshman, Mechanical Engineering; Cailee A. Hallett, Freshman, Kinesiology; Cade A. Harmon, Junior, Architectural Engineering; Hunter V. Hayes, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Sarah J. Hayes, Junior, Public Health; Briauna L. Herrick, Junior, Agricultural Sciences; Austin E. Hilkey, Sophomore, Graphic Design; Stephanie Hoshaw, Senior, Psychology; Jack P. Hudgins Johnson, Sophomore, Business Information Systems.

Alexander S. Johnson, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Ciera M. Johnson, Sophomore, Mathematics; Tanner C. Kelley, Freshman, Political Science; Kaylynn R. King, Sophomore, Economics; Payton L. Kling, Junior, Management.

Augustus F. Loftin, Senior, Computer Science; Crystal L. Lohne, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Jamison J. McGillivray, Senior, Music Studies; Isaac J. Michaels, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Cole Miller, Post Baccalaureate, Elect & Computer Engineering.

Devyn D. Minchin, Junior, Kinesiology; Hannah L. Ngo, Junior, Biology; Colby K. Noah, Freshman, General Engineering; Piper K. O'Hara, Senior, Business Administration; Estella M. Ocker, Freshman, General Engineering.

Cody P. Paudois, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Connor R. Phillips, Sophomore, Business Administration; Hannah D. Plummer, Junior, Interior Design; Cameron P. Robertson, Sophomore, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Natalie M. Schlosser, Post Baccalaureate, Forestry.
Jacob B. Selland, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Branden Shaw, Senior, Business Administration; Meghan R. Spangler, Junior, Psychology; Kate Stephens, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Chase A. Stickler, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt.

Bailey G. Taube-Adams, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Anice N. Teel, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Jami L. Thompson, Freshman, General Engineering; Noah B. Tornell, Sophomore, General Engineering; Britnae R. Tregellas, Senior, Sociology.

Rebecca E. Wages, Senior, Horticulture; Benjiman T. Walsh, Senior, Computer Science; Kevin F. Ward, Sophomore, Political Science; Audrey E. Wilson, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Tanner G. Windom, Sophomore, General Engineering.

Elijah J. Wyatt, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering.

Veneta

Jackson C. Dube, Freshman, Mathematics; McKayla Hoffman, Senior, Public Health; Sydney M. McCoy, Junior, Anthropology; Paul Ossowski, Junior, Finance; Sydeny L. Papa, Freshman, Botany.


Vida

Anna L. McNutt, Junior, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead.
LINCOLN

Blodgett

Jaime M. Chambers, Junior, Animal Sciences.

Depoe Bay

Taylor K. Williams, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Ayden M. Woodard, Sophomore, Chemical Engineering.

Gleneden Beach

Kealy C. Boyd, Junior, BioHealth Sciences.

Lincoln City

Jose L. Cortez-Segura, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Ethan T. Schutze, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Kira N. Sciarrotta, Senior, Biology; Jamie D. Stephenson-Noble, Junior, Spanish; Noa M. Stoll, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences.

Neotsu

Napela R. Napoleon, Sophomore, Geography & Geospatial Science.

Newport

Emma J. Allan, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Sydney K. Andersen, Senior, Forest Engineering; Dmitri Au, Senior, Kinesiology; Kona S. Baldwin, Junior, Chemical Engineering; Samuel J. Barton, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering.
Rowan H. Bender, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Cole A. Braxling, Junior, Psychology; Phantakan Chenni, Junior, Business Administration; Lucas J. Ellingson-Cosenza, Senior, Biology; Alexus A. Geampa, Freshman, Business Administration.


Christopher K. Lee, Sophomore, Business Administration; Rory S. Moeller, Senior, Computer Science; Jordan I. Orth, Junior, Marketing; Rilee G. Powell, Junior, Biology; Cole Theodore, Junior, Computer Science.

Cooper L. Theodore, Senior, Creative Writing; Megan A. Wagner, Senior, Biology; Tristan A. Ziemer, Sophomore, History.

Otis

Madison L. Hall, Sophomore, Creative Writing; Samual J. Lutz, Senior, Horticulture.

Seal Rock

Sophie H. Dziak, Senior, Design & Innovation Management.

Siletz

Jostan C. Brown, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Tacoma J. Brown, Senior, Architectural Engineering; Jutta G. Pearce, Junior, Public Policy.

Toledo

Jeffrey S. Davis, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Jessica C. French, Post Baccalaureate, Biology; Alan S. King, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Trent L. Kinion, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Sabrina M. Lent, Senior, Art.

Cheyanne R. Parks, Freshman, Business Administration.

Waldport
Graham W. Jones, Freshman, General Engineering; Dakota B. Rundell, Junior, Public Health; Wyatt M. Schrock, Junior, Civil Engineering.

Yachats

Kaeden R. Fletcher-Vogel, Sophomore, Biology.
LINN

Albany

Helianna Abbott, Junior, Agricultural Sciences; Kristen M. Adamec, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Owen G. Adams, Freshman, Business Administration; Samantha Adams, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Sophie Adams, Senior, Philosophy.

Jagjit S. Athwal, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Sarah E. Aufranc, Sophomore, Accountancy; Jaqueline Ayala Velazquez, Freshman, Mathematics; Jeremiah S. Barrar, Senior, Computer Science; Joao M. Bauer, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Jordyn A. Beebe, Freshman, Nutrition; Sophia P. Betts, Senior, Philosophy; John T. Bohatch, Senior, History; Jennifer M. Boland, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Daniel J. Bowder, Senior, Computer Science.

Kai I. Brennan, Junior, Business Administration; Caden G. Buck, Sophomore, Music; Colton M. Byers, Senior, Music Studies; Samuel J. Cesca, Senior, Economics; Yevgeniy S. Chaplygin, Junior, Computer Science.

Crystel l. Cheyne, Freshman, Business Administration; Shay A. Clarke, Senior, Graphic Design; Ava H. Cordle, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences; Trenton A. Crow, Freshman, Business Administration; Autumn D. Dawson, Post Baccalaureate, Biology.

Ashlie DeHart, Senior, Design & Innovation Management; Trevor D. Deford, Senior, Civil Engineering; Rachel Deibele, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Connor B. Delp, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Cydney Diaz, Junior, Agricultural & Food Bus Mgmt.


Austin D. Erickson, Senior, Physics; Nicholas D. Fleetwood, Senior, Political Science; Richard K. Freeman, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Tanner R. Fromcke, Senior, Mathematics; Jamile L. Garcia, Freshman, Biology.

Joshua C. Gilley, Freshman, General Engineering; Anna Givens, Sophomore, General Engineering; Kelsey G. Goertzen, Junior, Kinesiology; Sydney C. Goertzen, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Andres Gonzalez Segura, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Matthew J. Gray, Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Alyssa N. Greene, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; L'Athena M. Griggs, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Megan E. Hansen, Freshman, Biology; James J. Haralson, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt.

David J. Headrick, Senior, Computer Science; Mackenzie M. Hebner, Freshman, English; Kira M. Hedding, Junior, Marketing; Randall A. Herring, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Holland J. Hodges, Senior, Civil Engineering.
Jaiden A. Hodson, Senior, Computer Science; Erin G. Hogan, Senior, Psychology; Price Howard, Junior, Computer Science; Vladimir R. Hubenya, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science; Andrew T. Hudson, Post Baccalaureate, Chemical Engineering.

Tess B. Irwin, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Emily M. Kaneshiro, Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Taylor O. Kelley, Sophomore, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead; Heesun Kim, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Skylar J. Kim, Senior, Chemistry.

Shayna F. King, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Trenton F. Koontz, Senior, Accountancy; David B. Lake, Senior, Liberal Studies; Elizabeth K. Lake, Senior, Bioengineering; Jack S. Lamont, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo.

Colson H. Legras, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Morgan E. Linde, Freshman, Kinesiology; Angelina L. Lindsey, Freshman, Marine Studies; Michelle Lira Licona, Sophomore, Merchandising Management; Chailyn C. Lucero, Junior, Music Studies.

Nicholas D. McBee, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Collin M. McCoy, Senior, Architectural Engineering; Alexander J. McDaniel, Junior, Animal Sciences; Katie M. Middleton, Senior, Biology; Cade W. Miller, Junior, Mathematics.

Leif M. Miller, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Monique B. Montoya, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Leonardo M. Morales-Ojeda, Senior, Psychology; Brayden Morse, Sophomore, Energy Systems Engineering; Emily Muehlenkamp, Sophomore, Biology.

Cade D. Muntz, Senior, Business Analytics; Cooper J. Nagel, Freshman, Business Administration; Simran Nagi, Senior, Biology; Ethan J. Nechanicky, Junior, Computer Science; Ryan G. Nelson, Senior, Apparel Design.

Steven C. Nelson, Senior, Bioengineering; Jordan A. Oliver, Senior, Bioengineering; Olivia A. Pappalardo, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Rogue A. Phillips, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Marcus C. Plumley, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering.

Eli T. Podrabsky, Freshman, Biology; Jordan E. Post, Sophomore, Business Administration; Kaelyn A. Rabe, Senior, Management; William C. Radtke, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Karli L. Read, Senior, Psychology.

Nicholas P. Renyer, Junior, Finance; Nakyah G. Rethlefsen, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science; Pippa J. Richardson, Sophomore, English; Ai Ana H. Richmond, Junior, Zoology; Holly N. Riley, Sophomore, Business Administration.

Blake A. Roberts, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Carter J. Roeser, Junior, Computer Science; Anna M. Rogers, Sophomore, Economics; Kira M. Sabin, Junior, Agricultural & Food Bus Mgmt; Isaura Sanchez-Hernand, Freshman, Business Administration.

Channon J. Schuerger, Sophomore, Sociology; Elise A. Schuh, Senior, Mathematics; Ayden Shonk, Junior, Accountancy; Maxwell H. Sisson, Junior, Bioengineering; Tausha L. Smith, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt.

Joshua D. Solomon, Senior, Sociology; Christina L. Soot, Sophomore, Psychology; Kellan G. Soriano, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; Kendra S. Spalinger, Freshman, Sociology; Caeden D. Spilde, Junior, Kinesiology.
Paul P. Sprague, Senior, Nuclear Engineering; Mary Stahl, Senior, History; Keith A. Stevens, Senior, Computer Science; Alyssa S. Straw, Sophomore, General Engineering; Truman M. Templeton, Senior, English.

Aaron M. Thomas, Junior, Accountancy; Ian R. Todd, Junior, Microbiology; Drew R. Toland, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Tristan A. Vosburg, Freshman, General Engineering; Jon E. Walker, Senior, Physics.

Wylea D. Walker, Senior, Mathematics; Makayla A. Wallace, Junior, Accountancy; Madison M. Ward, Sophomore, Accountancy; Bridget M. Watte, Senior, Public Health; Hayden A. Watts, Junior, Mechanical Engineering.

Simone M. Welsh, Sophomore, Psychology; Whitney L. Whitacre, Senior, Animal Sciences; David R. Whittaker, Senior, History; Justin B. Whittier, Sophomore, General Engineering; Faith A. Williams, Senior, Sociology.

Naomi L. Williams, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Adia G. Wolters, Freshman, English; Cindy Wong, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Cohen R. Woods, Junior, Economics; Rachel N. Zielke, Sophomore, Music Studies.

Brownsville

Celia M. Lemhouse, Senior, History.

Crabtree

Loyal R. Burns, Junior, Agricultural & Food Bus Mgmt.

Halsey

Andrew J. Boggs, Junior, Agricultural & Food Bus Mgmt; Hannah E. Stevens, Junior, Psychology.

Harrisburg

Madeleena A. Bickley, Junior, Physics; Sydney C. Boese, Junior, Biology; Cameron Davis, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Mallory M. Nelson, Senior, Kinesiology; Eric A Ruiz Cortes, Freshman, General Engineering.

Garrett R. Scott, Senior, Computer Science; Zakary D. Winsted, Senior, Computer Science.
Lebanon

Isabella M. Ayala, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Ryan M. Barnett, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Allen C. Benjamin, Senior, Computer Science; Taylor M. Bilyeu, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Hayley M. Boss, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Penelope J. Boyd, Senior, Kinesiology; Kylee M. Brown, Freshman, English; Svea R. Bruslind, Senior, Zoology; Frederick A. Buresh, Junior, Biology; Zachary R. Campbell, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.

Destinee M. Candello, Junior, Kinesiology; Elizabeth M. Carroll, Senior, Interior Design; Winston Cen, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Jennifer A. Cilley, Senior, Psychology; Nora A. Dykeman, Senior, Kinesiology.

Matthew L. Gibbs, Senior, Computer Science; Kendra L. Gillett, Senior, Business Administration; Brett A. Haines, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Hayley M. Hansen, Senior, Agricultural Sciences; Daniel L. Hartman, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Benjamin S. Hedlund, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Truman M. Hess, Senior, Computer Science; April T. Hesser, Freshman, Nutrition; Noah D. Jacobsen, Junior, Public Health; Benjamin J. Johnson, Junior, Mechanical Engineering.

Curtis S. Jones, Junior, Sociology; Jacob T. Jones, Senior, Animal Sciences; Chloe N. Lewis, Freshman, English; Tiffany A. Markert, Senior, Graphic Design; Richard L. Mascarenas, Senior, Business Administration.

Jordan A. Mayton, Freshman, History; Rebecca K. Munk, Senior, Mathematics; Amber L. Murray, Senior, Agricultural Sciences; Jazmin E. Muses, Junior, Sociology; Nhi L. Nguyen, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science.

Marta Nunez, Senior, Art; Alexis M. O'Hara, Senior, Accountancy; Neal L. Persons, Senior, Political Science; Stevie R. Piller, Junior, Management; Toby N. Richardson-Byrd, Sophomore, Civil Engineering.

Ryan L. Roberts, Junior, Computer Science; Rebecca N. Ruisbroek, Senior, Economics; Sarah E. Shannon, Senior, Public Health; Sukhvir S. Sranna, Sophomore, Business Administration; Chad W. Staneart, Senior, Economics.

Kylie M. Steiner, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Owen F. Stellbrink, Junior, Business Information Systems; Samantha R. Stephens, Senior, Rangeland Sciences; Tyler M. Suing, Senior, Finance; Sarah C. Wienold, Sophomore, Botany.


Lyons
Riley W. Hodges, Sophomore, Public Health; Autumn D. Sheahan, Senior, Accountancy.

Mill City

Cynthia J. Anderson, Junior, Psychology.

Scio

Raymond Bennett, Freshman, Accountancy; Tyler R. Clark, Senior, Civil Engineering; Ethan J. Ehmig, Sophomore, Business Administration; Jade J. Ehmig, Sophomore, History; Kelci D. Free, Senior, Agricultural Sciences.

Alexis M. Lundy, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Mason C. Riedman, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Kaitlyn M. Schumacher, Sophomore, Accountancy; Elias V. Torres, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Sarah M. Vanhyning, Junior, Environmental Engineering.

Sweet Home

Makenna N. Ashton, Senior, Kinesiology; Boe J. Baxter, Sophomore, Natural Resources; Evan R. Davis, Junior, Chemical Engineering; Amber R. Fears, Senior, Psychology; Nicole M. Grady, Junior, Kinesiology.

Jordan S. Hagle, Senior, Psychology; Madelyn Neuschwander, Junior, Natural Resources; Madelaine L. Peeks, Sophomore, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Alex G. Pitts, Senior, Computer Science; Treyson J. Smith, Freshman, General Engineering.

Samuel G. Somatis, Senior, Computer Science; James E. Taylor, Senior, Computer Science; Kennedi D. Waldrop, Junior, Biology.

Tangent

Anna L. Alex, Senior, Animal Sciences; Jadie R. De Lille Wright, Post Baccalaureate, Pre-Education; Stacy E. Dunson, Junior, Anthropology.
MALHEUR

Nyssa

Ronald E. Freel, Senior, Computer Science; Ismael Valentin, Junior, Civil Engineering.

Ontario

Maria N. Aguilar, Sophomore, Psychology; Denis Benitez, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Andrea Bonadiman, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Alan Chew, Senior, Civil Engineering; Gisselle Gonzalez, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science.

Tessa M. Hart, Junior, Ecological Engineering; Vincent A. Johnson, Senior, Earth Sciences; Mayra L. Juarez, Senior, Kinesiology; Alexander K. Nutt, Sophomore, General Engineering; Keegan S. Susuki, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Vale

Vicente Arteaga, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Maycee Delong, Sophomore, Business Administration.
MARION

Aumsville

Megan T. Campbell, Freshman, Psychology; Taylor J. Chytka, Senior, Natural Resources; Erica J. Mitchell, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Barak A. Mosgrove, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Brandon T. Prince, Senior, Business Administration.

Jackson H. Reynolds, Freshman, General Engineering; Samantha M. Riesterer, Senior, Economics; Justin White, Senior, Forestry; Katherine G. Yeager, Junior, Psychology.

Aurora

Alexis Alvarado, Freshman, General Engineering; Matthew R. Boonstra, Senior, Finance; Logan T. Gianella, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Abby M. Hughes, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Hana C. Hunsaker, Senior, Business Administration.

Skylar R. Maddox, Junior, Marketing; Cara Y. Nixon, Senior, Political Science; Shelby H. Parrack, Sophomore, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Lindsey I. Patton, Junior, Psychology; Lane G. Stigall, Senior, Biology.

Layla J. Tamimi, Senior, Psychology; Sadie R. Thomas, Senior, Computer Science; Cole H. Torian, Junior, Computer Science.

Brooks

Mackenzie E. Reinwald, Senior, Geography & Geospatial Science.

Gervais

Randy K. Gilland, Freshman, Political Science.

Hubbard

Jesse M. Agnew, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Elizabeth De La Lima Perez, Senior, Civil Engineering; Catalina D. Slangan, Sophomore, Psychology.
Jefferson

Amanda M. Bruce, Senior, Biology; Cymon D. Dillon, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Natalie J. Hall, Senior, Business Administration; Alivia M. Morris, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Kevin D. Neiger, Senior, Computer Science.

Tina D. Stanley, Sophomore, Graphic Design.

Keizer

Emanuel Aguilar Ledezma, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Mkenzie R. Allen, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Ethan P. Armstrong, Freshman, Business Analytics; Noah H. Bach, Senior, Bioengineering; Jaeden C. Bell, Sophomore, General Engineering.

Grant A. Biondi, Senior, Sociology; Axel G. Bornstedt, Senior, History; Brittany L. Brannen, Senior, Marketing; Neera Butani, Sophomore, Biology; Kayla I. Camper, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Julia V. Clay, Sophomore, Psychology; Ashley N. Doerfler, Sophomore, Computer Science; Austin J. Epperly, Senior, Nuclear Engineering; Kylie R. Finlayson, Junior, Horticulture; Elisabeth M. Fischer, Sophomore, Business Administration.

Emily M. Fischer, Freshman, Liberal Studies; Naomi R. Ford, Sophomore, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Lucas R. Garvey, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Marisela G. Gonzalez Crawford, Senior, Bioengineering; Griffin Gosling, Senior, Industrial Engineering.

Adam N. Graneto, Senior, Computer Science; Christopher A. Hartzell, Junior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Abigail E. Hawley, Senior, Accountancy; Avery K. Haymowicz, Junior, University Exploratory Studies; Samantha N. Hiebenthal, Junior, Digital Communication Arts.

Esther A. Hudkins, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Christopher D. Lane-Massee, Junior, Civil Engineering; Sheyanne O. Loose, Sophomore, Psychology; Brayden J. Lyda, Sophomore, Marketing; Adah Mallery, Senior, History.

Victor D. Marquez, Junior, Computer Science; Cole W. Martsfield, Junior, Sociology; Joshua K. Miller, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Anthony J. Pratt, Senior, Agricultural Sciences; Brent R. Preston, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Brynlee R. Ramsay, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Derek R. Renzema, Junior, Computer Science; Madesyn A. Samples, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Taryn J. Simons, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Sydney N. Snapp, Junior, Kinesiology.

Cassidy J. Steckmann, Junior, Chemical Engineering; Najma R. Suri, Senior, Biology; Shale M. Travis, Sophomore, Elect & Computer Engineering; Hailey A. Trotter, Post Baccalaureate, Nutrition; Cecilia I. Valle, Senior, Psychology.
Maria E. Vargas, Junior, Environmental Sciences; Brooke A. Wolkenhauer, Junior, Public Health.

Mount Angel

Hannah J. Arritola, Senior, Business Administration; Adam C. Bischoff, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Naomi I. Kleinschmit, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Emilieni Lopez, Sophomore, Political Science; Lane R. Marsh, Sophomore, Crop and Soil Science.

Tressa A. Riedman, Senior, Psychology; Dylan J. Ugianskis, Freshman, General Engineering.

Saint Paul

Emelia S. Coleman, Freshman, Marketing; Holden C. Smith, Senior, Finance.

Salem

Kaylene M. Abraham, Senior, Microbiology; Madison R. Aften, Senior, Nutrition; Ana L. Alcantar, Senior, Public Health; Araya S. Allen, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Preston M. Allenby, Senior, Crop and Soil Science.

Jose M. Alvarez Carmona, Sophomore, Civil Engineering; Meshach B. Andrawes, Freshman, Business Administration; Luz Elena N. Anzures-Perez, Senior, Marketing; Matthew G. Astley, Junior, Kinesiology; Null Atwood, Senior, Computer Science.

Nesreen Aysheh, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Ian N. Backus, Sophomore, Computer Science; Hallie M. Baker, Senior, Kinesiology; Allegra Balderrama, Sophomore, Environmental Engineering; Molly M. Barela, Junior, Business Administration.

Stephanie W. Barner, Senior, Nutrition; Jason Bernal, Freshman, General Engineering; Rebecca J. Bingham, Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Natalie M. Bock, Senior, Public Health; Jace C. Bolante, Freshman, General Engineering.

Tepinvorlak Bopha, Senior, Economics; Sonny T. Box, Freshman, General Engineering; Joshua J. Bradshaw, Sophomore, General Engineering; Emma L. Brammer, Sophomore, Marketing; Hailey M. Brooks, Senior, Women, Gender, and Sexuality.

Travis R. Burger, Sophomore, Chemical Engineering; Crystal A. Butler, Freshman, Marketing; Jose D. Caballero, Senior, Business Administration; Fernando Campos, Senior, Computer Science; Noe M. Campos, Senior, Computer Science.

Cameron E. Casady, Freshman, Business Administration; Dorothy J. Cassim, Senior, Psychology; Brian A. Castellon, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Daniela G. Ceja Garibay, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Danielle L. Chance, Senior, Environmental Sciences.
Andreana C. Chilcott, Senior, Psychology; Yoon-orn D. Chin, Senior, Computer Science; Parker O. Choc, Sophomore, Elect & Computer Engineering; Austin L. Cieslak, Sophomore, Computer Science; Daniel E. Coffey, Junior, Mechanical Engineering.

Hayden L. Cole, Senior, Computer Science; Caleb Conner, Junior, Accountancy; Arizon N. Cuello Ocampo, Sophomore, Biology; Andrew Dang, Sophomore, Computer Science; Viviana Y. Diaz Martinez, Freshman, Business Administration.

Sophia N. Ditterick, Senior, Civil Engineering; Trace C. Eaton, Sophomore, Geography & Geospatial Science; Elaina L. Eberz, Senior, Horticulture; Garrett P. Edwards, Sophomore, Finance; Spencer R. Elliott, Freshman, General Engineering.

Korey G. Englert, Senior, Computer Science; Paige M. Erwin, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Pedro H. Espino Esquivel, Junior, Civil Engineering; Sidney T. Estes, Sophomore, Mathematics; Andrew H. Eyre, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Brandon H. Eyre, Freshman, Accountancy; Kevin H. Foster, Senior, Economics; Peyton S. Frith, Senior, Computer Science; Maxwell D. Fry, Junior, Biology; Bryan R. Gaona Herrera, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering.

Carlos D. Garcia Ceja, Senior, Civil Engineering; Andrea Garcia Torres, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Camila Garcia-Monroy, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Cristian J. Garibay, Junior, Computer Science; Edgar Garibay Cervantes, Senior, Business Information Systems.

Madeline E. Gertenrich, Sophomore, Psychology; Angelo B. Giron, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Luke W. Goldsworthy, Senior, Computer Science; Emmanuel Gonzalez, Freshman, Business Administration; Sarina T. Grant, Junior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo.

Katelyn Gruber, Junior, Anthropology; Arjay L. Hamilton, Senior, Computer Science; Jaymes D. Hamilton, Senior, Computer Science; Sebastian C. Hammond, Senior, Political Science; Ethan A. Hardey, Sophomore, Computer Science.

Breanna J. Hargrove, Senior, Psychology; Kris Haro, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Jackson T. Hart, Sophomore, Computer Science; Veronica Heredia Grajeda, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Francisco J. Hernandez, Sophomore, Bioengineering.

Zahid Hernandez, Sophomore, Arts, Media, and Technology; Tayler G. High, Senior, Marketing; Jackson M. Hildebrand, Sophomore, Business Administration; Cameron M. Hill, Freshman, Zoology; Allan T. Hillyer, Senior, Computer Science.

Benjamin J. Ho, Senior, Marketing; Duy Q. Hoang, Senior, Biology; Evan A. Hock, Freshman, Computer Science; Kelsey J. Horst, Senior, Marketing; Angel A. Huang, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering.

Jim Huang, Freshman, General Engineering; Chance D. Hudnall, Junior, Agricultural Sciences; Kevin K. Hunt, Freshman, Political Science; Elias S. Hunter, Freshman, Kinesiology; Marissa N. Jantz, Sophomore, Biology.

Alejandra Juarez-Trujillo, Freshman, Business Administration; Paul J. Julum, Freshman, General Engineering; Harveer Kaur, Senior, Psychology; Leopold Klotz, Sophomore, General Engineering; Kevin G. Kuenzi, Senior, Food Science and Technology.
Adrienne J. La Joie, Junior, Microbiology; Abigail E. LaVerdure, Senior, Biology; Kayla B. Lane, Junior, University Exploratory Studies; Madison E. Lawrence, Senior, Geography & Geospatial Science; Ryan D. LeDay, Senior, Finance.

Christopher A. Lemoss, Senior, Computer Science; Kya Lenaburg, Junior, Business Administration; Haley A. Lenhart, Junior, Psychology; Deven A. Leon Patino, Junior, Environmental Engineering; Zakarie M. Leskowsky, Junior, Mechanical Engineering.

Christian W. Lessey, Junior, Crop and Soil Science; David Li, Sophomore, General Engineering; Jessica A. Li, Senior, Chemistry; Grayson Lindsey, Junior, Botany; Kitty Liu, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo.

Yuqing Liu, Junior, Computer Science; Cynthia N. Lor, Freshman, Business Administration; Zachary J. Lovell, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Naomi R. Luna, Senior, Psychology; Sheng J. Luo, Sophomore, Mathematics.

Stanley K. Luu, Sophomore, Business Administration; Chanti Y. Manon-Ferguson, Senior, Ethnic Studies; Olivia R. Margolis, Junior, Merchandising Management; Sarah M. Margraves, Senior, Graphic Design; Jacob O. Martin, Junior, Psychology.

Christopher G. Martushev, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Fabian M. Mata, Sophomore, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Sophie D. Mathews, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Zachary E. Matot, Senior, Political Science; Sean M. May, Senior, Physics.

Alexa L. McClung, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Andrew D. McSween, Senior, Finance; Thomas McCafferty Rudd, Junior, Computer Science; Yuliya Medyanikov, Senior, Nutrition; Reyna M. Mejinez, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Claire Mendoza, Senior, Kinesiology; Megan E. Mersino, Junior, Marketing; Landon W. Merzenich, Senior, Business Administration; Luke B. Merzenich, Junior, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead; Hayden J. Metzger, Junior, Food Science and Technology.

Matthew J. Meyer, Junior, Computer Science; Cristian A. Mikeska, Sophomore, Biology; Tyler D. Miller, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Logan T. Misbach, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Jenna M. Mitchell, Sophomore, Political Science.

Kaylee E. Mitchell, Senior, Nutrition; Maxwell E. Moeller, Senior, Civil Engineering; Taylor B. Monismith, Senior, Civil Engineering; Andrea Mota Cerda, Junior, Sociology; Samantha L. Mursuli, Senior, Computer Science.

Grace E. Myers, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Jose D. Naranjo Mendez, Sophomore, Mathematics; Ximena Nava Diaz, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Keenan Newcomer, Junior, Computer Science; Andy T. Nguyen, Sophomore, English.

Crystal T. Nguyen, Freshman, Accountancy; Lisa Nguyen, Sophomore, Public Health; Thuy-Tien H. Nguyen, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Viet Nguyen, Senior, Graphic Design; Corey W. Nielsen, Senior, Computer Science.

Joshua M. Nishimura, Sophomore, Business Information Systems; Mason P. Obery, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Aubreyanna R. Olsen, Sophomore, Management; Ellen O. Orton, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Andreas R. Palmateer, Sophomore, General Engineering.
Sheniya Patston, Senior, Graphic Design; Andres E. Perez, Sophomore, Computer Science; Clint A. Pfeifer, Junior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Bryan J. Piedra, Freshman, General Engineering; Madison D. Pierson, Sophomore, Environmental Econ and Policy.

Lukas M. Platz, Senior, Pre-Forestry; Blake J. Pugh, Sophomore, Computer Science; Oscar Ramirez, Sophomore, Energy Systems Engineering; KariLynn Ramseyer, Senior, Psychology; Trevor L. Rarick, Junior, Physics.

Nicholas A. Reece, Senior, Biology; Luis W. Roberts, Senior, History; Jovana Romero, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Mason J. Rosenau, Sophomore, General Engineering; Maggie A. Roth, Senior, Bioresource Research.

Sarah I. Roy, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Kendra Ruiz, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Austin J. Rushforth, Freshman, General Engineering; Shad R. Russell, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Julia P. Salgado, Senior, Nutrition.

Aaron E. Sanchez-Molinar, Sophomore, Art; Jacob M. Scavarelli, Freshman, General Engineering; Katelynn R. Schmidt, Sophomore, Agricultural Sciences; Olivia A. Schultz, Junior, Psychology; Kirkland W. Scott, Sophomore, Industrial Engineering.

Basie S. Seibert, Senior, Mathematics; Tatum A. Sergent, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Sierra B. Sherland, Junior, English; Anna A. Shewaye, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Elizabeth C. Slama, Post Baccalaureate, Public Health.

Sophia J. Stavrianeas, Freshman, General Engineering; Braylon D. Steffen, Senior, Computer Science; Summer C. Steketee, Sophomore, Business Administration; Adam N. Stone, Post Baccalaureate, Zoology; Luke D. Suh, Sophomore, Food Science and Technology.

Devon A. Swank, Senior, Natural Resources; Joseph R. Swartz, Sophomore, Computer Science; James P. Tanikawa, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Evan Z. Thomas, Freshman, Psychology; John A. Thomas, Senior, Natural Resources.

Tegan J. Thurston, Senior, Bioengineering; Henry Trinh, Senior, Economics; Tiffany Trinh, Freshman, General Engineering; Toni Trinh, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Tracy Trinh, Freshman, General Engineering.

Samuel J. Twede, Senior, Agricultural Sciences; Jacob Urenda Garibay, Senior, Computer Science; Aubree K. Uridil, Freshman, Biology; Eric S. Van Klaiveren, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Michael P. Vannevel, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

Adileni Vazquez, Sophomore, Pre-Apparel; Fatima L. Villa Jimenez, Freshman, Psychology; Magnum E. Vinecki, Junior, Finance; Brittany J. Warren, Junior, Public Health; Zachary A. Warren, Sophomore, General Engineering.

Elodie F. Watson, Sophomore, Psychology; Shelby L. Westerberg, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Ariel C. Whitney, Freshman, Kinesiology; Asher Whitney, Junior, Environmental Sciences; Owen E. Williamson, Junior, Physics.

Rui H. Wu, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Riley K. Yunker, Senior, Marketing; Xin Zhang, Sophomore, Computer Science; Zi Ying A. Zhen, Senior, Bioengineering; Matthew Y. Zheng, Sophomore, General Engineering.
Athena Zhu, Senior, Bioengineering; Dmitriy S. Zhukovskiy, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Jared M. Zielinski, Senior, Computer Science; Nicholas W. Zitzelberger, Freshman, Mathematics; Stephanie A. Zitzelberger, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Scotts Mills

Autumn Belville, Senior, Business Administration; Logan R. Brown, Sophomore, Creative Writing; Abigail P. Craig, Freshman, Digital Communication Arts.

Silverton

Jack L. Baez, Sophomore, Business Administration; Dallas K. Bennett, Senior, Energy Systems Engineering; Jackson W. Blomgren, Freshman, History; Grant E. Buchheit, Sophomore, Finance; Celine Dukes, Senior, Nutrition.

Nathaniel L. Edmonds, Senior, Earth Sciences; Cecily R. Evonuk, Freshman, History; Ryan D. Ferry, Senior, Finance; Anthony J. Fleshman, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Deegan C. Flory, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.

Hayden A. Forster, Freshman, General Engineering; Emma N. Gould, Senior, Kinesiology; Cooper M. Hannan, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Kellen S. Hannan, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Andrew Ilisoi, Junior, Economics.


Savannah P. Reilly, Junior, Finance; Liam M. Robbins, Junior, Computer Science; Alyssa Thibodeau, Senior, Food Science and Technology; Robyn M. Traber, Senior, Biology.

Stayton

Dawson Dickey, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Brianna L. Dishon, Junior, Kinesiology; Nicholas A. Gruenefeldt, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Anastasia P. Hazel, Senior, Art; Kyle T. Humphreys, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt.

Nate D. Joyce, Senior, Civil Engineering; Andrew D. Kuenzi, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Amanda S. Lackey, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Ana Karen Mercado Camacho, Junior, Management; Isaac J. Priddy, Senior, Computer Science.

Nicholi C. Welter, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.
Sublimity

Cody R. Manning, Freshman, Biology; Kylie E. Mannix, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Holly K. McGill, Junior, Kinesiology; Mara R. Steele, Senior, Psychology; Austin M. Voltin, Senior, Forestry.

Tyler J. Voltin, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Timothy J. Walz, Junior, Chemistry; Tanner H. Williams, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Sara E. Wiltsey, Freshman, Business Administration.

Turner

Allan Carrillo-Mejia, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Garrett S. Fromwiller, Sophomore, Biology; Dana A. Gann, Senior, Marketing; Chloe K. Hemelstrand, Freshman, Biology; Katelyn A. Kilgore, Junior, Business Administration.

Devin E. Privratsky, Junior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Denya Rittman, Junior, Liberal Studies; Blake M. Roberson, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Monica M. Szczepanski, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Woodburn

Melissa Acero Martinez, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Salud Ascencio, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Elizabeth Barajas Hernandez, Senior, Business Administration; Errina A. Busurkin, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Yoselin Cruz Montesinos, Sophomore, Accountancy.

Maxim S. Feoktistov, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Isabelle V. Fessler, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Alexis D. Jacobucci, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Carter G. Nelson, Sophomore, Computer Science; Sophie C. Nelson, Sophomore, Horticulture.

Linda A. Ochoa-Delgado, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Hailey J. Peterson, Senior, Agricultural Sciences; Jesus Ramos Calixto, Sophomore, Chemical Engineering; Susan E. Stonecypher, Junior, Marketing; Nicholas A. Suing, Junior, Marketing.

Avery M. Tupper, Freshman, Mechanical Engineering; Brynn E. Tupper, Senior, Business Information Systems; Emily R. Ulibarri, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Rylan C. Wymer, Freshman, General Engineering.
MORROW

Boardman

Marvin Guerra Calvillo, Senior, Civil Engineering; Cooper O. Szasz, Sophomore, Animal Sciences.

Heppner

Carson P. Brosnan, Junior, Business Administration; Keegan M. Gibbs, Sophomore, Agricultural & Food Bus Mgmt.

Irrigon

Isaac A. Estrada, Senior, Marketing; Ethan R. Greer, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Jazlyn Romero, Sophomore, Marketing; Bruno Salas Garcia, Senior, Microbiology.
MULTNOMAH

Corbett

Eligh C. Aron, Sophomore, General Engineering; Lauren B. Clayton, Freshman, Biology; Tara L. Conrad, Sophomore, Microbiology.

Fairview

Jackson J. Arnold, Senior, Marketing; Eleazar Heredia-Carvaja, Freshman, General Engineering; Asher Nass, Junior, Psychology; Eden Riordan, Freshman, Music Studies; Casandra M. Weber, Junior, Psychology.

Gresham

Ellen K. Basinski, Junior, Business Administration; Bailey R. Becker, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Rhyan A. Becker, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Mariya Bilenko, Sophomore, Biology; Bryonna G. Booze, Senior, Graphic Design.

Alexis M. Bryson, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Abigail J. Cohen, Senior, Music; Madison D. Collins, Senior, Mathematics; Kyle H. Cook, Freshman, General Engineering; Emily J. Cope, Senior, Art.

Elianna F. Coulton, Senior, Nutrition; Phillip Dinh, Junior, Computer Science; Krista A. Dorsing, Sophomore, Biology; Jordan R. Dutertre, Senior, Kinesiology; Carina A. Flowers, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science.

Jada C. Fouch, Junior, Marketing; Jacob L. Freeman, Junior, Earth Sciences; Sarah M. Gernhart, Senior, Chemistry; Evelyn Gomez-Farfan, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Sarah M. Gradwohl, Junior, Management.

Ayden J. Hendrie, Senior, Sociology; Nathan D. Henry, Sophomore, General Engineering; Lakyn Jacoby, Junior, Natural Resources; Blaze M. Johnson, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Griffin A. Johnson, Sophomore, General Engineering.

Lydia Johnson, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Dwight C. Kappl, Senior, Computer Science; Tia M. Kendall, Freshman, Sociology; Isaac T. Klementis, Senior, Botany; Sam R. Kuns, Senior, Digital Communication Arts.

McKenzie T. Loftis, Senior, Kinesiology; Iselda Lopez-Ubaldo, Senior, Apparel Design; Michelle C. Lua-Hernandez, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science; Jordan W. Madary, Senior, Civil Engineering; Willow Manwiller, Sophomore, Biology.
Vanessa Marcilla, Senior, Merchandising Management; Charlotte C. Marcum, Sophomore, Business Administration; Fernando Merino, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Donovan G. Morales Coonrad, Freshman, Spanish; Lillian M. Nomie, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

Jacob D. Nonamaker, Senior, Civil Engineering; Ella R. Ramsey, Sophomore, General Engineering; Rylee A. Ramsey, Senior, Bioengineering; Parker N. Reed, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Alyssa M. Ronnfeldt, Senior, Marketing.

Kimberly V. Russell, Senior, Business Administration; Francisco Sanchez-Cardenas, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Kingtavone C. Savang, Junior, Psychology; Amber R. Schlesser, Senior, Business Administration; Sydney A. Smith, Junior, Graphic Design.

Hannah Spencer, Senior, English; Chloe A. Sprauer, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Rachel M. Stanley, Junior, Anthropology; Madison T. Sternoff, Sophomore, Sociology; Jack A. Stinger, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Rachel C. Vedus, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Nicholas R. Wagner, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Arihana J. Wallace, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Megan C. Ward, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Krisona Q. Wen, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Mara K. White, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science; Anthony D. Wilkins, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Kierra L. Young, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering.

Portland

Hannah Albers, Junior, Botany; Macey C. Allen, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences; Sebastian Allen, Sophomore, Computer Science; Denali Anderson, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Henry B. Anderson, Sophomore, Chemical Engineering.

Thao Mi M. Anthony, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Liam Armstrong, Sophomore, Mathematics; Aaron S. Arvidson, Senior, Bioengineering; Aurora S. Ashkar, Sophomore, Horticulture; James Atkins, Sophomore, General Engineering.

Helena C. Atkinson, Freshman, Animal Sciences; Janie L. Atwood, Senior, Nutrition; Mitchell R. Atwood, Freshman, General Engineering; Amelia Ayers, Junior, English; Benjamin L. Ayers, Sophomore, Design & Innovation Management.

William D. Bachman, Junior, Chemical Engineering; Max N. Baker, Freshman, General Engineering; Sarah N. Baker, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Griffin E. Barbieri, Junior, Marketing; Michael R. Baren-F-Lee, Freshman, General Engineering.

Miles J. Barnes, Junior, Civil Engineering; Joie X. Barnett, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Otso E. Barron, Junior, General Engineering; Ingrid C. Bartlett, Sophomore, Biology; Sophie N. Baur, Senior, Biological Data Sciences.

Norah L. Bean, Freshman, Environmental Sciences; Rishon H. Beard, Freshman, Environmental Sciences; Zoe D. Beard, Freshman, Natural Resources; Elizabeth A. Beckner-Brown, Senior, Zoology; Jack V. Bennison, Freshman, Business Administration.
Lauryn N. Bentley, Junior, English; Joseph V. Benton, Sophomore, Mathematics; Alissa K. Bergquist, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Annika C. Bernhardt, Sophomore, Earth Sciences; Joseph I. Bernhardt, Senior, Outdoor Products.

Nathan S. Berres, Sophomore, Industrial Engineering; William B. Bertoli, Freshman, General Engineering; Hans A. Bestel, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Kathrine Y. Birch, Junior, Management; Madoka C. Blandy, Freshman, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo.

Brittany M. Blanksma-Stark, Post Baccalaureate, Mechanical Engineering; Griffin J. Blanton, Sophomore, Zoology; Peter J. Bloch, Senior, Computer Science; Clara A. Boime, Freshman, Kinesiology; Michael D. Boly, Senior, Computer Science.

Ayantu M. Boriyo, Sophomore, General Engineering; Josephine F. Borquist, Freshman, Biology; Zachary J. Bosworth, Senior, Bioengineering; James E. Bowers, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Drake R. Bowman, Freshman, General Engineering.

Anneli N. Brackbill, Senior, Nuclear Engineering; Griffin I. Brandstetter, Junior, Mathematics; Walter L. Bringenberg, Freshman, General Engineering; Anne M. Brod, Freshman, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Isabelle A. Brooks, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

Katrina L. Brown, Junior, Chemistry; Aislyn M. Bryan, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Lydia Brynmoor, Senior, Computer Science; Benson H. Bui, Sophomore, Computer Science; Mitchell B. Burke, Junior, Outdoor Products.

Theodore Burket, Freshman, General Engineering; Evan A. Burlingame, Freshman, General Engineering; Jason P. Burns, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Grace E. Calabrese, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Rachel P. Calabrese, Senior, Earth Sciences.

Stephen Call, Senior, Business Administration; Henry D. Cansler, Freshman, Environmental Sciences; Orion A. Capell, Sophomore, Elect & Computer Engineering; Heather A. Caples, Junior, Natural Resources; Ethan R. Carman, Sophomore, Construction Engineering Mgt.

Allison G. Carpenter, Junior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Eva J. Carr, Sophomore, Graphic Design; Daniel C. Casey-Hain, Junior, Chemical Engineering; Christine S. Castles, Junior, English; Max S. Chait, Senior, Accountancy.

Evelyn C. Chan, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Josiah Y. Chan, Freshman, Physics; Emily Chang, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Dylan P. Chatard, Freshman, Pre-Forestry; Angela Chen, Senior, Finance.

Baoyi Chen, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Chao T. Chen, Junior, Bioengineering; Danny Chen, Sophomore, Business Administration; Jinpeng P. Chen, Freshman, General Engineering; Kathy Chen, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Kelly Chen, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Andrew M. Choi, Senior, Food Science and Technology; Kurtz C. Christner, Junior, Civil Engineering; Noah H. Clark, Freshman, Natural Resources; Mikaela J. Clarke, Senior, Geography & Geospatial Science.

Ryan W. Clarson, Freshman, General Engineering; Jenny M. Co, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Jacob A. Cochran, Junior, Finance; Miles A. Cochran, Freshman, General Engineering; Tristan Coffin, Freshman, General Engineering.
Camille M. Colasacco, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Jaime D. Cole, Sophomore, Horticulture; Elisabeth G. College, Sophomore, Biology; Damir O. Collins, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Nadia Colon, Freshman, Psychology.

Sasha R. Colon, Freshman, General Engineering; Brett T. Comsa, Senior, Marine Studies; Elena M. Connelly, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Mary E. Copeland, Junior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Brianna M. Corbett, Junior, Manufacturing Engineering.

Isabella M. Crews, Sophomore, Biology; Simon L. Criswell, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Hannah Crouser, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science; Adrian A. Cunningham, Sophomore, Design & Innovation Management; Hazel H. Curley O’Malley, Sophomore, Design & Innovation Management.

Jackson C. Currier, Sophomore, General Engineering; Nathan J. Dahlman, Freshman, Business Analytics; Nina Dang, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Andrea F. Darke, Junior, Psychology; Sophia R. Dauenhauer, Junior, Mechanical Engineering.

Conor Davis, Senior, Graphic Design; Elisa A. Deguzman, Senior, Psychology; Maxine M. Deibele, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences; Ian D. Del Arroyo, Senior, Biology; Miranda R. Denman, Senior, Accountancy.

Ethan Derstine, Junior, Political Science; Ashwin Devarajan, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Samson M. Devol, Senior, Computer Science; Nicholas R. Diana, Freshman, Business Administration; Summer A. Dickinson, Senior, Business Administration.

Skyler V. Dien, Freshman, General Engineering; Thalia Dien, Senior, Biology; Ethan C. Disbrow, Post Baccalaureate, Botany; Zoe M. Diskin, Sophomore, Public Health; Thuy Duyen L. Doan, Sophomore, Chemistry.

Milan A. Donhowe, Junior, Computer Science; Carmen E. Donnerberg, Sophomore, Psychology; Isabel J. Donovan, Freshman, General Engineering; Rij P. Dorfman, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Matthew B. Dowling, Freshman, General Engineering.


Geoffrey D. Engel, Sophomore, Merchandising Management; Josie A. Ernst, Sophomore, Animal Sciences; Katja A. Erringer, Sophomore, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Adam Eubank, Junior, Rangeland Sciences; Taylor D. Evans, Junior, Natural Resources.

Rene A. Fajer, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Brendan R. Feely, Freshman, General Engineering; Ethan J. Ferte, Senior, Computer Science; Katherine M. Figaro, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Thomas R. Fischer, Sophomore, Political Science.

Danny M. Fisher, Sophomore, American Studies; Joseph W. Fitzpatrick, Junior, Sociology; River A. Flamoe, Sophomore, Sociology; Oliver O. Flood, Freshman, General Engineering; Carson E. Flores, Junior, Creative Writing.

Andrew P. Foran, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Brenna J. Foy, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Cameron E. Fugate, Junior, Kinesiology; Kaden G. Fugate, Freshman, General Engineering; Blake E. Fuller, Sophomore, Computer Science.
Matteo A. Fusco, Junior, Psychology; Salena K. Garver, Junior, Creative Writing; Jada I. Garvin, Sophomore, Psychology; Arianna H. Gaslin, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences; Nathaniel C. Gaumond, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.


Ethan H. Glenn, Senior, Psychology; Quinn G. Glenn, Sophomore, General Engineering; Siena J. Glenn, Senior, Microbiology; Dylan M. Goff, Freshman, General Engineering; Aleen C. Golla, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.

Marc G. Gray, Junior, Computer Science; Benjamin I. Green, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Mollie M. Greenblum, Junior, Psychology; Rhys R. Griffiths, Freshman, General Engineering; Cellina R. Grimm, Senior, Kinesiology.

Anya C. Grobey, Sophomore, Biology; Nolan B. Grogan, Senior, Environmental Econ and Policy; Alden R. Gurule, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Ben L. Ha, Sophomore, Outdoor Products; Tanya C. Haddad, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.

Lindsey D. Hagglund, Senior, Chemistry; Shawna Hanley, Senior, Business Administration; Franklin S. Harding, Sophomore, Elect & Computer Engineering; Andrew Harker, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Ariel M. Harmon, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Finley R. Harrington, Freshman, General Engineering; Brendan E. Harris, Senior, Natural Resources; Michelle K. Harris, Senior, Women, Gender, and Sexuality; Will C. Hawkinson, Junior, Philosophy; Benjamin M. Haxby, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Connor M. Heath, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Elise M. Hebert, Sophomore, Psychology; Matthew R. Henderson, Senior, Marketing; Grant J. Hendrickson, Junior, Nuclear Engineering; Ian R. Hermanson, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering.

Isabelle M. Hernandez, Junior, Mathematics; Diana Hernandez-Flores, Junior, University Exploratory Studies; Daniel W. Hickey, Junior, Biological Data Sciences; Anthony M. Hicks, Freshman, General Engineering; Martin K. Hill, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Jason T. Ho, Junior, Computer Science; Minh Triet D. Ho, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Ethan C. Hoang, Sophomore, Business Administration; Lucy Hoang, Freshman, Chemistry; Dashiell L. Hock, Senior, Environmental Econ and Policy.


Dylan Hu, Freshman, General Engineering; Jiehui Huang, Junior, Computer Science; Julie Huang, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Harley S. Huard, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Sydney J. Huard, Freshman, General Engineering.

Chloe B. Hull, Senior, Natural Resources; Claire Hull, Junior, Kinesiology; Amanda A. Hunt, Freshman, Art; Heather R. Hunt, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Christine K. Huynh, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo.
Melanie T. Huynh, Senior, Bioengineering; Mariah M. Irons, Freshman, Psychology; Shae L. Irwin, Sophomore, Zoology; Kent I. Ishida, Junior, Ecological Engineering; Corri C. Jackson, Sophomore, Music Studies.

Zusse M. Jacobs-Swerbilov, Freshman, General Engineering; Caleb M. Jacobson, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Samantha E. Jacobson, Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Dylan S. Jay, Junior, Environmental Engineering; Abigail R. Jeanseau, Junior, Horticulture.

Nathan I. Jesudason, Senior, Computer Science; Beatrice J. Johnson, Freshman, Art; Gabriel W. Johnson, Freshman, General Engineering; Isabella R. Johnson, Senior, Marketing; Jacquelyn J. Johnson, Senior, Business Administration.

Rebecca A. Jones, Senior, Natural Resources; Jay Jordan, Junior, Agricultural Sciences; Ryuu P. Joy, Sophomore, Physics; Sadie A. Julin, Senior, Natural Resources; Samantha L. Kahn, Freshman, Psychology.

Mari T. Kaplan, Junior, Public Health; Logan A. Kary, Sophomore, Political Science; Amy Kellogg, Post Baccalaureate, Civil Engineering; Max C. Kemling, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Duncan S. Kemp, Senior, Economics.

Mitchell S. Kenny, Sophomore, Chemistry; Abigail R. Key, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Eliyan M. Khan, Freshman, General Engineering; Gregory D. King, Junior, Pre-Forestry; Colin F. Klein, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.


James R. Kuss, Junior, Biology; Dietrich P. Lachmann, Senior, Computer Science; Sam T. Laos, Sophomore, Computer Science; Sicily A. Larkin, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Megan J. Lasater, Junior, Biology.

Michelle Le, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Rachel Le, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Timmy T. Le, Freshman, General Engineering; Nadia S. Leal, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Jaida R. Leap, Sophomore, Ecological Engineering.

Jackson W. Lee, Freshman, General Engineering; Tia I. Lempert, Sophomore, Music Studies; Isaac J. Lewis, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Samuel J. Lewis, Sophomore, General Engineering; Chelsea A. Li, Senior, Computer Science.

Jiaqing Li, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Sami A. Li, Junior, Psychology; Zhi Y. Liang, Sophomore, General Engineering; Raven A. Lickey, Senior, Computer Science; Jason Lien, Freshman, General Engineering.

Stacie M. Lillis, Post Baccalaureate, Music Studies; Kelsey M. Limnell, Sophomore, Psychology; Madeleine G. Limon, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Ryan J. Little, Senior, Computer Science; Isabella P. Lo, Sophomore, Computer Science.

Anna M. Lockhart, Junior, Environmental Sciences; Julian A. Loesch, Sophomore, Physics; Sierra M. Loiselle, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Flynn R. Lorz, Freshman, General Engineering; Sean C. Loughran, Post Baccalaureate, Civil Engineering.
Brian M. Lu, Freshman, General Engineering; Sam P. Luft, Sophomore, General Engineering; Jacky Lui, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Nathan K. Luu, Sophomore, Biology; Adison S. Lyon-Myrick, Freshman, Women, Gender, and Sexuality.

Deirdre Lyons-Keefe, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Jonathan P. Ma, Senior, Computer Science; Isabel R. Mace-Mclatchie, Senior, Natural Resources; Ellie R. Macgregor, Senior, Bioengineering; Theresa N. Mai, Senior, Psychology.

Christos D. Makarounis, Sophomore, Pre-Forestry; Jacob H. Makuch, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Samuel R. Makuch, Freshman, General Engineering; Kathryn M. Manning, Senior, Botany; Mitchell A. Manzano, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Stella Marcum, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Cameron D. Markwell, Senior, Computer Science; Evan C. Markwell, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Joseph W. Marsh, Sophomore, General Engineering; Jacqueline Martinez, Freshman, Animal Sciences.

Alexander N. Marx, Junior, Computer Science; Elijah M. Marx, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Jackson D. Mastrorilli, Freshman, General Engineering; Hope L. Matthews, Sophomore, General Engineering; Aidan R. McCabe, Freshman, General Engineering.

Brooks W. McCauley, Junior, Finance; Guy H. McFeters-Krone, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Henry M. McCreery, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Bronte S. Mckinnis, Freshman, General Engineering; Anna M. Menamara-Heck, Sophomore, Psychology.

Aubrey Medina, Senior, Economics; Alexandra C. Melville, Senior, Bioengineering; Simon A. Miga, Sophomore, Business Administration; Emily C. Miller, Senior, Music Studies; Olivia K. Miller, Sophomore, Kinesiology.

Truman Miller, Sophomore, Arts, Media, and Technology; Simon W. Millsap, Senior, Business Information Systems; Yeni M. Miranda, Junior, Pre-Interiors; Keeton T. Mitchell, Junior, General Engineering; Kian T. Mitchell, Sophomore, Design & Innovation Management.

Adam J. Moar, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Charlotte J. Mondress, Senior, Civil Engineering; Jordi C. Moo-Fuentes, Senior, Animal Sciences; Gavin E. Moore, Sophomore, Industrial Engineering; Robert C. Moore, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Felix D. Moren, Freshman, General Engineering; Sage S. Morgillo, Freshman, General Engineering; Teppei E. Mori-Gilles, Senior, Bioengineering; Evan R. Mrazik, Junior, Computer Science; Samantha L. Mullins, Senior, Nutrition.


Ethan G. Ng, Senior, Computer Science; Binh Nam D. Nguyen, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Britney H. Nguyen, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Danny T. Nguyen, Sophomore, General Engineering; Darlene B. Nguyen, Senior, Ethnic Studies.

Norman D. Nguyen, Senior, Business Information Systems; Quang Huy P. Nguyen, Freshman, General Engineering; Shayla A. Nguyen, Sophomore, Liberal Studies; Sidney M. Nguyen, Freshman, Psychology; Vivian N. Nguyen, Senior, Chemistry.

Vy P. Nguyen, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Carson C. Nitta, Freshman, General Engineering; Lily R. Noling, Senior, Marketing; Annelise M. Norkitis, Sophomore, Bioengineering; Heidi A. Nunnenmacher, Post Baccalaureate, Horticulture.

Carla E. O, Junior, Public Policy; Maeve F. O'Brien, Sophomore, Agricultural Sciences; Reid B. O'Connor, Junior, Biology; William A. Ohle, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Courtney G. Olson, Senior, Horticulture.

Faisal K. Osman, Sophomore, Public Policy; Elissa R. Ostroff, Senior, English; Miguel A. Pantoja, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Ruby M. Park, Freshman, Pre-Apparel; Anna P. Patterson, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.


Torin D. Perkins, Sophomore, General Engineering; Jack D. Petersen, Senior, Computer Science; Natalya R. Peterson, Junior, Graphic Design; Nicholas O. Peterson, Senior, Civil Engineering; Devin T. Pham, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Eric Pham, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Jonathan D. Pham, Sophomore, General Engineering; Brandon B. Phanthavong, Junior, Kinesiology; Dylan K. Phung, Sophomore, General Engineering; Anthony C. Piacentini, Junior, Industrial Engineering.

Alexandra L. Pidwerbecki, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Casey M. Pierce, Sophomore, Horticulture; Cedric L. Pimont, Senior, Bioresource Research; Damien M. Pimont, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Aubrey Pine, Senior, Natural Resources.

Katherine P. Polte, Senior, Biology; Will T. Potter, Senior, Forestry; Deja R. Preusser, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Bridget S. Price, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Ingrid A. Price, Freshman, Biology.

Ruslan V. Prisakaru, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Greta B. Puetz, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Kevin Z. Qiu, Sophomore, General Engineering; Izabel S. Raab, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Ann M. Ramsey, Senior, Animal Sciences.

Jennifer Randall, Senior, Nutrition; Allison M. Ray, Senior, Bioengineering; Isabelle J. Ray, Junior, Agricultural Sciences; Jesse L. Raynor, Junior, Food Science and Technology; Elizabeth W. Reece, Senior, Biology.

Jonathan P. Reece, Freshman, Environmental Sciences; Zoe T. Reece, Freshman, Pre-Apparel; Gabriel R. Reitzes, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Ian R. Replinger, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Elizabeth A. Reunert, Junior, Psychology.

Gabrielle S. Rigor, Senior, Finance; Ella B. Riis, Junior, Computer Science; Isabelle A. Rinehart, Senior, Business Analytics; Rose Roberts, Junior, Natural Resources; Benjamin E. Robinson, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Elan M. Romero, Freshman, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Rees A. Rosene, Senior, Bioengineering; Sasha N. Rosenthal, Junior, Computer Science; Connor Roth, Post Baccalaureate, Mathematics; Alden Roy, Sophomore, General Engineering.

Kai Q. Roy, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Milo D. Rubinger, Freshman, Business Analytics; Julia C. Ruff, Senior, Ecological Engineering; John W. Rundle, Sophomore, Computer Science; Tosca L. Ruotolo, Senior, Creative Writing.

Lexington S. Russell, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Zane S. Russell, Sophomore, Design & Innovation Management; Emmanuela V. Russu, Junior, Biology; Aidan W. Ryan, Junior, Botany; Jocelynn M. Saelee, Junior, BioHealth Sciences.

Isaac A. Sanchez-Bishop, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Benjamin W. Santosa, Sophomore, Spanish; Andrew J. Sauer, Senior, Computer Science; Alec D. Sautter, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Kiran J. Sawhney, Junior, Earth Sciences.

Kamen Q. Schaefle, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Joel M. Scheetz, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Dylan K. Schmidt, Freshman, Kinesiology; Marina R. Scholtz, Junior, Environmental Sciences; Ashton N. Schrage, Senior, Business Information Systems.

Grete C. Schreuder, Freshman, Biology; Otillia C. Schreuder, Junior, Crop and Soil Science; Paige C. Schubert, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Alec W. Schuler, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Austin L. Schultz, Sophomore, Zoology.

Riley T. Schweizer, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Daisy M. Schwimmer, Senior, Apparel Design; Lana J. Senten, Junior, Bioengineering; Elyse M. Shanley, Freshman, Biology; Natalie L. Sharp, Sophomore, Liberal Studies.

Emma L. Sheets, Junior, Environmental Engineering; Julia C. Shelley, Senior, Zoology; Bryan A. Sherman, Sophomore, Business Administration; Benjamin H. Shiffman, Junior, Computer Science; Adrianne E. Shives, Junior, BioHealth Sciences.

Kaija L. Shreeve, Sophomore, Bioengineering; Isaac T. Shulevitz, Sophomore, Civil Engineering; Zoe J. Shulevitz, Junior, Economics; Benjamin V. Sihavong, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Leo M. Silverman, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering.

Paul A. Simko, Freshman, General Engineering; Gautam D. Singh, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Makayla Z. Slick, Freshman, Biology; Harvey O. Smith, Sophomore, Construction Engineering Mgt; Jace V. Smith, Sophomore, Kinesiology.

Jacob T. Smith, Freshman, Outdoor Products; Kelly M. Smith, Sophomore, Art; Miles A. Smith, Freshman, General Engineering; Nathan A. Smith, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Jesse Snedvin, Post Baccalaureate, Botany.

David N. Sokolov, Sophomore, General Engineering; William M. Sonera Gregg, Freshman, Political Science; Nolan G. Sottoway, Freshman, General Engineering; Heather S. Spencer, Senior, Public Health; Brady M. Standring, Junior, Finance.
Meghan G. Stanner, Senior, Graphic Design; Alia R. Starman, Sophomore, Bioengineering; Bodie D. Starr, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Anna H. Steele, Senior, Animal Sciences; Theodore R. Stephenson, Senior, Architectural Engineering.

Aiyana M. Stevens-Rose, Sophomore, Psychology; William H. Stewart, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences; Edward N. Storr-Desmond, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Ella E. Stout, Junior, Public Health; Ari P. Strauss, Sophomore, Biology.

Nils C. Streedain, Sophomore, Computer Science; Ryan Su, Senior, Computer Science; Annika E. Sundstrom, Junior, Ecological Engineering; Glenn H. Sutter, Junior, Bioengineering; Lauren M. Swearingen, Freshman, History.

Theo S. Sweilem, Junior, General Engineering; Ander W. Switalla, Junior, Bioengineering; Savannah K. Taggard, Senior, Biology; Hoimau Tan, Sophomore, General Engineering; Kelly Y. Tang, Junior, BioHealth Sciences.

Kenneth Tang, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Vinh Q. Tang, Sophomore, Business Administration; Jamakea Taylor, Senior, Business Administration; Ethan H. Thompson, Freshman, Psychology; Liam H. Tillotson, Freshman, Mechanical Engineering.

Henry A. Tolls, Sophomore, Business Administration; Peter Tooley, Sophomore, Botany; Grant A. Towers, Freshman, General Engineering; Stewart Towle, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Noah C. Traer, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Franchesca B. Tran, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Kristopher Q. Tran, Junior, Computer Science; Ruby N. Tran, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Anthony A. Trinh, Senior, Computer Science; Adam A. Truong, Senior, Computer Science.

Anh Chibi H. Truong, Junior, Public Health; Derek Truong, Freshman, Animal Sciences; Kimberly L. Truong, Senior, Computer Science; Samantha R. Tuleya, Junior, Animal Sciences; Catherine T. Turk, Freshman, Psychology.

Ryan M. Unitan, Junior, Mathematics; Ian C. Van Emmerik, Sophomore, Computer Science; Molina Vang, Senior, Public Health; Dylan E. Varga, Sophomore, Computer Science; Lily Z. Varon, Senior, Architectural Engineering.

Vincent W. Vaughn-Uding, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Isabel A. Vega, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Keenan D. Vidos, Freshman, General Engineering; Johnny Vo, Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Lynda X. Vo, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo.

Adam M. Voigt, Senior, Kinesiology; Makayla T. Vu, Junior, Chemical Engineering; Terrie D. Vu, Sophomore, General Engineering; Lillian M. Waddick, Sophomore, Psychology; Samuel T. Wagner, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering.

Thomas W. Wagner, Sophomore, Computer Science; Joshua F. Waier, Junior, Pre-Forestry; Jonah I. Wald, Sophomore, General Engineering; Brennan R. Waldow, Freshman, General Engineering; Lauren C. Walters, Sophomore, Public Health.

Lily A. Warren, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; Blaine Watson, Senior, Psychology; Peter M. Wedlake, Senior, Political Science; Craig M. Weeks, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Dalton J. Weidman, Freshman, Business Analytics.
Dashiel M. Weidman, Junior, Accountancy; Brayden D. Weigel, Freshman, General Engineering; Jack L. Weinberg, Freshman, Food Science and Technology; Ethan T. Wentworth, Sophomore, Computer Science; Ethan S. Wickman, Sophomore, Computer Science.

Alexander L. Wiese, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Henry T. Williams, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Andras B. Williams-Thomas, Junior, Sociology; Brendan Wilson, Senior, Outdoor Products; Douglas G. Wilson, Senior, Computer Science.

Joshua D. Wingfield, Junior, Botany; Declan P. Winicki, Freshman, Mechanical Engineering; Kyle W. Winney, Sophomore, Civil Engineering; Grace J. Winningham, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Bryce N. Wipper, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt.

Juliana S. Wold, Senior, Geography & Geospatial Science; Karen Wong, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Luke C. Woodland, Freshman, General Engineering; Rachel E. Woods, Sophomore, Biology; Escher N. Wright-Dykhouse, Freshman, General Engineering.

Bruce W. Yan, Sophomore, General Engineering; Yan Yan, Senior, Crop and Soil Science; Silvan P. Yang, Sophomore, Chemical Engineering; Cameron Yao, Junior, Public Health; Lucas Yao, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Calvin E. Yeargers, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Cyan Y. Yoshida, Freshman, General Engineering; Jaxon Young, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Zoe E. Young, Junior, Botany; Zane P. Youngren, Freshman, General Engineering.

Philip B. Zaerr, Sophomore, General Engineering; Maretta L. Zafuto, Sophomore, Biology; Oskar A. Zehren, Junior, Outdoor Products; Jalen J. Zhao, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Alex Zhen, Junior, Bioengineering.

Liam P. Zimmermann, Senior, Computer Science; Nelson J. van de Lindt, Junior, Computer Science.

Troutdale

Farah Afifah, Senior, Nutrition; Samantha L. Andresen, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Matthew C. Beitter, Senior, Computer Science; Sergio Bravo, Junior, Finance; Max E. Campbell, Senior, Political Science.

Elliott O. Demain, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Ricardo O. Garcia Garcia, Freshman, General Engineering; Mia M. Hemming, Sophomore, Pre-Interiors; Dawn N. Hull, Senior, History; Sage E. Jones, Junior, BioHealth Sciences.

Amanda R. Kreamier, Junior, Public Health; Tony Le, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Kayla M. MacFarlane-Herold, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; James Nelson, Freshman, Physics; Timothy D. Nguyen, Senior, Computer Science.

Eva M. Ostlind, Junior, Civil Engineering; Benjamin A. Patterson, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Isaac M. Sorrels, Junior, Chemistry; Jacob T. Sorrels, Sophomore, Elect & Computer Engineering; Oliver P. Tymoshuk, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.
POLK

Dallas

  Allison B. Abel, Sophomore, Psychology; Ian E. Baer, Senior, Biology; Sarah M. Baer, Sophomore, Architectural Engineering; Paige S. Bowler, Junior, Pre-Communication; Ty W. Brewen, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

  Rachel P. Ewing, Senior, Animal Sciences; Alessandro J. Giuliani, Freshman, General Engineering; Sy B. Graber, Freshman, General Engineering; Madelyn R. Kennedy, Junior, Kinesiology; Logan M. Kumnick, Sophomore, Biology.

  Hannah G. Locke, Senior, Kinesiology; Dakota Napierkowski, Senior, Sociology; Jason R. Racine, Post Baccalaureate, Food Science and Technology; Jailene Rodriguez, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Alyssa R. Schaecher, Senior, Agricultural Sciences.

  Natalia E. Schilling, Senior, Civil Engineering; Aaron J. Schomus, Freshman, Biology; Isaac S. Short, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Leanne M. Sleeper, Junior, Animal Sciences; Zachary D. Watson, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

  Rhand S. Wood, Junior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo.

Grand Ronde

  Tanner Onstot, Junior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Independence

  Hans Brown, Senior, Bioengineering; Andrew K. Byres, Senior, Finance; Moises I. Falcon, Sophomore, Computer Science; Eduardo E. Gonzalez, Junior, Computer Science; Catherine A. Hampton, Sophomore, Business Administration.

  Melanie A. Meador, Junior, Animal Sciences; Matthew J. Newton, Senior, Business Administration; Diana R. Nye, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Sebastian E. Perfecto, Sophomore, Business Administration; Riley K. Stonebrink, Freshman, Environmental Sciences.

  Enrique E. Vega, Sophomore, General Engineering.

Monmouth
Clayton S. Amerman, Freshman, General Engineering; Courtney N. Bain, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Taylor R. Buccello, Senior, Biology; Caleb T. Centanni, Senior, Music; Evallynn L. Foshay, Junior, Biology.

Alexandra E. Gregg, Senior, Geography & Geospatial Science; Melanie K. Harrington, Junior, Liberal Studies; AnneMarie V. Hasbrook, Senior, Bioengineering; Anna Law, Junior, Animal Sciences; David R. Leep, Sophomore, Nuclear Engineering.

Owen P. Lemaster, Freshman, General Engineering; Johnny X. Li, Freshman, General Engineering; Sydney M. Nash, Sophomore, Bioengineering; Vaughn A. Okeffe, Freshman, General Engineering; Jordon Padilla, Freshman, General Engineering.

Shun M. Talmadge, Senior, Creative Writing; Elizabeth D. Thomas, Sophomore, Agricultural Sciences; Mayra Trujillo, Senior, Marketing; Emmitt B. White, Junior, Economics.

Salem

Kristina L. Aare, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Heather E. Banks, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Ryan R. Baxter, Junior, Business Administration; Morgan G. Berryman, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; Garrett A. Biwer, Freshman, General Engineering.

Jolene M. Boedigheimer, Junior, Natural Resources; Conner W. Breedlove, Post Baccalaureate, Construction Engineering Mgt; Christopher A. Butler, Junior, Computer Science; Bryce H. Campbell, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Miguel A. Casas, Freshman, Political Science.

Justin M. Chamness, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Gabino J. Cisneros, Freshman, General Engineering; Caitlin J. Conn, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Veronica A. Cooke, Junior, Environmental Engineering; Steven M. Copple, Senior, Biology.

Claire Cowart, Senior, Horticulture; Gage C. DeCamp, Sophomore, Business Administration; Noor S. Dhote, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Spencer T. Doran, Junior, Nuclear Engineering; Emma D. Dunn, Senior, Psychology.

Lucas K. Dunn, Freshman, General Engineering; Zach J. Elms, Junior, Computer Science; Michael D. Enck, Senior, Geography & Geospatial Science; Gaia D. Faas, Freshman, Microbiology; Tyson P. Fairhurst, Senior, Computer Science.

Logan M. Fairman, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Nathan S. Faust, Sophomore, Chemical Engineering; Mikayla V. Foster, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Quentin A. Francis, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Nathan R. Garcia, Freshman, General Engineering.

Mark Gekelman, Senior, Computer Science; Sophia J. Glisson, Senior, Religious Studies; Alex J. Grasley, Senior, Computer Science; Liam J. Haines, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Brinsley A. Hammond-Brouwer, Sophomore, General Engineering.

Madisyn S. Haney, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Reagan T. Hansen, Freshman, Marketing; Kailee A. Horton, Senior, Kinesiology; Leilah E. Hoyt, Sophomore, Accountancy; Ashlynn Hudak, Freshman, Hospitality Management.
Matfey L. Ionin, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Tristan D. Jackson, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Keaton A. Jones-Gratiot, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Andrew D. Ketola, Freshman, General Engineering; Emma L. Klump, Junior, Biology.

Nathaniel G. Klump, Junior, Computer Science; Julissa H. Kochi, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering; McKenzie R. Kress, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Lillian F. Langen Swartzen, Sophomore, Biology; Matthew G. Litwin, Junior, Mechanical Engineering.

Brittany A. Lundy, Senior, Business Administration; Callie M. Luth, Junior, Interior Design; April A. Martin, Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Marcianna G. Martin, Junior, Merchandising Management; Zachary S. McDonough, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Richard McFarlane, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Daniel C. Mcneely, Junior, Natural Resources; Jordan P. Meulink, Junior, Business Administration; Haley Miles, Sophomore, General Engineering; Alexandria S. Montgomery, Junior, Women, Gender, and Sexuality.

Madelyn R. Moore, Sophomore, Business Administration; Andrew R. Morrison, Junior, Philosophy; Zinn K. Morton, Senior, Computer Science; Caileun H. Nguyen, Senior, Biology; Amani J. Noor, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.

Mason D. Olander, Freshman, General Engineering; Connor M. Oliver, Sophomore, General Engineering; Trystan L. Paine, Freshman, Finance; Jordan W. Peterson, Junior, Computer Science; Madison L. Plaisted, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

Amanda R. Poe, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Jason R. Poe, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Alyssa J. Premo, Senior, Biology; Ashley A. Rardin, Freshman, Marketing; Hannah M. Raschkes, Junior, Design & Innovation Management.

Nicole D. Raschko, Sophomore, Marketing; Gage M. Redding, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Paul C. Smith, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Hannah R. Sonnen, Junior, Women, Gender, and Sexuality; Kaleb K. Sperry, Junior, Kinesiology.

Erik J. Swanson, Junior, Architectural Engineering; Hannah S. Tallan, Sophomore, Finance; William Tu, Freshman, General Engineering; Ashley M. Van Winckel, Junior, Public Health; Samantha R. Vogt, Freshman, Psychology.

Takoda J. Wheeler, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Samuel H. White, Sophomore, Computer Science; Makayla E. Whiteley, Sophomore, Natural Resources; Tyler J. Woodcock, Sophomore, Business Administration; Paige A. Wylie, Freshman, Business Administration.

Elizabeth A. Zimbelman, Junior, Nutrition.
SHERMAN

Rufus

Cameron J. Miranda, Junior, History.

Wasco

Savannah M. Moe, Junior, Agricultural Sciences.
TILLAMOOK

Bay City

Seth C. Houchins, Senior, Computer Science; Alexis M. Marshall, Senior, Psychology; Celeste A. Stout, Junior, Environmental Sciences.

Cloverdale

Scarlet P. Harrison, Junior, Art; Makinley C. Johnson, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Dylan H. Myers, Sophomore, Biology; Morgan R. North, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Manzanita

Hannah J. Mott, Senior, Public Health.

Nehalem

Madison J. Chesnut, Senior, Public Policy; Ryan D. Dillard, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Samuel F. Holm, Senior, Political Science; Michael A. Laun, Junior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Maddison L. Terrell, Junior, Psychology.

Neskowin

Cara D. Simpson, Freshman, Digital Communication Arts.

Rockaway Beach

Animesh I. Patel, Junior, Chemical Engineering.

Tillamook
Claire J. Bradley, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Jennica B. Carlile, Senior, Civil Engineering; Logan P. Dorland, Senior, Accountancy; Allie J. Guarcello, Sophomore, Natural Resources; Charlie V. Jenck, Junior, Architectural Engineering.

Carter J. Kunert, Junior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Erika M. Llamas, Freshman, Agricultural Sciences; Thomas E. Patterson, Senior, Natural Resources; Christy J. Reeser, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Joshua D. Seals, Junior, Agricultural Sciences.

Katie M. Sherer, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Miya A. Stahle, Junior, Food Science and Technology; Silas T. Waxter, Sophomore, Elect & Computer Engineering; Austin A. Weeks, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo.
UMATILLA

Athena

Emily A. Gilsdorf, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Victoria L. Vandenbos, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Hermiston

Nicole M. Breshears, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Gideon W. Fritz, Junior, Natural Resources; Ruben C. Lopez-Carillo Jr., Senior, Bioresource Research; Benjamin L. Moore, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Douglas Stoddard, Senior, Psychology.

Halee M. Stubbs, Sophomore, Accountancy; Hannah L. Walker, Senior, Animal Sciences; Courtnee L. West, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science; Rachael Wilson, Senior, Psychology.

Milton Frwtr

Tanner J. Brannan, Junior, Business Analytics.

Pendleton

Seth J. Alderman, Junior, Mathematics; Samuel J. Attridge, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Luke M. Barhyte, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Bella N. Baumgartner, Freshman, Political Science; Shiau-Yu Chen, Senior, University Exploratory Studies.

Adam M. Christianson, Senior, Business Administration; Kaci R. Graber, Senior, Philosophy; Andrew P. Halsey, Sophomore, General Engineering; Keyshawn D. Jackson, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Jessie T. Patterson, Senior, Political Science.

Morningstarr Redcrane, Senior, Psychology; Mikena G. Ruth, Senior, Kinesiology; Vincent M. Sheoships, Junior, Political Science; Reese E. Shippentower, Junior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Caleb O. Tremper, Sophomore, Accountancy.

Brody C. Ulrich, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Gabriel L. Umbarger, Senior, Civil Engineering; Arin L. Wyland, Junior, Psychology.

Pilot Rock
Kyler C. Carter, Senior, Kinesiology.

Stanfield

Amanda M. Carrillo, Senior, Apparel Design; Ricardo M. Carrillo, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Kendall L. Cooper, Sophomore, Agricultural Sciences; Brianna A. Cornejo, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Caleb M. Walker, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering.

Umatilla

Giovani Armenta-Garcilazo, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Jonathan M. Macias, Senior, Computer Science; Marlenne Mendoza, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Jennifer Rincon Gonzalez, Freshman, Spanish.
La Grande

Elizabeth A. Babcock, Junior, Public Health; Scott R. Branen, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Garren J. Dutto, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Madeline F. Huffman, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Sarrah B. Magner, Sophomore, Computer Science.

Madison A. Moody, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Kevin Moy, Senior, Computer Science; Lian Moy, Sophomore, Food Science and Technology; MaKayla L. Page, Senior, Interior Design; Karrington R. Troyer, Junior, Kinesiology.

Union

Wade D. Rynearson, Senior, Civil Engineering.
WASCO

Mosier

Jake R. Roetcisoender, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo.

The Dalles

Hanani Andrade, Freshman, Biology; Paige M. Bankhead, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Alex J. Gonzalez, Freshman, General Engineering; Henry S. Goodwin, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Karla A. Hernandez, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.

Courtney Hert, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Noah M. Holloran, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Quetza K. Juarez, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Keon C. Kiser, Sophomore, General Engineering; Cole H. Kortge, Junior, Agricultural Sciences.

Jesse M. Larson, Freshman, General Engineering; Lisbet Leon, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Michael A. Middleton, Senior, Economics; Daniel P. Peters, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Sanjay N. Ramanathan, Junior, Computer Science.

Celeste T. Richardson, Senior, Zoology; Jonathan C. Snodgrass, Junior, Civil Engineering; James S. Stanley, Sophomore, General Engineering; Rebecca L. Stiles, Senior, English; Carina Virgen, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Tygh Valley

Madisen A. Davis, Sophomore, Interior Design.

Wamic

Matthew R. Gragg, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering.
WASHINGTON

Aloha

Miguel A. Alvarez, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Trevor J. Buckley, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Jeanine M. Carrington, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Sarah A. Diamond, Senior, Psychology; Jonas K. Dobbs, Freshman, Music.

Alyssa J. Foote, Post Baccalaureate, Public Health; Emily A. Foote, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Benjamin G. Fryback, Junior, Civil Engineering; Rachel M. Fuka, Senior, Accountancy; Naomi T. Grant, Senior, Computer Science.

Mitchell D. Haines, Senior, Liberal Studies; Izrael A. Heely, Senior, Philosophy; Denton M. Kunz, Sophomore, Computer Science; Karree Lee, Senior, Psychology; Steven Payne, Sophomore, History.

Elizaveta Y. Pchelko, Senior, Psychology; Anthony R. Porpora, Junior, Kinesiology; Kara E. Sitz Narciso, Senior, Psychology; Owen T. Strid, Sophomore, General Engineering; Maximilian E. Tavarez, Freshman, Biology.

Shawna M. Thieme, Senior, Psychology; Maralex Uth, Senior, Biology; Katelin J. Vandehey, Senior, Civil Engineering.

Banks

Umar F. Malik, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Lillia M. Schoegje, Freshman, Pre-Forestry; Zachary J. Streblow, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Brett Voss, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Beaverton

Yasmeen A. Abou-Seada, Junior, Political Science; Riley F. Acott, Junior, Kinesiology; Madelyn I. Agnesse, Junior, Management; Elina Ahranjani, Freshman, Kinesiology; Anita Ahsan, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences.

Ahmad E. Almusawi, Freshman, General Engineering; Ren Alsteen, Junior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Bryan C. Anderson, Senior, Music Studies; Peter K. Anderson, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Tjaden Archer, Freshman, Environmental Sciences.

Erik D. Arnold, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Anthony A. Arounpradith, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Kayla A. Asakawa, Sophomore, Public Health; Christopher G. Asbury, Sophomore, Computer Science; Anahita N. Asgari, Sophomore, Kinesiology.
Gabriel I. Askew, Junior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Emely Aviles, Senior, Bioengineering; Adrian A. Baker, Sophomore, General Engineering; Karthiyesan J. Balasankar, Senior, Computer Science; Gavin M. Balmer, Sophomore, Earth Sciences.

Noah M. Bamberger, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Daniel T. Barghouti, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Markus A. Bauer, Senior, Computer Science; Ian Beard, Junior, Computer Science; Eaven M. Beaty, Senior, Environmental Engineering.

Emily L. Becher, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Luke S. Behrens, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Nouri P. Bennett, Junior, Merchandising Management; Abhram A. Bettermann, Senior, Psychology; Sri Ratna Subha Bhupalam, Senior, Public Health.

Amy M. Boeshans, Junior, Management; Ethan Z. Bolf, Freshman, Marketing; Sarah M. Boser, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Jamie L. Bowden, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Manreet K. Brar, Senior, Public Health.

Chloe D. Brattain, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Damien L. Brown, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Cosmin Bujorean, Sophomore, General Engineering; Caden T. Burke, Junior, Computer Science; Alec B. Busteed, Senior, Computer Science.

Andrew L. Cao, Junior, Accountancy; Benjamin H. Cao-Minh, Sophomore, Bioengineering; Annika M. Carlson, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Mynaann A. Carlson, Junior, Business Information Systems; Isabelle Carrington, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Michael W. Carris Jr., Junior, Computer Science; Zander A. Carter, Freshman, General Engineering; Adam C. Cartwright, Senior, Finance; Megan A. Cassidy, Sophomore, Business Administration; Brandon Castaneda, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt.

Yuk Chi Chan, Junior, Anthropology; Sumiran S. Chandhok, Junior, University Exploratory Studies; Rishitha Chandra, Freshman, General Engineering; Deyva P. Chaney, Junior, Biology; Bradley B. Chang, Freshman, Psychology.

Michael S. Chen, Senior, Computer Science; Ryan T. Chin, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Daphne S. Chiu, Freshman, Biology; Cavan S. Chupp, Freshman, General Engineering; Fernando G. Cirilo Romero, Junior, Mechanical Engineering.

Zachary T. Coalson, Sophomore, Computer Science; Solomon Z. Cohen, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; Madison T. Cole, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Jenna M. Cook, Sophomore, General Engineering; Brandon Coryea, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Kathryn A. Crandal, Freshman, Digital Communication Arts; Ashleigh R. Croft, Junior, Creative Writing; Hannah A. Cruthers, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Cadmiel N. Cruz Guzman, Freshman, General Engineering; Annika R. Czeck, Junior, Chemical Engineering.

Andrea Danker-Chavez, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Amari M. Davis, Freshman, Pre-Graphic Design; Joshua W. Davis, Junior, Anthropology; Daniella De Winter, Senior, Psychology; Benjamin J. Delzer, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts.

Makayla L. Denoble, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science; Erica Dietz, Post Baccalaureate, Environmental Sciences; Benjamin L. Dirren, Freshman, General Engineering; Brynna M. Dodge, Senior, Anthropology; Taite C. Dodson, Senior, Computer Science.

Isabella M. Dudeck, Senior, Business Administration; Joshua T. Edenfeld, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Sarah M. Elgamal, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Eben A. Elling, Senior, Kinesiology; Madison R. Field, Freshman, Kinesiology.

Leanne C. Fischer, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Sean W. Freitag, Junior, Civil Engineering; Arian N. Ghorbani, Sophomore, Computer Science; Zachary A. Glowinski, Junior, Accountancy; Juliana Godinez Lainez, Junior, Creative Writing.

Nic A. Gonsalves, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Michael A. Gonzales, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Vanessa Gonzalez-Pintor, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Garett C. Goodlake, Senior, Computer Science; Nicholas M. Graves, Sophomore, Computer Science.

John R. Greaves, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Nichola M. Gregory, Senior, Earth Sciences; Charles K. Griffin, Sophomore, Bioengineering; Nathaniel D. Hall, Sophomore, Creative Writing; Jeremiah T. Hammerberg, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Brett B. Hanna, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Ditte N. Hansen, Senior, Public Health; Andrew B. Hare, Sophomore, History; Jalen M. Harper, Freshman, Biology; Mary M. Harrington, Senior, Chemistry.

Sarla G. Harris, Senior, Biology; Payton K. Harrison, Junior, Finance; Andrew D. Hays, Freshman, General Engineering; Hugh A. Hazim, Sophomore, Elect & Computer Engineering; Ashley He, Junior, Business Administration.

Jackson S. Helm, Junior, Animal Sciences; Brittany K. Hjelte, Freshman, Economics; Kevin Ho, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Alyssa M. Hoag, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; Lucas W. Hockman, Junior, Business Analytics.


Cameron A. Jalalipour, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Brandi E. Jansen, Junior, Animal Sciences; Zachary B. Jarvis, Sophomore, General Engineering; Victoria Jefferson, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Jiaqi Jiang, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.

Jacob P. Joeckel, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Sowmya Jujju, Senior, Computer Science; Tabitha M. Kangas, Senior, Kinesiology; Adamantia G. Kellaris, Junior, Psychology; Ian Kim, Freshman, Kinesiology.

Isaac S. Kim, Sophomore, Design & Innovation Management; Paige R. Kingsley, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Mason G. Kling, Senior, Computer Science; Kevin M. Kolkman, Sophomore, Computer Science; Luke T. Kosmowski, Junior, Mechanical Engineering.

Samuel D. Kvanvig, Freshman, General Engineering; Brian M. LaRoche, Junior, Environmental Sciences; Brandon S. Lam, Senior, Computer Science; Chester C. Lao, Sophomore, General Engineering; Stephanie U. Le, Freshman, Pre-Interiors.
Vincent H. Le, Freshman, General Engineering; Junsu Lee, Sophomore, Computer Science; Raymond Lee, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Kaito K. Legget-Murai, Sophomore, General Engineering; Megan E. Leloff, Senior, Psychology.

Jason C. Leon Guerrero, Senior, Environmental Engineering; Nicklaus C. Leong, Sophomore, General Engineering; Ethan W. Li, Freshman, Business Administration; Kevin Liko, Sophomore, General Engineering; Carly J. Logan, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Jackson T. Long, Senior, Environmental Engineering; Kirstin R. Lovely, Senior, Political Science; Dylan K. Luong, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Ethan K. Luong, Junior, Chemical Engineering; Sydney T. Luong, Freshman, Chemistry.

Jackson W. Luster, Freshman, Business Administration; Lauren A. Luyten, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Anthony Ly, Freshman, General Engineering; Daniel N. Maharjan, Freshman, General Engineering; Keeley L. Mai, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Casey P. Malessa, Senior, Economics; Jakub A. Malinowski, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Avery Mao, Junior, Computer Science; Andrea J. Martinez, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Zoe B. Massey, Freshman, Business Administration.

Anju M. Mathew, Junior, Computer Science; Alia T. Mau, Freshman, Biology; Hannah T. Maung, Senior, Computer Science; Austin T. McCalley, Senior, Computer Science; Nathan J. McDonald, Senior, Business Information Systems.

Delaney H. McGee, Senior, Zoology; Mya A. Melli, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Rosemary Meskell, Senior, Manufacturing Engineering; Tia A. Miller, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Abukar Mohamed, Freshman, Accountancy.

Chloe Mohr, Freshman, General Engineering; Miriam Monterrosas, Senior, Biology; Abigail K. Montgomery, Junior, Psychology; Alexander J. Moore, Senior, Nuclear Engineering; Peter A. Moshinsky, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Allison A. Musgrave, Freshman, Microbiology; Katlyn R. Nagaoka, Senior, Management; Kevin K. Ng, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Alan G. Nguyen, Junior, Design & Innovation Management; Bryan H. Nguyen, Sophomore, Computer Science.

Christian A. Nguyen, Junior, Chemical Engineering; Don D. Nguyen, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Ethan M. Nguyen, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Matthew D. Nguyen, Sophomore, Chemistry; Michelle Q. Nguyen, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Paul D. Nguyen, Junior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Philip L. Nguyen, Sophomore, Business Information Systems; Vinh-Son L. Nguyen, Junior, Biology; Yvonne Nguyen, Junior, Biology; Ryan M. O'Dierno, Junior, History.

Mason A. Olsen, Freshman, General Engineering; Connor D. Owen, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Russell E. Owen, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Kaushik Pahuja, Junior, Computer Science; Roland J. Perez, Senior, Civil Engineering.

Sean Perez, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Kaley C. Peterson, Freshman, Psychology; Kendra L. Peterson, Senior, Biology; Liana M. Pham, Sophomore, Pre-Interiors; Darlene N. Phu, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.
Russell A. Pippen, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Molly A. Piszczek, Sophomore, Design & Innovation Management; Nicholas W. Pogue, Sophomore, Chemistry; Talon Polk, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Trinity E. Polk, Senior, Creative Writing.

Arno X. Porter, Freshman, General Engineering; Benjamin T. Porter, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Alexander T. Prestwich, Senior, Computer Science; Lucy L. Prince, Senior, Human Development and Family Science; Ryan Y. Qi, Senior, Biology.

Faris I. Qureshi, Sophomore, Microbiology; Nabiha I. Qureshi, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Preslee M. Redfield, Junior, Psychology; Adrienne W. Reed, Senior, Psychology; Kenna Reid, Junior, Marketing.

Elisabeth K. Rhodes, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Cameron A. Rice, Freshman, General Engineering; Emily S. Rice, Junior, Computer Science; Griffin M. Riley, Junior, Computer Science; Andrew A. Ritacco, Senior, Radiation Health Physics.

Matthew R. Roberts, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Tyler S. Robertson, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Kyra A. Rodak, Senior, Mathematics; Enjoli V. Rodriguez, Senior, Business Administration; Mireia Roig-Paul, Senior, Bioresource Research.

Ian G. Rolph, Junior, Computer Science; Ryan N. Rolph, Freshman, General Engineering; Lilianna I. Rosebrook, Sophomore, General Engineering; Sean M. Rubbert, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Dalton Rucker, Junior, Natural Resources.

Sukhjot K. Sal, Junior, English; Darius P. Salagean, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Hannah L. Salazar, Junior, Public Health; Jesse V. Sanchez, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Sara M. Sanders, Senior, Kinesiology.

Isaac O. Sandstrom, Freshman, General Engineering; Nishant J. Sane, Junior, General Engineering; Anamaria Santana, Sophomore, Public Health; Jenny Sar, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Michael M. Sarkis, Senior, Finance.

Mallory C. Schiebel, Junior, Kinesiology; Derek M. Schlack, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Madeline Schmitz, Freshman, Biology; Kyle A. Schrift, Junior, Psychology; Yule D. Schrock, Sophomore, Finance.

Tory L. Schroeder, Senior, Biology; Indika T. Seagoe, Junior, Computer Science; Ameeruddin Shaik, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Tyler M. Shank, Freshman, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Kian Shayegh, Sophomore, Business Administration.

Sabrina X. She, Sophomore, English; Laurel A. Shepard, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Hojun Shin, Senior, Computer Science; Landon E. Simpson, Senior, Management; Jared W. Sinclair, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Alexander M. Singletary, Junior, Finance; Harley G. Sirovyak, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Rachel D. Skinner, Senior, Biology; Hayley V. Smith, Sophomore, Graphic Design; Arshia Soleimanmoochekho, Junior, Computer Science.

Jared K. Soo, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Kai Spellman, Freshman, General Engineering; Lilyana O. Spence, Freshman, General Engineering; Daniel Steyn, Junior, Business Administration; Kiani V. Stowers, Sophomore, Bioresource Research.
Noah T. Straight, Freshman, General Engineering; Patrick J. Stubblefield, Senior, Marketing; Ella Sturdevant, Junior, Public Health; Joann K. Ta, Senior, Biology; Nima S. Tabrizi, Junior, Mechanical Engineering.

Conner A. Taft, Freshman, Business Administration; Brandon W. Tang, Freshman, General Engineering; Xin Anthony Tang, Junior, Kinesiology; Rajan D. Thanik, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Brenden M. Thomas, Junior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Jessica A. Thomas, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Kylie M. Thomas, Sophomore, Design & Innovation Management; Megan Thomas, Sophomore, General Engineering; Andres Tobon, Senior, Computer Science; Maria-Fernanda F. Toral-Hernandez, Senior, Business Information Systems.

Kenton Q. Tran, Junior, Marketing; Kevin H. Tran, Junior, Computer Science; Trenton Q. Tran, Senior, Computer Science; Brittany H. Truong, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Joshua D. Tumlinson, Sophomore, General Engineering.

Allison C. Van Horn, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Manon L. Vezinet, Sophomore, Zoology; Andy Vo, Junior, Business Information Systems; Derrick D. Vong, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Alexander Vu, Freshman, General Engineering.

Allissandra L. Vu, Senior, Kinesiology; Damian C. Wade, Freshman, General Engineering; Elizabeth Wade, Post Baccalaureate, Elect & Computer Engineering; Tessa R. Walker, Freshman, Animal Sciences; Paige O. Wallin, Sophomore, Psychology.


Kaden R. Wheeler, Junior, Chemical Engineering; Matthew K. White, Senior, Business Administration; Maximilian A. Wild, Sophomore, General Engineering; William R. Wolfe, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Helen M. Wong, Senior, Microbiology.

Chih-Yun Wu, Junior, Computer Science; Vania Wu, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Hailey Yadao, Freshman, General Engineering; Derek C. Yau, Senior, Biology; Channary You, Junior, Public Health.

Robert J. Young, Junior, General Engineering; Charles R. Zheng, Junior, Chemical Engineering.

Cornelius

Noe Alvarez, Freshman, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Gisselle B. Brasseur, Freshman, Animal Sciences; Judith A. Fleming, Post Baccalaureate, Crop and Soil Science; Colby J. Hannan, Junior, Computer Science; Philip A. Lanthrum, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.


Forest Grove
Maribel S. Ballestero Berrios, Senior, Animal Sciences; Cade B. Buchanan, Freshman, Finance; Zachary T. Burke, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Stacey Cattell, Senior, Computer Science; Danielle A. Colfelt, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Jennifer M. Cool, Senior, History; Miya A. Degeer, Junior, Computer Science; Dallas D. Dethlefs, Junior, Business Administration; Rafael U. Duyck, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Adison M. Emerick, Junior, Computer Science.

Jacqueline G. Frawley, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Victoria M. Gutierrez, Freshman, Animal Sciences; Colin A. Hall, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Tyler M. Harwood, Junior, Computer Science; Madison C. Haugen, Senior, Art.

Madison M. Howarth, Freshman, Art; Logan A. Hurley, Senior, Kinesiology; Waylon M. Jackson, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Elizabeth J. Khoury, Senior, Bioengineering; Hannah L. Lindsay, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Adam T. Mayo, Sophomore, Bioengineering; Natalie E. Medina Morales, Junior, Psychology; Thomas W. Pinon, Freshman, General Engineering; Sofia A. Rosqvist, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Erin E. Staniunas, Sophomore, Psychology.

Lori M. Williams, Sophomore, Natural Resources.

Gales Creek

Kyra R. Hopper, Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Campbell K. Lord, Freshman, Natural Resources.

Gaston

Victoria C. Flores Parra, Sophomore, Animal Sciences; Benjamin T. Oliver, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; John D. Stables Jr., Junior, Rangeland Sciences.

Hillsboro

Michael R. Acosta, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Mitchell J. Adams, Senior, Biology; Katherine A. Albertine, Freshman, General Engineering; Devasis Aryal, Sophomore, General Engineering; Andrew S. Ashby, Junior, Physics.

Ezra J. Baker, Senior, Mathematics; Emily J. Basler, Junior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Carly M. Bizieff, Junior, Kinesiology; Michael Blakeman, Freshman, General Engineering; Joshua A. Brenne, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo.
Gabriella A. Brown, Senior, Biology; Christian R. Bryant-VonHeeder, Sophomore, Computer Science; Elsa J. Buchholz, Freshman, Public Health; Floralei V. Bugarin, Junior, Graphic Design; Dalton R. Burk, Freshman, General Engineering.

Anthony W. Cafferata, Freshman, Pre-Forest Engineering; Jeremy R. Capps, Freshman, General Engineering; Chandler T. Carey, Junior, Marketing; Rachel L. Carson, Senior, Natural Resources; John T. Chhing, Senior, Kinesiology.

Laura A. Ching, Senior, Business Administration; Jasmine L. Cleveland, Sophomore, General Engineering; Gavin J. Corso, Junior, Computer Science; Madilynn K. Denniston, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Gannon L. Dorr, Freshman, General Engineering.

Ahmed Elbeltagi, Junior, Economics; Dalton V. Ellis, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Trevor J. Fabris, Freshman, General Engineering; Cole T. Fenner, Sophomore, General Engineering; Savannah J. Fitts, Freshman, Political Science.


Sarah K. Gruber, Junior, Accountancy; Dane C. Haga, Junior, Marketing; Erik T. Hakkila, Junior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Daniella E. Hasan, Junior, Agricultural Sciences; Stephanie A. Hasan, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Chelsea Heckethorne, Senior, Zoology; Sirena D. Hepburn, Senior, Elementary Education; Elliot Hildner, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Kenny Ho, Junior, Public Health; Brady J. Howell, Junior, Marketing.

Zachary W. Inman, Sophomore, Management; Sahil N. Jani, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Quinlan G. Johansen, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Gabe K. Jones, Sophomore, Ecological Engineering; Gabriella I. Justen, Junior, Mechanical Engineering.

Lindsey N. Kaluza, Senior, Biology; Elena C. Kitchens, Sophomore, General Engineering; Michelle L. Knoke, Junior, Environmental Sciences; Elijah P. Kuzniar, Sophomore, General Engineering; Elizabeth L. Lafferty, Junior, Digital Communication Arts.

Kailey K. Lam, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science; Kyler Lawbaugh, Freshman, General Engineering; Teresa T. Le, Senior, Food Science and Technology; Amy Y. LeClair, Freshman, Pre-Interiors; David Z. Lew, Senior, Finance.

Beckett T. Lewis, Junior, Chemical Engineering; Walker E. Lierman, Senior, Biology; Kristina C. Marquez, Senior, Computer Science; Jordyn L. Marshall, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Tara J. Martin, Senior, Marketing.

Dakota S. Mason, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Alexis N. McConnell, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Benjamin T. McDonald, Freshman, Botany; Patrick M. Mellott, Junior, Environmental Sciences; Samuel T. Melvin, Junior, Bioengineering.

Aedan P. Mills, Senior, Computer Science; Emmanuel F. Moncada, Junior, Computer Science; Samson P. Mont, Senior, Computer Science; James A. Moore, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Aakash K. Murthy, Freshman, General Engineering.
Kai H. Nevers, Junior, Engineering Science; Tu D. Nguyen, Freshman, General Engineering; Julia E. Notz, Junior, Public Health; Kyle W. O'Reilly, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Chloe M. Osborne, Senior, Zoology.

Patricia Ostrowski, Freshman, Business Administration; Bennet M. Parkinson, Freshman, Kinesiology; Lily A. Pasion, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Tony Pathammavong, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Ross C. Peene, Senior, Computer Science.

Andrew W. Pehrson, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Willow M. Peterson, Junior, Bioengineering; Esau Pineda Flores, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Darren Pradeep, Sophomore, Computer Science; Matthew Y. Prak, Freshman, General Engineering.

Forrest Pratt, Freshman, Biology; Hunter S. Raymond, Senior, Earth Sciences; Olivia P. Rebich, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Gabriela V. Reynoso Tale, Sophomore, Biology; Elizabeth A. Rinck, Junior, Public Health.

Ryan C. Rueber, Freshman, Elect & Computer Engineering; Daniel P. Sayre, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Samuel A. Schoch, Junior, Forestry; Reja Shakya, Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Aveev Shrestha, Freshman, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo.

Jaxson W. Skipper, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Katie A. Stadelman, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Jeremy J. Stanfield, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Ian D. Stettler, Senior, Kinesiology; Samantha M. Stuve, Senior, Public Health.

Evan A. Swanson, Sophomore, Earth Sciences; Mia I. Tognoli, Junior, Psychology; Micah V. Toll, Senior, Mathematics; Andrea S. Tongsak, Senior, Computer Science; Gavin H. Tovar, Junior, Economics.

Amanda U. Tran, Senior, Public Health; John Tran, Freshman, General Engineering; Tiffany U. Tran, Senior, Graphic Design; Andrew W. Truong, Freshman, Business Administration; Noah A. Tsolak, Senior, Political Science.


Patrick C. Vang, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Jordan S. Wade, Freshman, General Engineering; Ty J. Waldo, Freshman, General Engineering; Andrew S. Welsh, Freshman, Pre-Graphic Design; Tanner A. Wetzel, Senior, Psychology.

Gavin W. Wilhelmi, Senior, Food Science and Technology; Zane T. Wilkerson, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Landon J. Willems, Freshman, Business Administration; Dominic R. Wilson, Senior, Computer Science.

King City

Alana M. Antunovich, Senior, Philosophy; Andrew P. Malinowski, Junior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Elayne Trimble, Junior, Computer Science; Abbey F. Willis, Sophomore, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead.
North Plains

Andrea S. Garcia-Ortiz, Senior, Bioengineering; Matteo X. Garcia-Ortiz, Junior, Chemical Engineering; Sophia E. Juenemann, Senior, Industrial Engineering; James A. Plummer, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Breauna K. Van Dyke, Junior, Kinesiology.

Kelsi A. Vandehey, Senior, Business Administration.

Portland

Nabhan N. Abedin, Sophomore, General Engineering; Marie C. Agostinelli, Junior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Coranna F. Akdemirbey, Freshman, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Clare A. Akeman, Freshman, Digital Communication Arts; Steven A. Akiyama, Freshman, General Engineering.

Ryaan I. Akmal, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Zayan I. Akmal, Junior, Chemical Engineering; Sajjad M. Al Rikabi, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Ramzy Z. Al-Mulla, Senior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Christopher J. Allen, Senior, Bioengineering.

Noam Almog, Freshman, General Engineering; Jongwon An, Freshman, General Engineering; Camryn D. Anderson, Freshman, Finance; Shreya Andhole, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Makena L. Apau, Junior, Mechanical Engineering.

Nate Archibald, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Claire E. Arnold, Junior, Horticulture; Naomi Asbock, Freshman, General Engineering; Joseph S. Babal, Sophomore, Computer Science; Arleen K. Bahl, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.

Michael A. Bailey, Freshman, Sociology; Keegan J. Bailey-Darland, Sophomore, General Engineering; Patrick L. Balthazor, Sophomore, Industrial Engineering; Michael Barnes, Junior, History; Anshul Batish, Junior, Computer Science.

Sylve B. Baum, Sophomore, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Akaash R. Bella, Freshman, General Engineering; Elise K. Bennett, Sophomore, Chemical Engineering; Drew J. Bergemann, Freshman, Finance; Ryan H. Bergemann, Junior, Accountancy.

Chantel M. Berger, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Amelie N. Bernhard, Senior, Biology; Maylee M. Bezates, Freshman, Business Administration; Ishanshi Bhardwaj, Freshman, General Engineering; Jonah C. Biedermann, Junior, Computer Science.

Everett M. Bishop, Junior, Chemical Engineering; Hannah R. Bloom, Freshman, Renewable Materials; Jonah L. Bloom, Junior, Music; Chloe J. Bohnstedt, Sophomore, Psychology; Katarina M. Bosworth, Junior, History.

Gabriella J. Breda, Freshman, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Avery E. Bright, Sophomore, Accountancy; Cecilia Bromander, Junior, Business Administration; Genevieve A. Brougham, Sophomore, Mathematics; Carmen J. Brown, Freshman, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology.
Hailey R. Brown, Sophomore, Political Science; Alisha L. Bryant, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Bailey C. Budlong, Freshman, General Engineering; Harlene B. Buehler, Freshman, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Chitali Buge, Senior, Computer Science.

Steven Bui, Senior, Computer Science; Alexander S. Burdzik, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Kyle W. Burns, Sophomore, History; Nathanael J. Butler, Senior, Computer Science; Caitlin G. Buzzard, Sophomore, Art.

Henry S. Cahall, Senior, Economics; Steven Cai, Sophomore, General Engineering; Kellen J. Campbell, Junior, Graphic Design; Wrigley M. Campbell, Junior, Kinesiology; Sai Vaishnavi S Chandu, Freshman, General Engineering.

Benjamin J. Chapman, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Andrew W. Chester, Sophomore, Computer Science; Rachel M. Chin, Junior, Bioengineering; Kunal Chopra, Freshman, Computer Science; Megan R. Clements, Post Baccalaureate, Nutrition.

Amber T. Co, Junior, Microbiology; Liam Collins, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Tony Cong, Sophomore, Biology; Jonathan Cordisco, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Angie M. Coreas, Junior, Business Administration.

Eli M. Cory, Junior, Economics; Samuel J. Croll, Freshman, General Engineering; Logan C. Cruz, Freshman, Finance; Andrew T. Curran, Junior, History; Lorenzo M. Curtis, Senior, Ecological Engineering.

Nihal Damahe, Senior, Computer Science; Mark A. Daniloff, Sophomore, Computer Science; Patrick A. Danner, Junior, Business Administration; Lucie J. Dardis, Senior, Business Administration; Mitchell L. Deitering, Senior, Kinesiology.

Linsey K. Dekruyff, Junior, Business Administration; Elizabeth C. Dennis-Pavlich, Junior, Management; Joseph S. Didner, Senior, Computer Science; Nathaniel J. Dix, Freshman, General Engineering; Johanna M. Donnelly, Senior, Biology.

Kaushik Dontula, Freshman, General Engineering; Austin J. Du Frene, Senior, History; Owen C. Dufrene, Sophomore, General Engineering; Dirar El Hadar, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Stefan G. Ene, Sophomore, General Engineering.

Matthew D. Engholm, Freshman, General Engineering; Nicolas A. Enriquez, Senior, Bioengineering; Isabella R. Estrada, Freshman, General Engineering; Jackson Eubank, Sophomore, Computer Science; Jacob W. Evans, Freshman, General Engineering.

Lukas W. Eyth, Sophomore, General Engineering; Bodie E. Fahey, Freshman, Anthropology; Mahmoud Fakhry, Freshman, Computer Science; Kyle R. Ferrero, Sophomore, Business Administration; Eduardo M. Figueroa-Velasquez, Junior, Mechanical Engineering.

Megan M. Fischer, Senior, Interior Design; Sophia J. Fischer, Sophomore, Psychology; Braden H. Fiske, Freshman, General Engineering; Eleanor E. Flowers, Freshman, Political Science; Nicolas E. Fong, Sophomore, Computer Science.

Kailie M. Franco, Senior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Hannah M. Frankovic, Junior, Chemical Engineering; Rachael A. Frankovic, Post Baccalaureate, Chemical Engineering; Taylor E. Frederick, Sophomore, Zoology; Paul W. Freeborn, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences.
Sarah M. Fresvik, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Amber R. Frohlich, Post Baccalaureate, Psychology; Max Fu, Sophomore, Computer Science; Gretchen M. Fujimura, Junior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Calvin R. Fulkerson, Junior, Chemical Engineering.

Naozumi C. Furuya, Sophomore, Psychology; Sebastian C. Gaddis, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Antonia Gaete Perez, Freshman, Graphic Design; Elise R. Gagnier, Freshman, Psychology; Francis S. Garcia, Senior, Bioengineering.

Paul C. Gasper, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Jenna E. Gaston, Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Maya A. Ghamrawi, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Anda M. Gherghe, Senior, Microbiology; Sean P. Gibson, Freshman, General Engineering.

Benjamin J. Goetsch, Senior, Energy Systems Engineering; Bradley I. Gore, Senior, Computer Science; Victoria Gouw, Junior, General Engineering; Sierra M. Grable, Sophomore, Psychology; Ian M. Grant, Senior, Biology.

Christopher M. Gray, Freshman, General Engineering; Natalie R. Greenwood, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Tyler R. Greenwood, Sophomore, Computer Science; Nolan F. Griffin, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Aryan Gupta, Freshman, General Engineering.

Khushi Gupta, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Christopher W. Guske, Senior, Kinesiology; Raegan A. Gustafson, Freshman, Public Health; Karina M. Hagerup, Freshman, Animal Sciences; James R. Haley, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Leo H. Han, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Jason M. Hashimoto, Senior, Kinesiology; Scout F. Hawkey, Sophomore, Computer Science; Tucker G. Hawkey, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Emily Hayward, Freshman, Merchandising Management.


Christian J. Herinckx, Senior, Computer Science; Carsyn A. Hernandez, Junior, Marketing; Elena M. Hessinger, Junior, Graphic Design; Tyler L. Hessinger, Freshman, General Engineering; Rebecca E. Heu, Junior, Public Health.

Robert T. Heussner, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Rachael A. Higgins, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Jordon W. Hillier, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Matthew P. Hotchkiss, Junior, Computer Science; Benjamin M. Howell, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering.

Dominic D. Hsiao, Junior, Computer Science; Samantha Hsu, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Kyle A. Huang, Senior, Computer Science; Darke R. Hull, Senior, Bioengineering; Mitchell Hutley, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology.

Joshua T. Jackson, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Takumi K. Jankovsky, Senior, Management; Felix Jardini, Junior, Biology; Ryan Jeffrey, Senior, Computer Science; Walker E. Jones, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering.

Eleni A. Kandas, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Joseph C. Karam, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Vini Karumuru, Sophomore, Biological Data Sciences; Methum D. Kasthuriarachchi, Senior, Computer Science; Randi H. Kasthuriarachchi, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.


Avery E. Kim, Junior, Finance; Young-Goon K. Kim, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Collin M. Kimball, Freshman, General Engineering; Alexander S. King, Freshman, General Engineering; Amanda King, Senior, Biology.

Irene S. Ko, Freshman, Nutrition; Jane J. Koontz, Sophomore, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Rujul Kumar, Senior, Biology; Neranjan S. Kuppuswamy, Senior, Computer Science; Sarah Kurd, Senior, Psychology.

Kyu-Sung Kwon, Sophomore, Computer Science; Peter A. LaMontagne, Senior, Computer Science; Shirley T. Lam, Sophomore, General Engineering; Aisa M. Larsen, Junior, Design & Innovation Management; Finn N. Lawless, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Bio.

Taylor C. Lawson, Junior, Business Administration; Kyleigh A. Layman, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Peter T. Layzell, Sophomore, Finance; Claire M. Lee, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Joseph H. Lee, Sophomore, General Engineering.

Nicholas L. Lee, Junior, Environmental Engineering; Emma L. Legault, Sophomore, General Engineering; Gavin T. Lesher, Junior, Computer Science; Ingrid Li, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Patrick J. Liang, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering.

Joshua M. Lim, Sophomore, Computer Science; Timothy Lin, Junior, Economics; Derek M. Liu, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Annabel P. Lofts, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Bio; Jarod M. Lokrantz, Junior, Computer Science.

Madeline J. Longwill, Freshman, Sociology; Ethan Y. Lu, Freshman, General Engineering; Michelle H. Lui, Junior, Chemical Engineering; Bryce A. Lutz, Sophomore, Computer Science; Hannah N. Luu, Freshman, Biochemistry & Molecular Bio.

Melvin C. Ma, Senior, Computer Science; Benjamin J. MacKinnon, Senior, Finance; Claire E. Macdonald, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Yash Mahawar, Senior, Graphic Design; Ethan L. Makinster, Junior, Biochemistry & Molecular Bio.

Humayl T. Malik, Sophomore, Finance; Anna Mallery, Junior, Psychology; Katelyn M. Maloney, Sophomore, English; Hunter J. Mann, Junior, Psychology; Tyler B. Mann, Freshman, Finance.

Broderick T. Marconi, Freshman, Finance; Caleb Mark, Senior, Nutrition; Cassidy B. Martin, Senior, Animal Sciences; Louis Marun, Sophomore, General Engineering; Najeeb Marun, Sophomore, Biology.

Lauren E. McCauley, Sophomore, Chemistry; Donovan J. Mcafee, Junior, General Engineering; Avery Mc Dowell, Freshman, Design & Innovation Management; Jennifer Mende, Freshman, Marketing; Matthew M. Mende, Senior, Industrial Engineering.

Daniel C. Mendes, Sophomore, Computer Science; Enrique J. Mesa, Junior, Economics; Dove Miller, Junior, Creative Writing; Nicole M. Miller, Junior, Biology; Skyler J. Mitchell, Freshman, Civil Engineering.

Alexander N. Moga, Junior, Chemical Engineering; Andrew J. Monkarsh, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Emma L. Moorhead, Junior, Psychology; Abigail Moss, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Joshua A. Muir, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering.

Michael C. Murphy, Senior, Kinesiology; Kiran K. Nair, Freshman, General Engineering; Cameron M. Nazal, Senior, Accountancy; Nathaniel G. Neal, Senior, Zoology; Anh B. Nguyen, Sophomore, Computer Science.

Katelyn M. Nguyen, Junior, Biology; Stephanie G. Niebergall, Sophomore, Business Information Systems; Amelia D. Noall, Senior, Microbiology; Faaizah Nuha, Freshman, General Engineering; Cassidy P. Ochoa, Freshman, Earth Sciences.

Leon N. Ong, Freshman, General Engineering; Rhea L. Oommen, Freshman, General Engineering; Jin kyoung Park, Freshman, General Engineering; Anna K. Parks, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Keaton J. Partch, Junior, Civil Engineering.

Kinjal C. Patel, Junior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Cameron L. Paterson, Sophomore, Graphic Design; Jarod R. Paull, Freshman, Marketing; Katherine J. Peabody, Sophomore, Biology; Lauren W. Pearson, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science.

Johnna L. Peters, Senior, Public Health; Khanh Han M. Phan, Sophomore, Chemical Engineering; Ryan T. Phan, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Alex A. Phelps, Senior, Marketing; Tyler K. Phelps, Junior, Mechanical Engineering.

Nicholas L. Phillips, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Anika Phuvasate, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Joseph C. Po, Sophomore, Bioengineering; Emily A. Pond, Senior, Bioengineering; Camila Porras, Junior, Chemical Engineering.

Alyssa A. Pratt, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Brandy A. Quach, Senior, Civil Engineering; Joseph P. Quillin, Junior, Political Science; Jacob R. Rabinovitch, Junior, Liberal Studies; Mitchell J. Radford, Senior, Computer Science.

Joseph T. Radut, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Ridwana A. Rahman, Senior, Computer Science; River J. Rain, Sophomore, Mathematics; Dierian X. Rambo, Sophomore, Computer Science; Santosh Ramesh, Senior, Computer Science.

Scot L. Rein, Senior, Computer Science; Sophia M. Reindl, Freshman, Animal Sciences; Ashley R. Renda, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Benjamin D. Reynolds, Sophomore, Economics; William L. Richards, Freshman, General Engineering.

Benjamin P. Roney, Sophomore, Computer Science; Aliiya A. Ross, Freshman, Business Administration; Ellie A. Ruble, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Bradley R. Rule, Freshman, General Engineering; Aidan Ryan, Freshman, Business Administration.
Harrison S. Samaha, Sophomore, History; Noah J. Sanders, Sophomore, Business Administration; Kelly S. Sandoval, Senior, Interior Design; Yash S. Sankanagouda, Sophomore, Computer Science; Naseem K. Sarkez, Freshman, General Engineering.

Alexandre R. Sathler, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Fiona E. Satterfield, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Taylor A. Sawma, Senior, Hospitality Management; Grant T. Schaures, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Jake D. Schlechter, Senior, Mathematics.

Cade S. Schneider, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Erik W. Schulz, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Benjamin P. Scott, Senior, Nutrition; Valeriia Sedina, Junior, Nutrition; Eve K. Selbie, Senior, Environmental Sciences.

Dylan S. Shafer, Sophomore, Accountancy; Sneha N. Shah, Senior, Business Information Systems; Emily A. Shannon, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Matan Shapira, Freshman, General Engineering; Anna R. Shaw, Senior, Natural Resources.

Madison K. Shaw, Senior, Psychology; Maggie Sheng, Freshman, Biology; Shawn B. Shrestha, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Eva J. Siffert, Junior, Graphic Design; Benjamin W. Silver, Sophomore, Mathematics.

Ayush Singh, Freshman, General Engineering; Saiashish G. Singh, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Evelyn M. Sixta, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Bridgette N. Skiba, Senior, Psychology; Briana L. Snisky, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.

Maya Sonpatki, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Grace C. Sopko, Freshman, General Engineering; Anna L. Sosnovske, Junior, Environmental Engineering; Paul O. Sowunmi, Junior, Business Information Systems; Dylan L. Spisla, Sophomore, Accountancy.

Jackson W. Stanford, Freshman, Business Administration; Ethan D. Stein, Sophomore, Civil Engineering; Catherine J. Sterrett, Senior, Microbiology; Matthew B. Sterrett, Senior, Computer Science; Arjun Subramanian, Junior, Biological Data Sciences.

Ashwin Subramanian, Sophomore, Computer Science; Kaavya Subramanian, Senior, Computer Science; Anna L. Sung, Junior, Public Health; Neha Suryadevara, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Daniel J. Susman, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Claire I. Swanson, Senior, Computer Science; Leah K. Swanson, Senior, Biology; Kevin T. Sy, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Nabila A. Syahriz, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Rayan Taha, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Ryo Takei, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Ojas M. Tendolkar, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Shivani R. Thakor, Junior, Microbiology; Jake A. Therrow, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Andrew P. Thomas, Sophomore, General Engineering.

Jared R. Thompson, Senior, Finance; Lilia D. Todorova, Sophomore, Bioengineering; Calvin B. Ton, Junior, Finance; Jackson E. Torgerson, Sophomore, General Engineering; Alexander B. Tubby, Freshman, Mathematics.

Cameron J. Turkisher, Sophomore, Marketing; Audrey K. Uemura, Sophomore, Biology; Kavi A. Vaidya, Junior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Raahi A. Vaidya, Freshman, General Engineering; Garrett W. Van Doren, Junior, Political Science.
Nicholas A. Van Gordon, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Niranjan R. Varma, Junior, Computer Science; Jessica Vasilenko, Sophomore, General Engineering; Lauren A. Vennes, Senior, Kinesiology; Thomas P. Verzani, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt.

Steven H. Vu, Junior, Computer Science; Purva V. Vyas, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Lindsey J. Wachtman, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Spencer C. Wagner, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Trenton D. Walker, Freshman, Business Administration.

Mackenzie R. Walsh, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science; Nethmini D. Weerasekera, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Alice O. Welch, Junior, Biology; Michelle C. Wentworth, Sophomore, Pre-Interiors; Kyle T. Werstlein, Sophomore, Computer Science.


Josh Williams, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Kate E. Williams, Freshman, Food Science and Technology; Mark Williams, Junior, Horticulture; Katrina K. Winklesky, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Nicholas C. Wisler, Sophomore, Computer Science.

Prajna Woonnimani, Senior, Microbiology; Jackson N. Wright, Senior, Computer Science; Phoebe Y. Wu, Senior, Environmental Engineering; Angelica N. Yakubov, Senior, Kinesiology; Nicole K. Yarbrough, Senior, Computer Science.

Kimberly J. Yeo, Freshman, General Engineering; Jared H. Yin, Freshman, General Engineering; Christopher H. Yoon, Senior, Bioengineering; Alex X. Young, Senior, Computer Science; Elizabeth X. Young, Freshman, General Engineering.

Micayla L. Young, Senior, Economics; Daniel Zahariev, Sophomore, General Engineering; Labib M. Zakaria, Junior, Mathematics; Oliver Y. Zhou, Freshman, General Engineering.

Sherwood

Niall A. Alboro, Junior, Music Studies; Jarrett J. Alto, Junior, Management; Erin A. Anderson, Junior, Bioresource Research; Elisha J. Bassich, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Dane H. Baysinger, Junior, Mechanical Engineering.

Grant L. Baysinger, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Kade M. Bergstedt, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Caitlyn P. Bering, Junior, Environmental Sciences; Rebecca Blake, Senior, Sociology; Hailey S. Boggs, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences.

Stephanie K. Brannan, Senior, Music Studies; Madison P. Brown, Junior, Industrial Engineering; Sawyer B. Brundage, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Josephine I. Clark, Junior, Business Administration; Angelina R. Conrow, Senior, English.

Joseph M. Conrow, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Olivia G. Corsetti, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Quinn M. Corsetti, Freshman, Business Administration; Kaden Cui, Sophomore, General Engineering; Cade B. DeMeyer, Junior, Kinesiology.
Michael J. Dinsdale, Junior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Peter C. Dinsdale, Sophomore, Pre-Forest Engineering; Skylar A. Diteman, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Kyle M. DuFrene, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Sammy J. Farmer, Junior, Psychology.

Isabella V. Fernandez, Junior, Psychology; Shauryavrat Gaur, Senior, Computer Science; Emily G. Gemmill, Senior, Mathematics; Scout E. Gomm, Freshman, Sociology; Casandra A. Guiley, Sophomore, Public Health.

Madison C. Harris, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Nathan A. Hausman, Senior, Computer Science; Joshua Henninger, Freshman, General Engineering; Tyler D. Hix, Junior, Finance; Braeden A. Howard, Junior, Mechanical Engineering.

Brandon D. Hughes, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Rachel P. Jensen, Senior, Design & Innovation Management; Lauren E. Johns, Senior, Zoology; Clair N. Johnson, Senior, Kinesiology; Taryn Kelley, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.

Ryan Kirkpatrick, Freshman, General Engineering; Logan M. Kleditz, Senior, Computer Science; Benjamin R. Kroon, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Brandon C. Kuske, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Lily A. Langer, Sophomore, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Andrew Q. Le, Senior, Mathematics; Tanis G. Leach, Senior, Earth Sciences; Julia N. Leitzinger, Sophomore, Psychology; Kelly J. Lovell, Freshman, Sociology; Zachary D. Martin, Freshman, General Engineering.

Bailey M. Mathews, Junior, Environmental Sciences; Tyler J. McCleskey, Junior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Daniel I. McNeely, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Kaeli M. Miller, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Madison E. Milner, Senior, Environmental Sciences.

Zachary Mirek, Freshman, Finance; Keegan F. Nave, Senior, Computer Science; Zachary D. Nibbe, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Jace E. Parks, Senior, Computer Science; Sankalp S. Patil, Junior, General Engineering.

Jacob W. Pelletier, Junior, Physics; Kyle H. Petty, Senior, Kinesiology; Gavin D. Pham, Junior, Computer Science; Gregory T. Potter, Sophomore, Pre-Forestry; Preston J. Reed, Senior, Kinesiology.

Alexa A. Richards, Senior, Kinesiology; Xander P. Ridehalgh, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Izabelle M. Robinson, Senior, Biology; Hallie L. Romig, Freshman, Kinesiology; Molly B. Russell, Sophomore, Pre-Apparel.

Jane C. Sandilands, Freshman, Business Administration; William Scypinski, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Matthew J. Seitz, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Weitong Shang, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Gavin S. Smith, Junior, Finance.

Mary C. Smith, Senior, Business Administration; Emily A. Southwell, Sophomore, Biology; Mallory J. Strand, Junior, Merchandising Management; Ashlyn K. Strohmaier, Senior, Kinesiology; Kyle D. Stuckey, Freshman, General Engineering.

Cyrus E. Swihart, Senior, Computer Science; Katherine A. Tranquill, Junior, Business Administration; Ethan D. Valetski, Freshman, Finance; Sophia Rae F. Vigil, Sophomore, General Engineering; Benjamin D. Wiren, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.
Tigard

Aidan I. Agee, Junior, Computer Science; Brianna M. Anderson, Sophomore, Mathematics; Ahad Z. Aziz, Senior, Public Health; Makenna R. Bailey, Senior, Biology; Sullivan R. Bailey-Darland, Senior, Physics.

Emma N. Barbee, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Matthew D. Barbisan, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Sierra E. Beatty, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Kristen M. Bird, Junior, Animal Sciences; Payton R. Bradfield, Freshman, General Engineering.

Alexandra N. Britch, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Bridget K. Brooks, Senior, Nutrition; Alexei A. Burgos-Davila, Freshman, General Engineering; Mara L. Burroughs, Freshman, Political Science; Cooper P. Christianson, Freshman, General Engineering.

Christopher A. Clairmont, Senior, Bioengineering; Kimberly A. Clairmont, Junior, Political Science; Michael B. Clairmont, Freshman, General Engineering; Jordan P. Conklin, Senior, Marketing; Erin M. Connelly, Senior, Management.

Mallory M. Cross, Sophomore, Sociology; Erin M. Culin, Senior, Psychology; Tudor C. Cutar, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Marieke V. De Bruyn, Junior, Business Analytics; Bayley M. Dehn, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Carly J. Deuth, Sophomore, Psychology; Zachariah E. Dieringer, Senior, Bioengineering; Hunter K. Dietz, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Lawson A. Dietz, Junior, Computer Science; Andrew M. Do, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Peter M. Do, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Luke A. Dobrean, Freshman, General Engineering; Ellie N. Dodson, Sophomore, Design & Innovation Management; Emma C. Dorr Grant, Sophomore, Business Administration; Maria B. Duong, Junior, BioHealth Sciences.

Tyler M. Emerson, Freshman, General Engineering; Caitlin O. Erickson, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Mark D. Erickson, Junior, Business Administration; Aaron R. Esau, Sophomore, General Engineering; Muhammad Z. Faks, Sophomore, General Engineering.

Hugh E. Finnerty, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Brandon T. Fong, Sophomore, Business Analytics; Sophia S. Freebury, Freshman, Finance; Jalen C. Hale, Junior, Finance; Nicole E. Hebda, Senior, Architectural Engineering.

Nicholas E. Heinke, Senior, Finance; Andrew O. Hepworth, Junior, Computer Science; Jessenia Hernandez Torres, Senior, Animal Sciences; Madison L. Hogan, Senior, Management; Daniel C. Howell, Senior, Biochemistry and Biophysics.

Jessica E. Howell, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Joseph R. Hungerford, Senior, Kinesiology; Aaron A. Jobe, Junior, Computer Science; Reid Gabriel D. Jucar, Freshman, Food Science and Technology; Andrew J. Kim, Junior, Biochemistry and Biophysics.

Yebeen Kim, Sophomore, History; Peyton D. Kuffel, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Tobi C. Lam, Senior, Psychology; Lilija E. Laurins-Court, Freshman, Psychology; Jacob K. Leavitt, Senior, Marketing.
Juichi Lee, Senior, Computer Science; Nicholas A. Leinberger, Sophomore, General Engineering; Derek L. Leitherer, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Devin C. Long, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Alex Maharjan, Sophomore, Biology.

Carson Z. Mandera, Junior, Kinesiology; Aida V. Marquez-Murga, Junior, Biology; Cole W. McCallister, Senior, Kinesiology; Sean C. McCann, Sophomore, Finance; Phoebe Mikolaj, Freshman, Art.

Gabriella S. Morales, Sophomore, Marine Studies; Brian A. Muhich, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Abigail N. Mullins, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Kelly Y. Nguyen, Sophomore, Chemistry; Citlali Nieves Lira, Junior, Chemistry.


Maryanne Pelpola, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Sophie M. Petitjean, Sophomore, Political Science; Brianna Peña, Junior, Women, Gender, and Sexuality; Nam Anh Pham, Senior, Chemistry; Ethan M. Phillips, Senior, Accountancy.

Taylor A. Pike, Sophomore, Pre-Interiors; Dylan L. Porter, Sophomore, Biology; Laura L. Prock, Senior, Kinesiology; Nour T. Rahal-Arabi, Senior, Computer Science; Nathaniel J. Ratalsky, Senior, History.

Noah H. Reitmeier, Junior, Chemical Engineering; Isa N. Roberts, Junior, Mathematics; Sara A. Rumbaugh, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Rory M. Schinkelwitz, Sophomore, Psychology; Kolby P. Shimojima, Freshman, General Engineering.

Andrew B. Smith, Freshman, Graphic Design; Sophie A. Smith, Junior, Bioengineering; Shaenna S. Soon, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Aaron A. Sorenson, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Henry J. Stewart, Freshman, General Engineering.

Walter H. Sullivan, Freshman, General Engineering; Xavier V. Tacker, Sophomore, Pre-Forestry; Cody C. Tanz, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Matthew D. Taylor, Freshman, Physics; Daniel Teel, Freshman, Management.

Filip Teofilovic, Sophomore, General Engineering; Justin K. Thomas, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Eric Tran, Freshman, General Engineering; Henson H. Tran, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Anh Q. Truong, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences.

Benson Truong, Senior, Music Studies; Mara I. Tsujimura, Junior, Apparel Design; Jackelyn Vasquez, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Lucy M. Vitali, Freshman, General Engineering; Abigail S. Vukanovich, Senior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences.

Isaiah A. Wachsmuth, Junior, Computer Science; Timothy Walker, Freshman, General Engineering; Haofan Wang, Junior, Computer Science; Yusuf G. Waqar, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Margaret S. Ward, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering.

Haley E. Webb, Sophomore, Business Administration; Emma M. Wihtol, Senior, Marketing; Jacob A. Wihtol, Freshman, Business Administration; Celine D. Yutzie, Sophomore, Business Analytics.
Jadon C. Allen, Freshman, Pre-Graphic Design; Jissel Alvarez, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Davis B. Armitage, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Thomas J. Augee, Junior, Civil Engineering; Alexandra H. Balzer, Senior, Finance.

Lily Bartel, Junior, Kinesiology; Andrea Bernal-Torres, Senior, Nutrition; Darby L. Bolan, Senior, Anthropology; Mylea K. Braun, Junior, Public Health; Emma M. Chamseddine, Junior, Digital Communication Arts.

William R. Chick, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Taylor L. Cockrell, Sophomore, Biology; Madison E. Dunn, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Elizabeth M. Dupuis, Freshman, Merchandising Management; Ashley N. Dwyer, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.

Nathan M. Erickson, Senior, Finance; Timothy R. Galantine, Sophomore, Hospitality Management; Allen J. George, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Irene M. George, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Shasha C. Gilbertson, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Sofia M. Gregson, Freshman, Pre-Apparel; Owen K. Grimm, Freshman, General Engineering; Shelby N. Hansen, Senior, Biology; Haley N. Harrington, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Sophia Heilig, Senior, Business Administration.

Laura M. Heinze, Senior, Bioengineering; Emma R. Hill, Sophomore, Pre-Interiors; Pierce N. Hurych, Junior, Business Administration; Meghan M. James, Sophomore, General Engineering; Teagan E. James, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Isabella M. Jarvis, Freshman, Psychology; Juliet A. Jellison, Freshman, Marketing; Skylar J. Karsseboom, Senior, Forest Engineering; Evan Kendig, Freshman, Kinesiology; Meghan E. Killinger, Freshman, General Engineering.

Nicholas P. Kim, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Nicholas Kirkland, Sophomore, Business Administration; Ethan P. Klein, Junior, Kinesiology; Emma R. Koehmstedt, Sophomore, Computer Science; Ryan E. Krivens, Sophomore, Public Health.

Connor A. Laflen, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Abigail G. Lakeman, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Ari J. Lauthner, Sophomore, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Justin LeBlanc, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Autumn N. Lewis, Senior, Microbiology.

Kassidy M. Lewis, Junior, Marketing; Matthew K. Little, Sophomore, Architectural Engineering; Madilyn M. Lowry, Senior, Civil Engineering; Caden D. Morthland, Freshman, Business Administration; Kaylee R. Price, Senior, Public Health.

Ethan J. Putnam, Senior, Business Administration; Manav R. Raghubansh, Junior, Civil Engineering; Peyton L. Reang, Freshman, Kinesiology; Taye J. Rieks, Freshman, Computer Science; Jaritzy Romero, Freshman, Biology.

Jasmine Romero Abarca, Junior, Sociology; Aven Sadighi, Freshman, General Engineering; Sophie K. Searle, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Cole D. Spires, Junior, Kinesiology; Wan-chi Su, Freshman, Speech Communication.
Jonathan A. Tence, Freshman, Chemistry; Noah W. Tjandra, Junior, Biology; Huy M. Truong, Sophomore, Public Health; Tyler P. Vander Heiden, Senior, Business Administration; Kianna Vandermolen, Junior, Botany.

Parker R. Walters, Freshman, General Engineering; Eric R. Watt, Junior, Biology; Denali Webber, Post Baccalaureate, Zoology; Jasper D. Whelan, Senior, Environmental Engineering; Hayden C. Wierman, Sophomore, General Engineering.

James A. Wilcock, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Nicholas D. Williams, Sophomore, Supply Chain & Logistics Mgmt; Aidan M. Wittman, Junior, University Exploratory Studies; Gabrielle M. Wolfe, Junior, Environmental Sciences.

X

Richard L. Brinkly, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science.
YAMHILL

Amity

Jeffrey S. Coleman, Junior, Business Administration; Carson D. Kirk, Freshman, General Engineering; Daniel C. Mather, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Jonathan D. Mather, Senior, Computer Science; Richard T. Parr, Junior, Biology.

Michael J. Scheelar, Senior, Business Administration; Matthew S. Walker, Senior, Computer Science.

Carlton

Dylan J. Baumer, Sophomore, Music; Osian P. Leahy, Freshman, General Engineering; Thomas H. Lee, Junior, Food Science and Technology.

Dayton

Bethany A. Leach, Junior, Agricultural Sciences; Mollie L. Nash, Junior, Business Administration; April Y. Trejo Fuentes, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Dundee

Kelsie M. Bryant, Junior, Kinesiology; Jaime Felix-Juarez, Senior, Design & Innovation Management; Benjamin A. Gentile, Senior, Nuclear Engineering; Julia A. Lopez, Senior, Agricultural Business Management; Carson M. Picker, Junior, Business Analytics.

Elijah N. Waibel, Freshman, General Engineering.

Lafayette

Gabrielle K. Baldwin, Senior, Psychology; Emily J. Elliott, Junior, Psychology; Abbigail T. Rockwell, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

McMinnville
Caleb Anderson, Junior, Philosophy; Prescott D. Benner, Junior, Architectural Engineering; Jordan K. Brantner, Junior, Computer Science; Garrett A. Bristow, Senior, Business Administration; Nathaniel R. Cannon, Junior, Chemistry.

Louis T. Corneaux, Senior, Horticulture; Brianna M. Dietrich, Senior, Kinesiology; Sofía M. Frison, Junior, Biology; Nathan R. Gabrielsen, Sophomore, Elect & Computer Engineering; Javier García, Senior, Kinesiology.

Brendan Gilbreth, Senior, Forest Engineering; Hector Guzman, Sophomore, General Engineering; Caden J. Hawkins, Junior, Computer Science; Mason T. Henderson, Junior, University Exploratory Studies; Tyler S. Hinthorn, Freshman, General Engineering.

Alexander W. Holliday, Junior, Psychology; Dylan R. Huber, Senior, Kinesiology; Trystan J. Irvin, Senior, Accountancy; Steven R. Irving, Senior, Forestry; Hallie A. Johnson, Junior, Graphic Design.

Maria D. Martinez, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Rosa L. Martinez, Senior, Kinesiology; Joseph R. McGeheey, Junior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Mallory E. Mead, Senior, Horticulture; Cyrus J. Scarboro-Ford, Sophomore, General Engineering.

Brantley A. Seehawer, Senior, Finance; Carly C. Szedlak, Senior, Kinesiology; Savanna R. Weeks, Junior, Speech Communication; Parker S. Williams, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Jie Y. Zhang, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

yahir a. montes, Freshman, Kinesiology.

Mcminnville

Chelsea M. Bowers, Senior, Computer Science; Jaden J. Clemens, Sophomore, Construction Engineering Mgt; Finnley D. Giffin, Freshman, Food Science and Technology; Alexander Perigon, Senior, Environmental Sciences.

Newberg

Mitchell J. Allison, Sophomore, Business Administration; Teija R. Atkinson, Senior, Business Administration; Elyce Barr, Senior, Nutrition; Megan R. Black, Senior, Computer Science; Maxwell D. Boenisch, Junior, Psychology.

Nicholas M. Broce, Senior, Computer Science; Nicholas J. Cannucci, Senior, Civil Engineering; Alyssa J. Davidson, Sophomore, Design & Innovation Management; Emma N. Dummer, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Ryan S. Frey, Junior, Sociology.

Martin A. Gonzalez, Junior, Kinesiology; Sicily J. Hampton, Sophomore, Pre-Apparel; Karla I. Hernandez Ortiz, Senior, University Exploratory Studies; Jason M. Keidel, Junior, American Studies; Jacob J. Knight, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.
Jared D. Lapointe, Freshman, Management; Hannah N. Laveine, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Samantha B. Leffler, Freshman, General Engineering; Jadon A. Lutz, Sophomore, Biology; Shelby L. Massey, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Ashley J. Mccann, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Fiona R. Mortensen, Junior, Pre-Interiors; Emily N. Olson, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Matthew C. Owen, Sophomore, Business Administration; Carolyn E. Pearce, Senior, Biology.

Emma M. Pietrok, Sophomore, Psychology; Jessica L. Poetzman, Sophomore, Pre-Teaching; Macy R. Rickert, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Samuel H. Rose, Senior, Chemistry; Daniel S. Roth, Senior, Accountancy.


Sheridan

Ashley M. Beavers, Junior, Business Administration; Kenndra E. Nichols, Junior, Biology; Marie A. Sandoval, Junior, Anthropology.

Yamhill

Braden M. Frost, Senior, Business Administration; Jasper C. Morrison, Senior, Finance; Michael A. Paolo, Junior, Marketing; Josef A. Smith, Junior, Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences; Jordan R. Spence, Senior, Zoology.

Isabella P. Van Horn, Senior, Business Administration.

About Oregon State University: As one of only three land, sea, space and sun grant universities in the nation, Oregon State serves Oregon and the world by working on today’s most pressing issues. Our more than 34,000 students come from across the globe, and our programs operate in every Oregon county. Oregon State receives more research funding than all of the state’s comprehensive public universities combined. At our campuses in Corvallis and Bend, marine research center in Newport and award-winning Ecampus, we excel at shaping today’s students into tomorrow’s leaders.